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AVINGSreceived a fresh invoice of these White
Sugars made directly from the cane juice (re»ng no refining) and warranted entirely free from
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Address all communications to
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adulteration. We offer them for sale by the
Tel in the original package.
Samples can be
at

office,
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Ocean Insurance Co’s Building,

Charged with Abduction.
Bangor, Dec. 4.—W. S. Nickerson was arrested to-day for abduction of an infant child
of Etta James one year ago. Nickerson claims

J. H. HAMLEN & SON
For sale at retail by
A. L. MILLETT & CO., 581
nov29

Congress

to be the father of the child and says he took
it to be taken care of. The child has not been

St.

snlw

since but recently Nickerson brought the
ohild to her, claiming it was the one, which
seen

Pratt’s Astral Oil.
ASK

ihe denies.
Sudden Death.
A. Brown of Brewer died
lemorrbage last night.

yeurfgrocer for Pratt's

Astral Oil and see
th t y ou ret the genuine. If
you inquire for
“
MILLETT A CO’S you will be sur
salt, as there is being palmed off other inferior oils
for geuume Pratt’s.
oct6sneod2m
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Highnnyiuau’. Work.
Eastport, Dec. 4.—Stephen Somers, about
s 0 years old, while returning home late Satur-

lay night

knocked down near the cemeery by a man and robbed of his watch and
520. A young man named Harris was ar•ested to-day on suspicion.

STREET,

complete line of
Bros. 4c
Co. Superior

offers

suddenly

a

was

Knitting Silk,

I oh til 1 Matters.

Warranted made from pure thread silk. It is the
only pure thread Knitting Silk In the market,
oct 19
en2m

Washington,

Dec. 4.—The commission of
Seorge L Hancock, as postmaster at Bolster’s
Hills, Me., has been issued.

BELONG BROS. & CO.

rhe Penobscot Congregational Conference
—Semi-Centennial of Hammond .tree!

Silk Manufacturers.
DRESS SILKS

Church, Bangor.
Bangor, Dec. 4.—The fifty-eighth semi-anmal meeting of the Penobscot Congregational
Conference commenced its session to-day
iVilliam P. Hubbard was chosen moderator,

Of a superior grade, excellent in quality
and finish.

•nd E. F. Duren scribe. Rev. Smith Baker of
jowell, Mass., offered prayer.
A committee was appointed to select the
, •lace of the next annual meeting.
The con-

Serges and Satin Linings for Gentle-

men’s

Clothing.

HOSIERY,

Sewing Silk,
MACHINE TWIST,
Embroidery

Silk

and

FLOSSES.

Cincinnati, St. Louis. San Francisco. ADAMS A
CURTIS, Agents., 105 Snmmor St., Boston.
Goods for sale'by the trade.
ootlS
d3m
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Washington, Dec. 5.
indications for to-day are for the

New England and Middle Atlantic States,
warmer weather preceded by occasional very
light rains, southerly veering to westerly winds,
falling, followed by rising barometer.
The weather bulletin says rain has fallen

in Arizona and South and North Pacific coast
regions, occasional very light rains in the Ohio
valley and on the South Atlantic coast and occasional light snow in Northern Michigan. The
temperature has risen from New England and
lower Lake region to the Gulf States. Westerly
winds are now reported from the Missouri valley to the npper Lakes, easterly winds in the
Eastern Gull States and southerly winds from
other districts east of the Rocky Mountains.
The barometer is lowest in the upper Lake
and North Pacific coast regions, and a storm is
advancing eastward over the northern portion
of the latter district.
The following special temperatures were re■Ottad
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Tnehington.

Norfolk.
Savannah.
Atlanta.
Jacksonville...
Pensacola......•.
New Orleans.
Galveston.

Angeles.

Los

48
63
C7
56

72
66
70
74
69

Fair weather with Blight changes in temperature is indicated for districts east of Missis-

sippi Thursday.

Wrecked Seheeaer Discovered by the
Cotter Woodbury.
[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Southwest Habbob, Dec, 4.—The revenue
steamer Woodbury, early on Sunday morning,
2d inst., discovered a schooner of about sixty
A

painted black, with a white stripe, no
foretopmast, spar loaded, on top of Fish Point
Ledge, Fox Islands, hogged, bilged and aban-

tons,

A

boat was lowered, and after some
difficulty she was boarded. She had no name
or hail-port.
Her cabin had been stripped of
movables, and her boat was gone from the
davits. She was so badly injured as to make
it useless to haul her off, and there being no
means of identifying her or learning any particulars as to her loss or the fate of her crew,
she was left where found.
It is probable that
■he was from the Provinces, and that her
crew landed with her boat after she struck.

Bangor Schooner's Rough Passage.
Wilmmotoh, N. C., Dec. 4.—The schooner
Mattie Holmes arrived from Bangor, Me., toShe reports having been strnck by a
day.
heavy sea 120 miles Northward from Cape Hatteras, Nov. 27th. The vessel's yawl boat was
carried away, and struck Capt. Warren,
knocking him through the cabin door and killA

him

ing

overboard
ound.

instantly.
a

His mate was knocked
short while before, but was res_

FIRES.
Blaze at MUltown, N. B.
Calais, Dec. 4.—A large pile of bituminous
ooal, belonging to the St. Croix cotton mill at
Militown, N. B., piled Dear the mill, has been
oit fire several days from spontaneous combustion, and ail efforts to extinguish it have been
untUTCsesful.
Early this morning a quantity
of lumber piled near by caught fire from the'
The coal is
barniug coal, and was consumed.
stui

Darning,

no

office and several stores, were burned.

Loss

835,000.

■parks.
The new boarding house of Nichols Acawas burned Monday
at
Mass.,
Dudley,
demy,
No
Fart of the furniture was saved.
night.
Insured for
students were in the building.
_

Interesting to Farmers.
Cincinnati, Dec. 4.—The annual session of
the batter, cheese and egg association bega n
this afternoon. Mayor Stephens made an address of welcome, to which S. B. Hubbard of
Vermont, vice president of the association responded. President McDonald of Philadelphia made a brief address, in the coarse of

which he said that the value of the annual
butter product of the United States was 8352,000,000; the cheese product 836,000,000; eggs
and poultry about the same.
Professor Sheldon and Thomas Higgins of Liverpool were into
take patt in the proceedidgs.
vited
They
came as representatives of the Royal English

association. Twenty-one
by delegates.

state

are

represented

WEST INDIES.
American Brig's Fine Annulled.
Havana, (Dec. 4.—The intendant of the
treasury has ordered the annulment of the fine
of 857,000 recently imposed on the American
brig Clara Belle.
An

Vetoed by the Governor.
Haebisbubg, Pa., Dec. 4,—A message from
’’a Governor vetoing all of the appropriation
dills excent that portion which relates to the
of employees was presented to the legisThe Governor bases
ature at noon to-day.
his action on the ground that the business for
was
called in extra seswhich the legislature
sion had not been attended to.
The House this afternoon passed the appropriation bill over the|Goveruor’s veto by a vote
of 165 to 25.
The Senate to-night passed the appropriation
bill which had been vetoed by the Governor.

{>ay

t

C. B. Walker of Orono led the devotional
xercises.
In the afternoon Rev. S. Barker, S. P. Fay,
ohn H. True of Portland,' C. A. Bailey of

( lldtown, and others, took part in the diecussion of topics. Rev. A. A.-Freeman of
Oldtown and Prof. John S. Sewall spoke on
the “State of the Churches.”
The sacrament of the Lord’s Eupper was administered in the evening.
An historical address commemorative of the
semi-centennial of the
organization of the
Hammond Street Church was delivered by the

Agricultural Works at Wiu930,000; Insurance 910,-

tlOO.

(Special to the Press.)
Winthbof, Dec. 4.—The old-established ag"
ricultural works at this place, known as Whitman’s Agricultural Works, were totally destroyed by fire early this morning.1 The alarm
was given soon after midnight when (lames
were seen issuing from the blacksmith shop
which was situated at the western extremity
of the works. The chimney of this shop bad
burned out the day before and this was the
probable cause of the fire as the flames were
first discovered in the vicinity of the chimney.
Connected with the works were machine shop,
blacksmith shop and saw
mill, all of which were burned to the ground.
The fire also destroyed a large amonnt of lum-

foundry, wood shop,

ber, coal and goods in different stages of manfactare and the machinery and castings were
entirely ruined. The flames raged fiercely for a
while and had it not been for the prompt action of the new fire department other property
in the vicinity must have been destroyed also.
But fortune seemed to favor the firemen and a
northwest wind sprang up^which took the blaz.
iug cinders out over Lake Anuebescook in an
opposite direction from the village. The large
factories of the Winthrop Mills Company are
close to the agricultural works and must have
suffered seriously had the wind been in an op-

posite direction.
The works were destroyed by fire once betore, many years ago, bat were rebuilt. They
were established by Lather Whitman who
was the inventor of many of his manufactures
including the threshing machine and many
other agricultural implements. Mr. Whitman
died about two years ago and since his death
and in fact lor several years prior to that event
the business was conducted by his son, William E. Whitman. The St. Louis manufacturers of that name are also sons of Luther,
having got their first ideas of the business iu
this place. The water power on which the
works were situated was the lowest on the
stream and for that reason was seriously affected at times by the Gardiner Water Power
Company at the other end of the pond, raising
their dam to hold back the water for their own
There has been considerable fighting in
court over the fact.and the matter was at last
settled by the latter company purchasing the
property and leasing it again to Mr. Whitman
use.

lor

a

term oi

ten

years.

The loss on the buildingB and what was contained in them is estimated at $30,000. The
insnrance on the bnilding, in favor of the
Gardiner Water Power Company, was $5,000,
and on the tools, machinery and stock, in
favor of Mr. Whitman, $5,000, placed in various companies. How the loss is divided between the two is unknown bat Mr. Whitman
states that his insnrance will not cover 25 pea
cent, of his loss. The loss to the men of their
serious one as although
large crew, some of them had

employment will be

a

there was not a
been many years employed there.
Payson Tucker Hose Company did their first
The new apparatus
teal work at this fire.

finely although in the excitement there
But after it was
considerable delay.
started it did good work. The stable belonging to Mri Augustus Thompson caught in
three places but no serious damage was done.
work
was

POLITICAL.
Municipal Elections in Massachusetts.
Taunton, Dec. 4.—Charles F. Hanson, indepenoent candidate, was elected mayor to-

pastor, Rev. Henry L. Griffin.

day.

A beautiful memorial window to the memory of Rev. John Maltby, first pastor of the
church, was uncovered.
The conference will continue through tomor-

Malden, Dec. 4.—For mayor L. L. Faller
(Dem.), 1105; J. K. C. Sleeper (Rep.), 1083.
For license: No, 1280; yeas, 770.
Fitchburg, Dec. 4.—Alonzo Davis was realected mayor, receiving 1315 votes to 607 for
Tabez Fisher, the temperance candidate. The
rote on the license question was 979 yes, 856

row.
AUGUSTA.

no.

The next session of the Governor and Council probably will be held Dec. 11th and 12th.
The funeral of Augusta’s honored citizen,
Hon. Joseph Baker, took place Saturday afternoon from his residence and was attended
by Judges of the Supreme and Superior Courts
and members of the bar in and out of the city
fttid oitiaono gATtornlly
Th« hpiftrftfS Were.
Judges Libbey and Danfortb of the Supreme
Court, Judge Whitehouse of the Superior
Court, Hon. J. W. Bradbury, Hon. Joseph H.
Williams, Hon. Samuel Titcomb, Sewall
Lancaster, Esq., of Augusta, and Hon. E. F.
Webb of Waterville.
The total number of pieces of mail matter
handled at the Augusta post office during the
month of November, 1883, was 1,919,490; 1882,

I, 171,115; 1881, 1,423,075.
A case of small pox
ville.

is reported in Brook-

BROOKLYN.

Niue years ago William A. Friend mysteriously disappeared from Brooklyn. He recently returned to Sedgwick from California where
he has been residing under the name of Bell.
BROWNVILLE.

A singular series of misfortunes occurred on
Thanksgiving day at Brown ville, in the
family of E. H. Bullard, of the Williams slate
quarry, says the Bangor Commercial. His
daughter Katie, a miss eight years old, who
bad been fora few (days slightly indisposed
early in the morning fainted 'away and fell
upon the stove, severely bnrning. her 1 ips,
face, chin and both hands. She was attended
by Dr. Crosby. In the afternoon his eldest
boy, Ellie, fell upon the ice and was taken up
senselegp, and go remained for two hours. In
the evening, another son, Willie, a lad of
twelve years, after taking a look at his sister
Katie, who was burned in the morning, in a
state of sympathetic fright, made a deliberate
plunge at the same stove and was taken up in
a condition of faint and nausea,
badly burned
on the nose.
SPRING VALE.

At a meeting of Willard Post, No. 70, G. A.
R., last Saturday evening the following officers
were elected: Commander,
Moses Himingway; Senior Vice Commander, Charles H. C.
Junior
Otis;
Vice| Commander, Jas. M. Goodwin; Adjutant, G. H. Roberts; Officer of the
Day, A. A. Crocker; Officer of the Guard, Geo.
Crommett; Chaplain, Wm. Eastham; Quartermaster, W. J. Gowen; Delegate of Department
Encampment, G. H. Roberts; Alternate, W.
J. Gowen.

Springfield, Dec. 4.—Mayor Phillips (Rep.)
le-elected in this city, with a Republican
board of aldermen. The city voted "no liiense” by 294.
Delaney (Dem.) was today elected mayor of
lolyoke over Craft (Rep.)
Haverhill, Dec. 4.—C. H. Weeks, people’s
:audidate, was elected mayor by 218 majority.
4.—The Republicans
Fall River, Dec.
sleeted their mayor by 254 majority and five
>f the nine aldermen; 15 of the 27 councilmen
The vote on licenso was:
ire Republicans.
pea 3008, no 2405.
was

Boston, Dec. 4.—J. W. Fox, citizens’ caniidate, was re-elected mayor of Cambridge to-

lay.

Somerville, Dec. 4.—Mayor CnmmiDgs was
inanimously re-elected today. The city conn:il is Republican.
Lawrence, Dec. 4.—Mayor Breen (Dem.)
was re-elected today.
Democrats also elect a
(nil board of aldermen.

Chelsea, Dec. 4.—Mayor Strahan (Rep.) was
•e-elected mayor by 900 plurality.
Newton, Dec. 4.—J. W. Kimball, citizens’
candidate, was elected mayor. The Republi•ana elect six of the seven aldermen and 13 of
;he 14 conncilmen.
Northampton, Dec. 4.—B. E. Cook (Dem.)
was elected the first mayor today.
The city
toted for license.
Brockton, Dec. 4.—Ex-Mayor Keith (Rep.)
elected mayor. The city voted no license.

was

ALABAMA CLAIMS.
Judgments by

NEWPORT.

The Grand officers on Friday evening next
will institute a new lodge of Odd Fellows at
Newport, with sixty members.
BKOWHEGAN,
Six inches of snow fell in Sknowhegan, Satand
urday night
good sledding prevails here.

the

Conrt of Commissioners.

Washington, Dec. 4.—In the court of com3 issioners of Alabama claims to-day Samnel
E. Eastman of Concord, N. H., was admitted
io practice as an attorney of tho court.
No. 4645, Thomas A. Rich et. al., executors, vs.
Jnited States, judgment was ordered for the Unit-

id States.
No. 4076, Henry I. Youngs et al. vs. United
States; No. 4997, Margaret Tl Vannest, executrix,
rs. United States; No. 4998, Margaret T. Vannest,
ixecutrix, vs. United States; No, 4443, Elizabeth
A. Sterling, administratrix, vs. United States; No.
1444, Adolph Abrens et al. vs. United States; No.
>449, Alex P. Irwin vs. United States; No. 6450,
Alexander P. Irvin, vs, United States, involvTier

tho nnostinn

lT)nou

a

olufm

of

Althaw of

4V.

—

second class pass by assignment in bankinsolvency or by general assignment for
ruptcy
be benefit of creditors under State laws, or is the
irst

cr

or

assignor

GILEAD.

Mrs. Deborah Lard met with a very painful
accident Borne two weeks ago while away on a
visit. In stepping from a carriage she tripped
and
fell
fracturing her thigh quite badly. She was brought home on the cars and
now lies in a critical condition
She is being
attended by Dr. R. G. Wrilly of Bethel, and is
doing as well as could be expected under tbe
circumstances.

still to be

regarded as

the

legal

owner of

inch claim” were argued.
The following judgments were announced:
No. 4283, John Hutchinson, deceased, $450, with
nterest from July 10, 1864.
No. 1932, Thomas H, Boag,

$108, with interest
Sept. 7, 1863.
No. 4118, Mahrens Hunter, surviving partner of
he firm of Thompson & Hunter, with interest from

:rom

ip*il21t 1863.
No 1984, James Jenkins, $435. with interest
Tom July 10. 1864No. 3010. Antoine DeGrecrasa, $215, with interest from April 1, 1865.
No. 3016, Joane, $218,
with interest from

June 22, 1865.
No. 3016, Kaawaloa, $199, with interest from
June 29.1866,
No. 3035, Mabelona alias George Wood, judgnent for the United States.

WATERFORD.

damage nas Deeu done to

the mill.
Twenty-Two Houses Burned.
Jj
Ltncbburg, Tenn., Dec. 4.—This morning
the
Sentinel
twenty-two houses, including

87,200.

J tev.

BBOOKSVIL1E.

LATEST MARINE NEWS.

doned.

discussed by Rev. Smith Baker,
i bev- S. P. Fay of Dorchester, Mass., Rev. J.
Imith, J. E. Ames, Prof. Paine, President
1 percald and otberB. Mr. A. H. Harriman
( .elivered the conference sermon on
"Prayer.”
were

Knitting !

MILLS. Rockville, Conn., Northampton, Mass.,
Montreal, Canada.
OFFICES. New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,

The

erence

Topics

“Superior”
Thread
Silk.

voted to approve the propositions to
onstitote the members of the general con1 erence.
Prof. Stevens spoke on “How to
’remote the Fellowship and Edification of the
< Ihurches,” and J. S.
Wheelwright on promoti ug the interest in objects of Christian benevo1 snee.

j

the

THE ESTIMATES.

throp—Loss

97 Exchange St., Portland, Me,
Teems: Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.
Rates of Advertising: One inoh of space, the
length of column, constitutes a "square.”
$1.60 per square, dally first week: 76 cents per
week after; three insertions oriels, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; $60 cents per week after.

31 Exchange Street.

TELEPHONE 701.

Destroys

At

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

n

THE FIRE FIEND

PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Mrs. Solomon Stone, an old lady, fell down
stairs, breaking her hip and one finger, Thurs-

day evening.

George Kimball, an old lady
RSlrs.
ahla fall
thn flnnr anrl hrrtto

and

har ktn

nn

lies in a very critical condition,
Oxford Democrat.

now

NEW

says

very
nnH

YORK.

Electrician.
New York, Dec. 4.—Wm. Fowler, an electrician in the employ of the Western Union
Telegraph Company, went out in a row boat
from Gnttenburg, N. J., this morning to examine the telegraph cables which cross the
North River at that point, and which for some
time have been ont of otder. Those who were
watching him from the shore saw him suddenly fall backward in his boat. The boat drifted
down the stream, bat was quickly overtaken.
Fowler was found lying dead in the bottom of
the boat. It is not known whether the man’s
death resnlted.from the heart or whether it was
caused by an electric shock from the cable.
An investigation will be made. The relatives
of the deceased at New London, Conn., have
been notified.
International Ocrnn Telegraph Company.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders
of the International Telegraph Company today
the following officers were elected: Norvin
Green, president; R. H. Rochester, treasurer;
C. F. Estees, secretary; Thomas T. Eckert,
vice president.
Sudden Death of

an

Court.
Tragedy
Prescott, Arizona, Deo. 4.—During the discussion of points of law in a case before Chief
Justice French, Attorney General Churchill
and District Attorney Reich became greatly
excited, and finally came to blows. While the
officers were endeavoring to restore order, McAtee, the defendant, drew a knife and rushed
upon MacNamee and Mr. Moore, aged 70 years
and Inflicted a fatal wound; then, turning on
C. E. Beach, late editor of the Prescott Miner,
and 6on-in-law of Kelsey, the plaintiff, stabbed
him in the neck, then made a rash for the
coart reporter, and was abont to plnnge the
knife into him when Mr. Beach drew a revolver and fired, sending a ball through McAtee’s
spinal column The old man Moore and MeAtee will die, Mr. Beach will recover.
in

nn

Arizona

FINANCIAL.
rke Exchange Bank Collapse—A Deficit
of 9309,333 Shown, Which the Shareholder- final

the

Pay.

Montreal, Dec. 4.—At a meeting of the
ihareholders of the Exchange Bank, today, a

was presented which showed a loss
>f 8809,533. Developments show unmistaka)ly that the shareholder will be called upon
'or double liabilities; that Craig, the president,
ias committed a huge robbery on the bank, and
iis mausiou h6re costing 880,000 and all other
■eal estate is all registered in bis wife’s name,
1 io the ehareholders wil! have no recourse ou
lim. He has absconded and the amount he
;ook with him is supposed to be large. Craig is
he second general manager of the same bank
vho has had to fly for fleecing shareholders,
vho lost half their capital four years ago
by
>ad management and robbery by the head oficial.
E. K. ^Greene acknowledged
the instiution hopelessly insolvent in consequence of
he proceedings of Thomas Craig, the presilent, who had carried on transactions without
he knowledge of the board and who is beieved to have absconded.

itatement

RAILWAY MATTERS.
York & New England Road.
Haverhill, Mass., Dec. 4.—At a meeting of
New

he shareholders of the New York & New England railroad to-day, the committee appointid at a previous meeting reDorted a list of canlidates for directors to be elected at the annual
meeting next Tuesday, which waB unanimousy adopted. The list includes JonasH. French,
Jay Gould, George J. Gould, Cyrus Field,
Kussell Sage, Hugh J. Jewett, Geo. B. Robjrts, C. P. Clark, Thomas Nickerson and othsri. It i3 probable that C. P. Clark will be
made president and general manager, and
rhomas Nickerson clnyrman of the finance
;ommittee.
The American Anti-Slavery Society.
Philadelphia, Dec. 4.—The semi centenlial anniversary of the organization of the
American anti-slavery society] was held here
today. Only three of the original members
survive—John Purvis, John G. Whittier and

Elizur Wright.
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Several Item* of Interest to New England

following

New

England

items:

London, Dec. 4.—The Daily News says it is

understood that affirm in Shanghai,holding Bilk
to the value of £1,000,000 has failed or retired
from business, and it is stated the firm has
been gTadnally liquidating its affairs.
More
stoppages of business houses in Shanghai were
expected, as the Chinese banks resolutely refuse to lend money until the war clouds have

For office of

sub-treasurer, Boston, 836,000; the assistant
treasurer asks that the salary of the chief
clerk

and

paying

teller be increased from
82500 to 83000.
The amount required for expenditure for internal revenue in Maine js
89500; in Massachusetts, 843,400; in New

vanished.

Haadred Chinese Troops Pass
Through Hong Kong.
A despatch from Hong Kong says that 1100
Chinese troops parsed through that city today
ou their way for Canton, and that more will
Eleven

Hampshire, 88700; in Rhode Island, 89500; in
Vermont, 87000. For completion of the Boston
post office, 850,000; Concord, N. H., post offioa

follow iu a

day or two.
Stanley to Stay on the Congo.
The Daily Telegraph this morning publishes a letter Stating that Henry M. Stanley, the
explorer, will remain with the expedition on
the Congo river until May, when he may take

8100,000.
For

lighthouses, establishing

a

light

to

guide

through the dredged channel in Lubeo Narrows, Maine, 840,000; since the dredged channel between Lubec and Gampobello Island, on
the coast of Maine, has been completed by the
War Department.it has beoome evident that

months’ leave of absence, returning to
his poet iu July. The report recently pulished
that Stanley was ooming to Europe, owing to
a difference with the African Society’s committee, and that he intended to defend himself against charges of impatience in dealing
with the natives, is declared to be absolutely
untrue.
O’Donnell Very Cool.
The sheriff visited O’Donnell in Newgate
prison today and informed himjthatjhe was to
bo banged on December 17. The condemned
manreceived the information very coolly and
made no remarks whatever.
Qen. Prior today reqnested Mr. Lowell, U.
9. Minister, to apply to the English home
jffioe for a reapite for O’Donnell, with a view
jf obtaining time te set on foot proceeding for
commutation of his death sentence. Mr. Low>11 entertained the request and will apply to
the
American authorities at Washington
lor instructions iu the matter.
Mr. Russeli,
O’Donnell’s counsel, will wait upon Mr. Low>11 tomorrow to submit the legal grounds upon
which will be based the application for comnutation of O’Donnell’s sentence.
Hadngascar Pens Bombarded by tbe
French.
According to advices from Madagascar the
French have bombarded Mohambo and Ten>rife on the northeast coast and two French
Irigates have gone to bombard Fort Dauphen
md other places on the south coast.
Probably an Unfounded Rumor.
Caibo, Dec. 4—The telegram from the Ausrian consul at Kbartoom, announcing the de, traction of only one-third of Hicks Pasha's
irmy is generally discredited.
a two

to make this channel of value to commerce at
night a light should be established at the en-

trance; establishing

light

upon Green Island,
near the entrance to Burt Coat Harbor, Me.,
812,000; Burt Coat Harbor is an excellent and
capacious harbor of refuge; the range of lights
which guided to the entrance Were unsatisfactory, and a vessel was wreoked during the
J ear while trying to make the harbor by their
aid; one of them was accordingly discontinued,
and it is proposed to ereot in its stead a lighthouse on Green Island, about one mile to the
southward of the entrance.
Establishing a
small beacon to range with the main light at
the
lease
of
the
site for the
Hyannis, Mass.,
purpose being hereby authorized, 8350; vessels
entering this harbor steer directly for the main
llgUt, passing close to the eastern end of the
breakwater, upon which there Is danger of
running in making this long course on a compass bearing; this will be obviated by placing a
small light in front and exactly in range of the
axis of the channel; the only situation where
this can be properly done is on the end of a
wharf not owned by the United States; the
proposed beacon light will be only a temporary
structure, and permission to use the wharf can
be had for a nominal sum.
Lake Champlain—Establishment of' lights
on Watch Point and to guide through the
channel between North and
South Hero
Islands, 81000; thel'channel at these points is
so narrow that it is practically
useless at
night if unlighted. It is proposed to estaba

lish inexpensive lights
piles.

on

posts protected by

For water works at Portsmouth navy yard,
at Boston navy yard,
Boston, Mass.—water pipes submitted, 825,coal
000;
shed, 810,000; paving and grading,
820,000; floating gate for dry dock, 830,000;

825,000; expenditures
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Fortifications and other works of defence—
Fort Gorges, Portlsnd Harbor, Me., $12,000;
Fort Preble, Portland Harbor. Me., $35,000;
Fort Scammell,
Portland
Harbor, Me.,
$100,000; battery at Portland Head, Portland
Harbor, Me., $50,000; fort on Cow Island, approaches to Portland Harbor, Me., battery for
heavy guns, $50,000; batteries in Portsmouth
Harbor, N. H., continuing work on battery for
heavy guns on Gerrish’s Island and at battery
at Jerry’s Point, $86,000; Fort Warren, Boston
Harbor, Mass., continuing modification for receiving heavy guns, $100,000; battery on Long
Island Head, Boston Harbor, Mass., work for
heavy guns, $50,000; Fort Wintbrop, Boston
Harbor, Mass., continuing construction of
work for heavy guns and sea walls for
protection of batteries, $100,000; Fort Independence, Boston, Harbor, Mass., continuing

construction of exterior battery for heavy guns.
$50,000; fort at entrance of New Bedford Harbor, Mass., construction of exterior battery for
heavy guns, $30,000: Fort Adams, Newport
Harbor, Bhode Island, completion of emplacements for heavy guns, $40,000.
The estimates say that the following sums
could be used to advantage at the harbors
named: Portland, Me..$75,000;Bockland, Me
$75,000: Portsmouth, N. H., $50,000; Burlington, Vt., $50,000; Boston,Mass., $180,000: Nan-

tucket, Mass., $60,000; Newburyport, Mass.,
$150,000; Plymouth, Mass., $19,000; Provincetown, Mass., $60,000, Scituate, Mass., $76,000; Wareham, Mass., $15,000; Woods Holl,
Mass., $25,000; Breakwater at Block Island,
B. 1„ $59,000; Newport, B. I $25,000.
_

_

SENATE.

Washington, Dec. 4.
The Senate was called to order at noon.
After reading the journal a large number of
bills and petitions were introduced, including
a bill authorizing
American citizens to purchase foreign built ships to engage in the
foreign carrying trade and a bill to establish
the postal telegraph system.
A resolution was adopted providing that the
rules of the Forty-seventh Congress be the
rules of the Forty-eighth Congress until the
expiration of two weeks from the date of appointment of the committee on roles.
At 1 50 the Senate took a recess until 2.30 to
allow the committee appointed to unite with
the House committee in waiting on the President.
At 2.30 the recess was extended until 3
o’clock.
Upon reassembling the Senate members of
the joint committee to wait on the President
reported that the President had requested the
committee to convey to the two Houses in his
behalf the compliments of the season and congratulations upon their organization, and say
to them be would immediately communicate
with them in writing. Within a few minutes
of this announcement Mr. Pruden, assistant
private secretary to the President, appeared
and presented the President’s Message, which
was then read by the Acting Secretary of the
Senate, Mr. Shoter.
Memorials were presented from the New
York Chamber of Commeree relating to the
death of ex-Senatoi Morgan, and by Senator
Dawes of Massachusetts, from the Legislature
of that State, urging the passage of the French
spoliation claims bill.
Senator Wilson of Iowa offered a joint resolution proposing the following amendment to
the constitution:
"Congress shall have power by appropriate
legislation to protect citizens of the United
States in the exercise and enjoyment of rights,
privileges and immunities and assure to them
equal protection of the laws.’’
Senator Blair introduced a bill to establish a
bureau of statistics of labor under the department of the interior; also a bill to fix and regulate the hours of employes of the United
States limiting the number of hours to constitute a day’s work to 8, providing that wherever
it should be found necessary to substitute labor
by the hour for labor by the day suoh labor be
for at the rate of J of a day's pay for each

Said

our.

By Mr. Logan, a bill to appropriate and expend $50,000,000 derived from internal revenue
taxes and sale of public lands for the education of all children living in the United
States.
By Mr. Hoar, bill providing for a uniform
system of bankruptcy. (This is the Lowell bill
introduced in last Congress.)
Qlr.

Kill

_1

AT-_*.1_

Pacific land grants.
(It confirms to the compan; all lands earned from construction of any
portion of the road, but restores to settlement
and sale of several million acres in Washington Territory and Oregon, being applicable to
that portion of the line west of Wallnla Janetion. Washington Territory.
At 4.05 p. m. the Senate adjourned until tomorrow.

HOUSE.
A resolution fer the election of those selected by the democratic caucus to fill minor offices of the House was adopted and those officers came forward and were qualified.
The
drawing of seats was then commenced.
After seats had been drawn the Speaker appointed the committee on mileage as follows:
Messrs. Moulton, Wellborn, Glasscock, Kan-ney and Miller of Pennsylvania.
At 2.10 the House took a recess of 20 minutes.
Mr. Reed of Maine obtained a good position
in the centre of the Republican side.
After a further recess until three o’clock,
Mr. Tucker of Virginia offered a resolution referring to the committee on elections when appointed, all papers relating to the eleotion of
representative from the first district of Virginia with instructions to report as early as
practicable which of the rival claimants to the
seat has a prima facie right thereto reserving
to the other party the privilege of contesting
the case on its merits.
At this point the committee appointed to
wait upon the President appeared at the bar
of the House and announced that the President would communicate to the House his
message in writiiag.
The President’s secretary at 3.05 p. m. appeared and presented the President’s message.
Consideration of Mr. Tucker’s resolution was
then entered upon.
The previous question having been seconded
Mr. Keifer of Ohio spoke in opposition to the
resolution, contending that should it be adopted and Mr. Garrison allowed his prima facie
right to the seat, Mr. Mayo would be deprived
of all power of contest. It was getting too
common for returning boards in States to indiscriminately throw out whole counties (as
was done in this case) in order to
accomplish
partisan purposes. The House could not be
stopped fsom inquiring into the legality of this
proceeding as well as the merits of the case

finally.
Mr. Mayo of Virginia declared that the

Notes.

The London Morning Post says it is prebible that Mr. Tennyson, the poet, will shortly
>e raised to the peerage.
Thomas Knowles, Conservative member of
Parliament for Wigan since 1874, is dead.
Robert McCalmont, head of the London
1
tanking house of McCalmont Bros. & Co., is
1 lead.
A Viennia despatch says the Reichsrath met
oday. The Budget for 1884 shows a deficit of
,000,000 florins.
xue Diuguau squadron d;is arrivea at snanglai.
The conference of delegates of the Anstraian legislature has unanimously passed a resilution in favor of the annexation of New
Hebrides, New Oninea and other South Sea
slands to Anstralia.
A Madrid despatch states that there is a
moyant feeling on the bourse in consequence
f a belief that a crisis is imminent in the cabnet, and that Sagasta, the liberal leader will
etnrn to power.
The London Press Association says that the
eports of rioting at Wexford, Ireland, Sunay evening were greatly exaggerated. Damge'to propertylwas confined to broken windows
nd nobody was seriously injured.

WASHINGTON.
Caucus ef Republican Senators.
Washington, Dec. 4—A caucus of Repub1 ican Senators was held this morning, bnt not
core than ten senators were present.
Senator
i Iherman occupied the chair.
A resolution
ras offered and unanimously agreed to, au1 horizihg the chairman to name a committee
< f seven Senators to re-arrange the Republi< an membership of the Senate committees,and
: resolution looking to the immediate election
( f officers of the
Senate was introduced and
iscussed. The weight of opinion was exiressed favorably to delay in the matter of
( lecting officers od the ground that the last
* /ongress having passed the civil service
law, it
ronld not be consistent with civil service
a
for
majority of the Senate to occu! ltrinciplea
the time at the opening of the session in a
!
over the incumbency of the
struggle
josaible
Senate offices.
It was further signified that
t here is no pressing necessity for action at this
t ime, and the resolution was thereupon withrawD, and the caucus adjourned, subject to
be call of the chairman.
Senators Mahone and Riddleberger did not
a ttend
the caucus.
Subsequently Senator
s
iherman, chairmen of the Republican caucus,
; a the absence of Senator
Anthony, named
be Hollowing senators as a committee to rea rrange
the Republican membership of the
j ienate committees:
Cameron, Wise, Hoar,
j ngells, Miller of Cal., Harrison, Hale and
tiller of New York.
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cer-

tificate which allowed him to be sworn in was
identical with that presented by his colleague,
He asked in common
Mr. Tucker.
justice
thatithe House should deal with the case
He should be sorfairly, squarely and justly.
ry to have to say he belonged to a body of men
who so far forgot what was right as to decide
upon a case in advance merely because he belonged to the minority.
On suggestion of Mr. Randall of Pennsylvania the matter was allowed to go over until
tomorrow, and at 3.30 the reading clerk began
reading the President’s message which consumed an hour and a quarter and then it was
ordered printed and referred to tho committee
of the whole.
The House at 4.00 adjourned until tomorrow,

{

The Presidential Succession.
Senator Hoar reintroduced into, the Senate
t be bill providing for performanceof the dut ies of the office of President of the United
t tates in case of removal by death, resignat lon or inability of both President and Vice1 ’resident. As presented to-day, however, the
1 ill is changed somewhat. Instead of the proi ision that the person on whom the office det olves shall act during the remainder of the
t arm for which the President whose place he
i Us is elected, provides that be shall act until
a President shall be elected.
Instead of the
; revisions for the repeal of sections 146, 147,
1 48, 149 and 150 of the revised statutes, it prot ides only for the repeal of 146, for which
the
1 ill is made a substitute and it contains the adt itional proviso that whenever the
powers and
c nties are devolved upon an officer under
the
I ill if Congress shall not be in session or to
met within 20 days, it shall be the duty of
t be person assuming the office to convene Conf resa in extraordinary session within 20 days
t lereafter.
Miscellaneous.
President Arthur is fully installed in the
1 Phite House for winter.
The Court of Claims has organized, and a
t earing of the Choctaw case began
to-day
j ustice Wilder, the new member of the
court,
i as not yet taken his seat.
Bills introdneed in the Senate yesterday,
t umbered 227.

GENERAL NEWS.
Mrs. Amasa G. Davis, aged 87, one of the
ictims of the Boston, Barre & Gardner railoid accident of last Wednesday, diod at the
ity hospital in Worcester, Mass., yesterday
renting. Mrs. Holland Marble of Holden, is
t the hospital, in a dangerous condition.
All
f the others are recovering.
The striking freight handlers at New Or1
sans, La., having accepted the terms proposed
1 y the railroad companies, returned to work
i esterday.
The pilot boat run down Sunday, at midight, by steamship Alaska, 75 miles east of
1 'ire Island, Is believed to be No. 8, which was
j rincipally manned by Staten Islanders, consec uenfly there is great
anxiety among the famii es living on the island.
John McGrath, a 12 year old cash boy in H.
, V. Ladd’s
dry goods store in Providence. R.T..
, Kia caugnt Detween tne floor and
freight ele^ ctor he was running,
yesterday, and his head
c nd
shoulders crushed in a space of three
i aches, causing death.
Rev. W. H. Bowen, D. D., iate member of
1 ae Free Baptist denomination, was
yesterday
1 Bcognized by the
Baptist Ecclesiastical Counil at Providence, R. I., as a
member, and ap1 proved as a minister of the Baptist denomina1 tion.

The Quidnick mills at Providence, R.
I.,
I eeeed into the possession of Receiver Faros1 rorth yesserday, in accordance with the
order
’ rithout tronble, Mr.
Spragne declaring he
c culd not fight the court.

,In an explosion in the gas mines of the
1 oungstown, Pa., Coke
Company at StamI urgh, yesterday morning, a man named
1 homas Burns met his death, and several othe

rs

were

seriously injured.

The institution of the New York Chamber
(Commerce, which occurred 117 years ago,
'as celebrated yesterday
in Washington’s
v
of Broad and Pearl streets
t eadquarterB,corner
there the body was first formed, and where,
* 30 years ago,
Washington took leave of bis
8 enerals.
The Massachusetts State Agricultural Socie< commenced its
annual meeting in Lowell,
BSterday.
Mayor Donovan delivered an ad?
® ress of welcome.
«

Change in Postage Rates.
Under a recent decision of the Postmaster
reneral, articles sent by mail as merchandise
0 r as samples of merchandise are to be rated
mailable

a

3

c

barged with postage

0 ae cent

matter of the fourth

class and

such, at the rate of
for each ounce or fraction thereof,
as

>
otwithstanding any printing such articles may
t ear or contain. Superintendents and clerks
* b the Post Office and its
branches have been
• istiucted that they are to be
governed by this
d eciBion. and that the following articles,
among
n bhers, here tofore
"
treated as third class mat-

1 >r, are
e

henceforth

to

i as matter of the

be considered and chargwhen Bent as

fourth*class,

lerchandise or as smples:
Labels, patterns, playing cards,tickets,photo6 raphs, lithographs, engravings, samples of
„

rinting, valentines, fancy lithographed
ngraved cards (including Christmas,
1
and

r

and
New
Easter cards), address tags,
ear,
scrap
r ictures, and in general all
articles which are
| vidently sent as merchandise or samples, alt bough bearing printing.
e

bet ween the Chilian commander and Gen.
Iglesias. Asa result of the conclusion of this
treaty, General Iglesias has been formally
recognized by Chili as President of Peru, and
To the Congress of the United States:
his government installed at Lima, which has
been evacuated by the Chilians. A call has
At the threshold of your deliberations I conbeen issued by General Iglesias for a represengratulate you upon the favorable aspect of the tative assembly to be elected on the 13th of
domestic and foreign affairs of this governJanuary and to meet at Lima on the 1st of
March next. Meanwhile the provisional govment.
ernment of Gen. Iglesias has applied for recFOREIGN RELATIONS.
ognition to the principal powers of America
Onr relations with other countries continue
and Europe, when the will of tbe Peruvian
to be upon a friendly footing. With the Argenpeople shall be manifested I shall not hesitate
tine Republic, Austria, Belgium,
Brazil, to recognize the Government approved by
Denmark, Hayti, Italy, Santo Domingo, and them.
Diplomatic and naval representatives of this
Sweden and Nciway, no
incident has ocGovernment attended at Caracas tbe centencurred which calls for special comment.
The
nial celebration of the birth of the illustrious
Bolivar. At the same time the inauguration
recent opening of new lines of telegraphic
of
the statue of Washington in the Venezuelan
communication with Central America and
capital testified to the veneration in which his
Brazil permitted the interchange of messages
memory is held there. Congress at its last
session authorized the executive to propose to
of friendship with the governments of those
countries.
During the year there have been the Venezuelan government a reopening of
the awards of the mixed commission of Caraperfected and proclaimed consular and com- cas. The departure from this country of the
mercial treaties with Servia, and a consular
Venezuelan minister has delayed the opening
treaty with Roumania, thus extending our in- of negotiations for reviving the commission.
This Government holds that until the estabthe
Danubian
terests
with
countries, lishment of a
treaty upon this subjeot, the
while our relatians with
eastern
States
Venezuelan government
must continue to
make
tbe
a
basis
been
wider
have
payments provided in the convenplaced upon
of
tion
1866.
by treaties with Corea and Madagascar.
There is ground for believing that the disThe new boundary survey treaty with Mexico,a
pute growing out of unpaid obligations doe
trades-mark convention, and a supplementary
from Venezuela to France will be satisfactoritreaty of extradition with Spain, and conven- ly adjusted. The French cabinet has proposed
a basis of settlement which meets my approval,
tions extending the duration of the Francobut as it involves a recasting of the annual
American Claims Commission have also been
quotas of the foreign debt, it has been deemed
advisable to snbmit the proposal to the judgproclaimed.
ment of the cabinets ot Berlin, Copenhagen
Notice of the termination of the fisheries
and the Hague, London and Madrid.
article of the Treaty of Washington was duly
At the recent coronation of his Majesty, King
given the British government, and the reci
Kalakaua, this government was represented
diplomatically and by tbe formal visit of
procal privileges and exemptions of the treaty both
a vessel of war.
The question of terminating
will accordingly cease on July 1,1885.
The
or modifying the existing
fisheries industry, pursued by a numerous
reciprocity treaty
I am conclass of our citizens on the northern coasts, > Hawaii is now before Congress.
vinced
that
the
of
abuse
and frauds
both of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, is 1
charges
under that treaty have been exaggerated, and
of
the
care
of
fostering
Congress.*
worthy
I renew the suggestion of last year’s message
UOUOIVl UiUUf)UV
uuiupvtiuuu
that the treaty be modified wherever its prolike industries of other countries,our fishermen
visions
have proved onerous to legitimate
as well asourmanufacturiesof fishing applianctrade between the two countries.
I am not
es and preparers of fish products, have maindisposed to favor the entire cessation of treaty
I suggest that Contained a foremost place.
relations
which
have
fostered
good will begress create a commission to consider the gentween the countries and contributed toward
eral question of oar rights in the fisheries, and
the equality of Hawaii in the family of nations.
the means of opening to oar citizens ander just
In pursuance of the policy declared by this
enduring conditions the recently stocked fishgovernment of extending our intercourse with
ing waters and sealing grounds of British
the
eastern nations legations have during the
North America.
Qustion has arisen tonching the deportation past year been established in Persia, Siam and
Corea. It is probable that permanent missions
to the United States from the British Islands
by governmental or municipal aid of persons ol these conn tries will ere long be maintained
in
the United States.
A special embassy from
and
a
burden
a
nnable to gain living,
equally
Siam is now on its way hither.
Such of these peron the community here.
Treaty relations with Corea were perfected bv the exsons as come under the pauper class as defined
at
Seoul
on
the
19th
of
change
May last, of the
by the law have been sent back in accordance
ratifications of the lately concluded convenHer Mawith the provisions of our statutes.
and envoys from the King of Tab Chosnn
jesty’s government has insisted that precau- tion,
tions have been taken before shipment.
They have visited this country and received a cordial
welcome.
Corea, as yet unacquainted
have, however, in many cases proven ineffectual,—and so uncertain in recent imt»nces.of with the methods of western civilization, now
invites the attention of those interested in the
need v emigrants reaching our territory through
advancement of onr foreign trade as it needs
Canada -that a revision of our legislation upthe
implements and products which the United
on this subject may be deemed advisable.
ready to supply. We seek no moCorrespondence relative to the Clayton-Bul- States are
nopoly of its commerce and no advantages
wer treaty has been continued, and will be laid
from
other
nations
But as the Chosnnese in
before Congress.
reaching for a higher civilization have confidThe legislation of France against the impored in this republic we cannot regard with intation of prepared swine products from the
difference any encroachment on their rights.
United States has been repealed. That reChina, by the payment of money idemnity,
sult has been due no less to the friendly reprehas settled some of the long pending claims of
a
to
than
sentations of this Government
growonr citizens, and I have
strong hopes the reiog conviction in France that the restriction is
mainder will soon be adjusted. Questions have
not demanded by any real danger to health.
arisen
the
rights of Americans and
Germany still prohibits the introduction of all other regarding
foreign| manufacturers in China under
swine products from America. I extended to
the provisions of treaties, which permit aliens
the imperial government a friendly invitation
to exercise their industries in that country.
to send experts to the United States to enquire
On this specific point our owu treaty is silent,
whether the use of these products was dangerbut nnder the operation of the most favored
ous to health. This Invitation was declined. I
nation clause, we have like privileges with
bave believed it of such importance, however,
those of other powers.
While it is the duty of
that the exact facts should be ascertained and
the government to see onr citizens have enjoya
compepromulgated that 1 have appointed
ment of every benefit secured by treaty I
tent commission to make a thorough investigation of the subject. Its members have shown doubt the expediency of leading in a movement to constrain China to admit an intertheir public spirit by accepting the trust withpretation which we have only an indirect
out pledge of compensation, but I trust that
The transference to
Congress will see in the national and interna- treaty right to expect.
China of American capital for employment
tional bearings of tne matter a sufficient mothere
of
Chinese
labor
would
in effect inangntive for providing at least for reimbursement
urate a competition for control of markets now
of such expenses as they may necessarily insupplied by our home industries. There is
cur.
good reason to believe that the law restricting
The coronation of the Czar at Moscow offered
Immigration of Chinese has been violated into this Government an occasion for testifying
a
tentionally or otherwise by the officials of
its continued friendship by sending
special
China, npon whom is devolved the duty of
Bnvoy and a representative of the Navy to atsertifying that immigrants belong to excepted
tend the ceremony. While there have arisen
and measures have been taken to asduring the year no grave questions affecting Masses,
pertain the facts incident to this supposed inthe status in the Russian Empire of American
fraction, and it is believed that the governjitizens of other faith than that held by the
ment of China will co-operate with the United
national church,this Government remains firm
States in securing the faithful observance of
of
its
citizens
in its conviction that the rights
the law.
abroad should be in no way affected by their
The same considerations whioh prompted
religious belief.
Congress at its last Bessiou to return to Japan
It is understood that measures for the rethe
Simonski indemnity, seem to require at
now
burden
of
the
restrictions which
moval
.ts hands like aotion in respect to the Canton
nur trade with Cuba and Porto Rico are under
consideration by tbe Spanish Government.
ndemnity fund, now amounting to three hundred thousand dollars. The question of a
The proximity of Cuba and tbe peculiar methgeneral reconstruction of the foreign treaties of
ods of administration which there prevail neJapan has been considered in an international
cessitate constant discussion and appeal on our
conference held at Tokio, but without definite
part from the proceedings of insular authoriresult as yet.
This government is disposed to
ties. I regret to say that the just protests of
concede the requests of Japan to determine its
Ibis Government have not as yet produced satjwn
tariff
to provide such proper
duties,
isfactory results. Tbe commission appointed
julicial tribunals as may commend themselves
to decide and ascertain claims of our citizens
■o western powers for the trial ot causes to
igainst the Spanish Government, after the
which foreigners are parties, and te assimilate
recognition of a satisfactory rule as to the val;he terms and duration of its treaties to those
idity and force of naturalization in the United
>f other civilized states.
Some of its
States has finally adjourned.
Through our minister at London and at
swards made more than two years ago have
Monrovia this government has endeavored to
not yet been paid. This payment is expected
lid
Liberia in its differences with Britain
were
held
is claims to iatge amonnts, wbioh
ouching the northwestern boundaries of that
By the late commission to be without its jurisThere is a prospeot of an adjustrepublic.
liction have been diplomatically presented to
ment of the dispute by the
he Spanish Goveenment. As the action of
adoption of the
Manuah
river
as the line.
This arragement is
has
:he colonial authorities which has
given
compromise of conflicting territorial claims,
rise to the claims was admitted to be illegal,
ind takes from Liberia no oonntry over which
Fall reparation for the injury sustained by oar
t has maintained effective
jitizens should be no longer delayed.
The
jurisdiction.
rich and prosperous valley of the Congo is beThe case of the Masonic bas not yet reached
ing opened to commerce by a society called the
settlement.
Tbe Manila court has found
International African Association, of which
:hat the proceedings of which this government
[he King of the Belgians is president, and an
Bas complained were unauthorized and it is
igent of the United States the chief executive
that
of
the government
loped
Spain will not
cfficer. Large tracts of territory have been
withhold tbe speedy reparation which its sense
ceded to the association by native chiefs, roads
>f justice should impel it to offer for the uuussave been opened, steamboats
ial
severity and UDjnstica of subordinate
placed on the
river, and the nuclei of states established at 22
Bolonial officers in the case of this vessel.
itations nnder one flag, which offers freedom
The Helvetian confederation ba9 proposed the
[o commerce
and prohibits the slave trade,
nauguration of a class of international treaties
rhe objects of the society are phiiautrophic. It
For tbe referment to arbitration of grave questlobs not aim at permanent political control,
ons between nations. This government has
lent seeks the nentrality of the valley.
tssented to the proposal and negotiated such
The
United States cannot be indifferent to this
treaty with Switzerland.
nor
to
the
work,
interests of her citizens inUnder the treaty of Berlin, liberty of convolved in it.
It may become advisable for ns
icience and civil rights are assured to all stranso co-operate with other commercial
gers in Bulgaria. As the United States bave
powers In
bo distinct conventional relations with that
promoting the rights of trade and residence in
[he
Congo valley free from interference or poBountry and are not a party to the treaty they
litical control of any nation.
)honld,in my opinion maintain 'diplomatic
In view of the frequency of invitations from
representation at Sofia, for the improvement of
ntercourse and the proper protection of many
foreign governments to participate in a social
md scientific congress for the discussion of imAmerican citizens who resort to that country
is missionaries and teachers.
I suggest that I
portant matters of general concern, I repeat
the suggestion of my last message that provisBe given authority to establish an agency and
ion be made for the exercise of discretionary
Boneulate general at the Bulgarian capital.
The United States are now participating in a
power by the Executive in appointing delegates to such conventions.
Able specialists
evision of the tariffs of the Ottoman empire,
ire ready to serve the national interests in this
rhey have assented to tbe application of a license tax to foreigners doing business in
capacity without personal profit or other comTurpensation than of defrayment of expenses actntey, but have opposed the oppressive storage
ax upon petroleum entering the parts of that
illy incurred, and thus a comparatively small
innual appropriation wonld (sufficient to meet.
joontry.
I have alluded in my previous message to the
The government of the Khedive has proinjuilpus and vexations restrnctions suffered by
Bosed that the anthority of the mixed judicial
pur trade in the Spanish West Indies.
Brazil
tribunals in Egypt be extended so as to cover
whose natural outlet for its great national staJitizens of the United States accnsed of crime
in
and
ple—coffee—is
through the United
who are now tried before consular conrts. This
States impoess a
heavy export duty upon
;overnment is not indisposed to accept the
hat
Our petroleum
product.
but
that
exports
believes
its
terms
should
be
jharge,
ire
hampered in Turkey and in other
mbmitted for oriticisml to a commission apports
restrictions
as
to
by
storage and by
pointed to revise tne wnoii subject
pnerous
taxation.
For
these
mischiefs
At no time in yonr national history has
not
affordideqaate relief is
always
there been more manifest need of close and
ied by reciprocity treaties like
that
with
lasting relations with a neighboring state than
Hawaii
or
Mexico
now
awaitinz
the
action
□ow exists with respect to Mexico.
The rapid
)f the Semite. Is it not advisable to provide
inflax of onr capital and enterprise into that
tome measures of equitable retaliation in onr
country shows by what has already been acwith governments which dicriminate
complished, the vast reciprocal advantages relationsour
own? If (for instance) the execuigainat
which must attend the process of its internal
were empowered to apply to Spanish vesdevelopment. The treat; of commerce and ;ive
sels and cargoes from Cuba and Puerto Rico
navigation of 1858 has been terminated by the
the same rules of treatment and scale of penalMexican government and in the absencemf
ties for technical faults which are applied to
conventional engagements the rights of oar
Dur vessels and cargoes iu the Antilles,a resort
citizens in Mexico now depend upon the
to that course might not be barren of good redomestic statutes of that
republic. There
mits.
have been instances of harsh enforcement of
THE FINANCES.
in
and
citizens
the laws against onr vessels
The
Mexico and of denial of the diplomatic resort
report of the Secretary of the
tor their protection.
The initial step toward
rreasury gives a full and interestftg exhibit of
;he financial condition of the country.
a better understanding hag been taken in the
It
shows
the
commission
authorized
by
negotiation by
revenues
from
all
Congress of a treaty which is still before the
)rdinary
Senate awaiting its approval. The provisions
sources for the fiscal year eudcd
June 30,1883, amounted to... .$308,287,681 06
tor the reciprocal crossing of the frontier by
Whereof thero were received
troops in pursuit of hostile Indians have been
prolonged for another year. The operations of
From customs.$214,706,496 93
the forces of both govern men Is against the
From internal revenue...
144,720,368 98
From sales of public lands
lavages have been successful and several of
7,956,864 42
their most dangerous bands have been capFrpm tax on circulation and deof
national
?.
banks..
posits
9,111.008 85
tured or dispersed by the skill and valor of
From profits on coinage, bullion
the United States and Mexican soldiers fightand
4,460.205 17
deposits
assays.
ing in a common cause. The convention for
From other sources—....
17,333,637 60
the resurvey of the boundary from the Rio
Glrande to the Pacific having been ratified
Total.$398,287,681 95
snd exchanged, the preliminary reeonnoissance
For the same period the ordinary expenditures
therein stipulated has been effected. It now
rests with Congress to make provision for comvere:
For civil expenses. $22,343,285 76
pleting the survey, and relocating the bonndmonuments.
For foreign intercourse.
iry
2,419,275 24
For Indians
A convention was signed with Mexico on
7,362,590 34
For pensions.
66,012,573 64
luly 18,1882, providing for a rehearing of the
For
the
inmilitary
establishment,
of
rases
Beoj. Weil and the Abra Silver
cluding river and harbor imMining Company, in whose favor awards
provements and arsenals.
48,911,382 93
were made by the late American and Mexican
For the naval establishment, inrlaims commission.
That
convention still
cluding vessels, machinery, and
iwaits the consent of the Senate. Meanwhile
15,283,437 17
improvements at navy yards....
For governmental expenditures,
lecause of charges of fraudulent awardB which
including public buildings, lightPave made a new commission necessary the
houses, and collecting the revExecutive has directed the suspension of payenue.
40,098,432 73
nents of the distributive qaotareceived from
For expenditures on account of
Mexico.
the District of Columbia.
3,817,028 48
Onr geographi#al
proximity to Central For interest on the public debt.... 59,160,131 26
America and our political and commercial
Total ordinary expenditures. .,$265,408,137 64
relations with the states of that county justify,
n my judgment, such a material
increase of
a surplus>evenue
Leaving
of.$132,879,444 41
iur consular corps as will place at each
capital
iiVhich, with an amount drawn
i consul general.
from the cash balance in the
The contest between Bolivia, Chili and Peru
Treasury of..
1,299,312 65
has passed from the stage of strategic hostilities to that of negotiation in which the counsel
Making.§ 134,178/756 96
if this Government
5Vas applied to the redemption
has been exercised.
)f bonds for the sinking fund.$44,850 700 00
The demands of Chili for an absolute cession
)f fractional currency for the sinkif territory have been maintained, and accepting fund.
rep qn
3d by the party of Gen. Iglesias to the extent
Df funded loan of 1881, continued
if concluding a treaty of peace with the govat 8% per cent... ...
srnmebt of Chili in general conformity with
65,380,2G0 00
jf loan of July and August,
1861,
Ihe terms of the protocol signed in May last
continued at 3Va per cent.
20,694,600 00

The President’s Message.

Flurry la Chinese Financial Circles.

People.
Washington, Deo. 4.—The book ol estimates has been published.
It contains the
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PRICE THREE CENTS.
1,418,860 00
719,160 00
18,000 00

Of funded loan of 1907.
Of funded loan of 1881.
Of loan of February 1861.
Of loan of July and August, 1861..
Of loan of March, 1863..
Of loan of July, 1882.
Of flve-twenties, 1862.
Of five-twenties of 1864.
Of flve-twenties of I860.
Of ten-forties of 1804.
Of consols of 1865.
Of consols of 1867.
Of consols of 1868.
Of Oregon war debt.
Of refunding Icertlficates.
Of old demand, compound Interest
and other notes.

266,600 00

118,860
47,660

00
00

9,600
133,660

00
00

10,300 00
7,060 00

40,800 00
236,700 OO

164,660 OO
6,460 00
109,160 00
13,300 00

_

Total .*.*134,178,766 96
The revenue for the present fiscal year actual and estimated is as follows:
For the quarter ended September SO, 1883.
Aotual*
Source.
From customs. $67,402,976 67

29,662,078 80
2,932,63G 17

From Internal revenue.
From sales of
lands.
From taq on circulation and deposits of National Banks.
From repayment of Interest and

public

1,667,800 88

railway
companies.
From customs fees, lines, penalties,
sinking

Pacific

fund,

621,069 61
298,696 78

ftc.
From fees consular, letters-patent, and lands
From proceeds of sales of Govern-

863,209 80

112,662 33

ment'property..

48

From profltsonl coinage, &c— —960,229
From deposits for surveying public
lands.
172,401
From revenues of the District of

31

266,017 99
1,237,189 63

Colombia.
miscellaneous sources.

From

Total receipts. 96,966,917 03
For the remaining three quarters of the year.
Estimated.
Soul oe.
From customs.137,597,024 33
From Internal revenue. 90,337,921 40
From sales of public lands.
6,067,364 83
From tax on circulation and deposits of National Banka.

cwiu

lUjiajuiDuu

slaking fund,

luicioov

>>»

Pacific

railway

panies

fees, fines, penalties,
Ac.
From fees consular,
letter*-pat-

Proin customs

ent, and lands.
From proceeds of sale* ot Government property.

From profits
From

on

deposits

1,642,199

12

1,478,940

49

901,303

23

2,430,790

20

auu

com

167,437 77
3,149,770 54

coinage, Ac.
surveying pnblic

for

327,636 69

lands.•.
From revenues of the District of
Columbia.
From miscellaneous sources.

1,643,982 01
2,382,810 37

Total receipts. 247,033,082 97
The expenditures for the same period, actual and estimated, are:
For the quarter ended September 30,1883.
Actual.
Object.
For civil and miscellaneous expenses, Including public buildings, llgbtrhouses, and collecting
the revenue.
For Indians.
For pensions.
For military establishment, including fortifications, river and harbor improvements and arsenals..
For naval establishment, Including
vessels and machinery, and Improvements at navy yards.
For expenditures on account of the
District of Columbia
For interest on the public debt.

16,386,799 42
2,623,390 64
16,286,261 98

13,612,204 33
4,199,299

69

1,138,836
14,797,297

41
96

Total ordinary expenditures.... 67,942,090 33
For the remaining three quarters of the year.

Object.

Estimated.

For civil and miscellaneous expenses, including public buildings,

light houses, .and collecting the

revenue.
For Indians.
For Pensions.
For military establishment, including fortifications, river and harbor improvements and arsenals.
For naval establishment, including
vessels and machinery, and Improvements at navy yards.
For expenditures on account of the
District of Columbia.
For interest on the public debt.

61,114,200 68
4,128,609 45
63,714,738 02
26,487,796

67

12,300,700 31
2,611,163 59
39,702,702 04

190,067,909 67
Total

receipts,

actual

and esti-

mated.$343,000,000

Total

expenditures, actual ancles

timated.
_

Estimated amount due the sinking fund..

Leaving

a

balance of.

00

268,000,000 00
$86,000,000 00
46,816,741 07
39,183,268 93

If the revenue for the fiscal year, which will
end on June 30, 1885, be estimated upon the
basis of existing laws, tbe Secretary is of the
opinion that for that year tbe sarplo* will exceed sixty millions and ordinary expenditures,
including the amount devoted to the sinking
fund.
Hitherto the surplus, as rapidly as it
has accumulated, has been devoted to the reduction of tbe national debt.
As a reeult the
only bonds now outstanding wbich are redeemable at the pleasure of the government are 3
per cents., amounting to about $305,000,000.
Four and one-half per cen's amounting to 250
million and the 737 millions four per cent*.
are not payable until 1891 and 1907
respectively. If the snrplns shall hereafter be as large
as the treasury estimates now indicate the
three per cent bonds may all be redeemed at
least four years before any of the four and onehalf per cents can be called in. The latter at
the same rate of accumulation of
snrplns can
tie paid at maturity and the
moneys requisite
for the redemption of the fonr
per cents will
tie in the treasury many years before thoee
ibligations become payable. There are cogent
reasons however why the national indebtedness should not be thus rapidly
extinguished.
Chief among them is the fact that only
by ex:essire taxation is snch rapidity attainable.
REDUCTION OF TAXATION.

In a communication to the
Congress at ita
last session I recommend that all excise taxee
tie abolished except those relating to distilled
spirits, and that substantial redactions also be
made in the revenues from
castoms.
A
statute has since been enacted
by wbich the
annual taxee and tariff receipts of the government have been cut down to the extent of et
least fifty or sixty million of dollars. While I
have no donbt that still farther redaction
may
be wisely made I do not advise tbe adoption at
this session
of any measures
for a large
diminution of the national revenues. The results of the legislation of the last session of the
Congress have not as yet become sufficiently
apparent to justify any radical revision or
sweeping modifications of the existing law.
In the interval which must elapee before the
affects of the act of March 3, 1883, cau be
definitely ascertained a portion at least of the
snrplns revenues may be wisely applied to the
long neglected duty of rehabilitating onr navy
and providing coast defences for the protection of onr harbors. This is a matter to which
I shall again advert.
NATIONAL BANK

CURRENCY.

Immediately associated with the financial
subject just discussed Is the important question
what legislotion is needed regarding lha na-

tional currency.
The aggregate amount of
bonds now on deposit in the Treasury to support the national bank circulation is abont
5350,000,000.
Nearly 8250,000,000 of this
■mount consists o( three per cents which
as
■lready stated, are payable at the pleasnro of
the government and are likely to be called In
within less than four years unless, meantime
the surplus revenue shall be diminished. The
probable effect of such an extreme retirement
ot the securities which are the basis of the dational bank circulation would be such a contraction of the volume of the
currency as to
produce gravel commercial embarrassments
How caD the danger be obviated? The most
effectual plan and one whose adoption at the
earliest practicable opportunity I shall
heartily
approve has already been indicated.
If the
revenues of the next four years shall be
kept
commensurate
with tbe expensubstantially
ses, the volume |of circulation will not be likely to suffer any material disturbance, but if,
on the other hand, there shall be
great delay
In retiring taxation, it will become necessary
either to substitute some other form of currency in place of the national bank notes or to
make important changee in the laws by which
their circulation is now controlled.
In my
opinion the latter course is far preferable.
I
commend to your attention the very interesting and thoughtful suggestion upon this subwhich appears in tbe (Secretary’s report.
The objections which he urges against the aoceptanceof any other securities than the
k
,government itself
for
national
bank
circnlation seem to
me insuperable.
For averting the threatened
contraction, two oourses have been suggested
either of which is probably feasible.
One is
the issuance of pew bonds having many
years
to run, bearing a low rate of interest and exchangeable upon apeoiiled terms for those now
jutstanding. The other course, which commends itself to my own judgment as the better, is the enactment of a law repealing the tax
jn circulation and
permitting the banks to issue notes for au amount
equal to 90 per cent,
jf the market value, instead of, as
now, the
Face value of their deposited oonds.
I agree
with the Secretary iu the belief that the
adoption ot this plan would afford tbe necessary re-

iect

THE TRADE DOLLAR.

The trade dollar was coined for the
purpoee
jf traffic in countries wherejsilver passed at its
value as ascertained by its weight and flne1688.
It never had a legal tender
quality.
Large numbers ol these have entered however
into the volume of our currency.
common
By
'onseut their circnlation in domestic trade
has
aow ceased, and they have thns become
a disshould
turbing element.
not
They
be longer
permitted to embarrass our currency
I
recommend that provision be made for their
reception by the treasury and the mints as bullion at a small per centage above the current
market price ol silver of like fineness.

system*

CONSOLIDATION OF CUSTOMS DISTRICTS.
The Secretary of the
Treasury advises a conlolidation of certain of the customs districts
jf the couutry. and
suggests that the President
tie vested with such power in relation thereto
is is now given him as to collectors of internal
of
the Revised
revenue by section 3141
Statutes. The statistics on this subject, which
are contained iu bis report, furnish of themselves a strong argument In defense ot his
At the adjournment of Congress the
views.
number of interual revenue collection districts
By an executive order, dated June
was 126.
25,1833, I directed that certain ot these disThe result has been a
tricts be consolidated.

(CONTINUED

ON FOURTH

FAOE.)
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1882 over 1,200,000 house cats were used
by
the fur trade. Black, white, maltese and
tortoise-shell skins are most in demand,
and are made into linings.
As for
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We do not read

anonymous letters and communiand address of the writer are in
all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We eannot undertake to return or
preserve communications that are not used.
The

name

lion,

i he President’s

Message.
message to Congress

is

a

long document, as it must be if he undertakes to give any comprehensive survey of
the various important interests of the government.

Ever since the establishment of
the nation the President’s annual message has differed materially in scope and
substance from the address submitted
by
the executive authorities of other
governments to the
message Is a

legislative body.

This last
business-like docu-

thoroughly

ment, a summary report upon the affairs of
the nation restricted to a plain statement
of the actual situation, and a plain setting
forth of some substantial recommendations
with little of argument in their support and
no sentiment or declamation in its
style.
From beginning to end there is not a sentence haviDg a rank partisan bias, and it
may be read by every citizen, whatever his
party predilections or prejudices, with a
satisfying sense that the President is administering hiB office in no narrow spirit,
but on principles of- broad and catholic devotion to the interests of the whole
people.
Neither is the message one which by reason of novel or remarkable
suggestions will
give rise to new discussions. No new issues

presented, nor are old issues
in a manner which will provoke
are

ate

There is

feeling.

an

presented
intemperabsence of dogma-

tism and a

pervading tone of moderation
and courtesy which will disarm any who had
expected to find in the document excuse for
assailing the administration.

But it does

not lack clearness in its assertion of

opinion

definiteness in its recommendations.
Wherever the President has ventured to ex-

or

press a judgment concerning what ought
to be
done
he has
spoken in a way
that leaves no doubt of the
general,

the specific,
measures which he approves.
He recognizes that he is the chief magistrate of the
whole nation, and that his obligation is to
the constitution, and to the general welfare,
not to a party, and still less to a personal
Interest.
As usual the first topic treated of in the
message is our foreign relations, which in
the main are in a satisfactory condition and
are in no case threatening.
Spain still continues her dilatory and inefficient policy regarding just claims of American citizens,
but the President does not hint a purpose to
resort to other than diplomatic measures for
redress. The reference to the state of affairs in Peru is noticeably brief and insignificant. He favors reciprocity treaties in
commercial affairs, and with regard to the
harsh impositions unon American shins and
American merchants in certain of the West
Indian ports he suggests a policy of retaliaand

tion.
the

of

in most cases none

This passage comes as near

epithet “spirited”

deserving

anything in the paper. There is a sentence about maintaining
the rights of the Ooreans, and another touching the policy of compelling China to adopts
more liberal policy, which will attract attenas

tion.

Concerning the tariff, in view of the publie
interest in this subject he speaks very briefly. Evidently he is of opinion that Congress did not go so far in the policy of reducing revenues as
done, bat he does

it

might wisely have

favor any further
disturbance of the conditions of business at
present, because itdoes not yet satisfactorily
appear what the permanent effect of the work
already done may be. He suggests that a
part of the surplus revenue may be used in
building a navy adequate to the requirements of our position among nations and- in
constructing adequate defences for our commercial ports. He sees in the rapid reduction of the national debt the peril of a con*M^p^£clion of the national bank currency.
Therefore he does not favor devoting the
excessive revenues to the payment of the
debt so exclusively as has been done heretofore unless some measures are taken by
which the national banks will be able to
maintain themselves as banks of issue, and
the measure he recommends is to permit
them to

circulating

istue

amount of 00
of the bonds

not

per cent of

deposited

as

notes

to

the

the market value

security for

This would enable the banks

them.

to substitute

fonr and four and-a-half per cent bonds for
the threes now deposited without material

disadvantage.
He favors reducing the postage on all
“drop” letters to one cent and opposes all
schemes for government telegraph service.
Concerning the Mormon problem he favors
resort to the most stringent measures sanctioned by the constitution and,as a first step,
the repeal of the act authorizing the organization of a territorial government in Utah,
thus bringing all its citizens under the direct authority of the national government.
There is a passage concerning the regulation
of inter-state traffic by railroads, but he
makes no specific recommendations for correcting the evils that are complained of. He

suggests the advisability of creating a great
forest preserve in Montana as the security of
navigation on the great rivers that have
headwaters there.
The operation of the civil service law he
says he is persuaded has been beneficial, although it has not yet been long enough on
trial to develop
the full results of the
new system. Since it went into
operation no
appointment to offices to which it applies
has been made except in conformity with its
again urges upon Congress
provisions.
the necessity of making provision for succession to the Presidential office, and in conclusion expresses his desire that Congress
should do whatever is possible for the full
protection of all persons in their civil rights
He

under the constitution.
There is one omissiou in the message
which will seem to many an unfortunate
one.
There is no reference to the great evil
of the superfluous silver-dollar coinage. He
recommends that the trade dollar be called
in and bought as bullion, but he has noth-

ing to say of what is in fact the most serious
danger in connection with our present currency system.
The Oldest Known Alphabet.
It is an interesting fact that the oldest
known “A B C” in existence is a child’s alphabet, scratched on a little ink bottle, of
black ware, found In one of the oldest Greek
settlements in Italy, attributed to the fifth
century B. C. The earliest letters and
manv

later

ones

are

known onlv bv inserin-

and it is the

rapid increase, by recent
discoverers of these precious fragments, that
has inspired more diligant research and
quickened the zeal of learned students in
mastering the elements of knowledge of
their origin and history throughout the
lions,

1876 there were found in
bronze plates inscribed with
Phoenician characters, dating back to the
tenth, even to the eleventh century B. C.
Each epoch has its fragments, and the industry of English explorers, the perseverance of German students, and the genius of
French scholars have all contributed to
group them in their chronological older.
Coins, engraved gems, inscribed statues,
and, last of all, the Siloam inscription,
found in 1880 at Jerusalem, on the wall of
an old tunnel, have supplied new material
for the history. From the common mother
of many alphabets, the Phoenician, are descended the Greek and other European systems on the one side, including that which
we use and have the greatest interest
in;
and on the other, the alphabets of Asia,
from which have sprung those of the East,
Syriac, Arabic and Hebrew.
world.

Cyprus

As late

as

Spiritcil

We would call attention to

—

insupportable.
There is jnst

one way to deal with this qnes.
The government has no bnsiness to asdollar more in taxes than the amount
Deeded for legitimate governmental expenses,
and the gradual payment of the debt. Naticna', not State, taxation must be abated, and
let the tax on liquor and tobacco come off last.
If there is an occasional unexpected
surplus,
it should be invested in bonds.

tion:

our

next ten

25

style Paletot

new

23

at $22.00; foi’mer

wood,
sighing cedars spread

And

a

carpet down.

Out of the elms the clamorous tree-folk Bent
A breezy welcome, while the roses mode
ineir vesper
ottering, and the creeper laid
His flaming hands about the
pediment.
most fatherly denied
that fret, not quicken; drawn to know
The healing hands that
hang upon the Cross
And through pure
agonies of love and loss
Wrought into sorrow for a world of woe,
And from a prosperous baseness
purified.

ITCHING AND BURNING !
ITCHING MS BURNING !
Salt Rheum, with its agonising itchIjlCZEMA,
ing and burning, instantly relieved by
bath with
or

J

a warm

Cuticuba Soap, and a single application
Cuticuba, the great Skin Cure. This repeated
daily, with two or three doses of Cuticuba Resolvent, the New Blood Purifier, to keep the blood
cool, the perspiration pure and unirritating, the
bowels open, the liver and kidneys active will
speedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, Psoriasis
Lichen Pruritus, Scald Head, Dandruff, and
every
species of Itching, Scaly, and Pimply Humors of the
Scalp and Skin, when the best physicians and ail
remedies fail.

ITCHING HUMORS,
Baker’s Barber’s, Grocer’s, and Washerwoman’s
Itch, Itching Piles and Delicate Itching Humor,
peculiar to both sexes, which are particularly distressing at this season, are instantly relieved and
speedily and permanently cured by the above treatment. Now is the time, when the
pores are open
and the perspiration abundant, to cleanse the blood
of impurities, and the skin of
torturing and disfiguring humors.

THOUSANDS

In our possession repeat this
story: I have been a
terrible sufferer for years with blood and Skin Huto shun public places by
mors; have been
reason of my disfiguring
humors; have had the best
physicians: have spent hundreds of dollars and got
no real reliof until I used the Cuticuba
Remedies
whioh have cured me, and left my skin and blood as
pure as a child’s.

obliged

CUTICURA

the greatest medicines on earth.
J. W. Adams, Newark, O.
The half has not been told as to their curative
c.
A.
powers.
Williams, Providence.
They cure in every case.
H. W. Brockway, M. D., Franklin, N. H.
My friends know how I suffered from Salt Rheum
until cured by them. Mbs. A. R. Bbown, Malden
Cured me of Scrofulous Humor of thirteen
years’

J. E.

Richardson, C. H.,

dec4d3t
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Total Marino Premiums.

public gener-

shall open

the

store formerly occupied by
C. F. Davis,
Congress

Square, with a full ard
complete stock of Art

Home Items.
“All your own fault
If you remain sick when you can
Get hop hitters that never—Fail.
The weakest woman, smallest child, and sickest
invalid can use hop bitters with safety and

great

good.
kidney trouble or any
by using hop bitters.
My

from

weakness will

Rheumatism,
be almost

new

daughter were made healthy by*
hop bitters, and I recommend them to
people.—Methodist Clergyman.
Ask any gocd|doctor if hop
Bitters are not the best family medicine
use

wife and

the

of

On

Malarial fever, Ague and Biliousness will leave
every neighborhood as soon as hop bitters arrive.
“My mother drove the paralysis and neuralgia all
out of her system with hop bitters.”—Ed.

Oswego

Inn oml

The

rendered harmless and more rolresh-

rowiirlnn Trill, hnn L.’lt__

vigor

of

youth

for tlie

__ .L

x_,

aged and inarm in hop

bitters!

change life nothing equals
Hop bitters to allay all troubles incident
Thereto.”
“The best periodical for ladies to take
monthly
and from which they will receive the greatest benefit is bop bitters.”
“At the

J. T.

Mothers with sickly, fretful, nursing children
l cure the children and benefit themselves by
taking hop bitters daily.
wl

Thousands die annually from some form ol'
kidney
might have been prevented by a timely
use of hop bitters.

disease that

Indigestion, weak stomach, irregularities of the
bowels, cannot exist when hop bitters are used.
»
*
A timely
use of hop
Bitters will keep a whole family
In robust health a year at a little cost.
To produce real genuine sleep and cMld-llke repose all night, take a little hop bitters on retiring.
That indigestion or stomach gas at night, preventing rest and sleep, will disappear by using hop
bitters.
Paralytic, nervous^ emulous old ladies arc made
perfectly quiet and sprightly by usinghop bitters.
dec3
MwP&w4w4y

Six Per Cent Interest

Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6, 1888.
on

Dividend to Policy
Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1882,

A. A.

STUBBS,

Congress St.
oc21dtf

DO M HESITATE!
If yon want

Jewelry

or

Watches, Clocks,

Silverware go to

IcKEW THE JEWELER
sell you

at bottom

J. W.

Mainspring,

the best only
one year.

warranted for

$1.00,

5J7 CONGRESS

STREET,

Next above Brown’s New Block.
«sit5

_utdec26

Announces to his friends and the
that he has removed from No. 437 Commercial
Street, near the corner of Park
Street, to the handsome and commodious store

public generally,

No. 441 Congress St.,

493

Congress

St.
eodtf

AT

13 MARKET
—

BLANK BOOKS

complete

assortment

of

C. O. HUDSON
13 MARKET SQUARE.

novl6

dtf

PIANO COVERS,
low

the

prices

Fine Portraits

our ex.

&c., of all thicknesses,
widths and qualities.

James & Abbot,
Kilby St.,

BOSTON.

Exchange

Co.,

Retail,

and Federal Streets.

X-mas Cards at STOCKBRIDGE’S
Music Store. Call early and avoid
the rush.
nov28dlw

Cured for life at the Grady Institute,
3C1 Congress St., Portland, Maine. Apply to J. A. STROUT, Manager, or to
JOHN COLONS, See. Core guarantee J
Consultation free.

1IORKINOV*

ulf

1883-4

LECTURE and MUSICAL AGENCI
For

PORTLAND

St.,

BRILL AI¥B

dBm-

“fahTplaF mill
AND

full assortment, of the most desirable
shades, at prices VERY MfCH LESS than
ever before given on the same grade of goods.

The Fair

Owing to the success attending onr
spring's discount sale I shall
commence this morning and give a
last

Ornaments, Laces, Buttons,
Corsets and Hosiery.

tres,

dtf

Drill at

8.30; Dancing

—

at 9.

nov26dtd

»

by

—

HEV. THOS. HILL, O.
at Mechanic’s Hall, Thursday Evening, Decomber
6th, 1883, at 7.45 o’clock.
ADMITTANCE FREE.
dec4•„ d8t

A flrst-ela*. Mill is erected upon the property, containing 10 stamps, but with room, and abundant water-power to ran 40 stamps.
The Mine is thoroughly equipped with the best
machinery, and is leased to energetic parties (bat
controlled by the company) on terms that will ensure immediate dividends.
In order to increase the mill capacity by the addition of more stamps, and to largely increase the
output of Ore by more extensive working, the Company now offer to the public a limited amount of

The Ladies of Congress Square Union
Will hold their
ANNUAL

FAIR

For the sale of useful and Fancy Articles
in the vestry of the chnrch,
Thursday and Friday Afternoon
and Evening:, Dec. Oth and 7th.
Sapper will be served both evenings from six to
eight o’clock.
There will be au entertasnment Friday evening
to which a
will*be charged.

small admittance fee

Preferred Stoek, bearing Interest at the rate of
Fight Per Cent. Per Annum, payable semiannually, at the Banking House of the American
Loan and Trust Company, No, 55 Congress street,
Boston. This amount of eight per cent. Preferred
Stock will be sold to parties at the par valne of

discount of lO per cent from the regular prices on Fringes, Passemen-

7.30;

ASTRONOMY

Piny mill and .TIiniug Com-

mining principles.

IFPIF CEfir DISCOUNT.

Tickets for sale by the members and at the usual
places. Sale of reserved seats trill commence at the
Cadets’ Armory Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock
afterwards at H. P. 8. Uoold’s. Bach purchaser
limited to 9 seats. Doors open at 7; Baud Concert

LECTURE ON

United Slntea Patent.
Three Tunnels for mining the Ore have already
been driven, and the Mine is opened on the best

dtf

GRIMM Eli'S ORCHESTRA—10 Pieces.

HVF. C. M. A..

pany have a very desirable property, located In
Calaveras county, California (within a few miles of
♦
the famous Bin Trees), and lens than a da.’trom San Franoisco. The property is secured by a

EASTMAN BROTHERS & BANCROFT.

Music by Chandler’s Full Military
Baud—25 Pieces,

at

President, IRA P. RANKIN, San Francisco.
Treasurer, T. H. BACON, Boston.

Oak. and. Green.

BALL,

CmFUMESTAKY TO

a

Between

CADETS

CAPT. N. D. WINSLOW.

Brocaded Silk Velvet and Plush

dec 4

6.

Fourteenth Annual

MAINE.

octl7

A Clioic© Line of

In

Thursday Evening, Dec.

SAWYER, M. IK

256 Brackett

»

1870 CIT Y IIVLL 1883

No. 37 Plnm Street.

PORTLAND

ALLEN &

dec5

48t

ICELAKTD
PRESIDENT

DITRGIN,

of Hillsdale College, having visited this remote

Fire Dollars Per Share, and each subscription
will be entitled to a bonus of the Common Stock,
equal to 25 per cent, of the subscription to the Preferred Stock.
Purchasers of Preferred Stock will also participate in the final distribution of the remaining
Treasury Stock, when made, and now comprising
upwards of 20,000 shares.
This Stock is offered as a safe and desirable investment, and one offering liberal returns to investors. Full information furnished on appllcaton

The above cat is an EXACT FAC
SITIILE Of

“ARCHIBALD’S EXTRA”
Flour, the pioneer

of all the
tent flours in America.

pa-

This flour is made from Selected
Hard Spring Wheat by the miller
who first introduced it to the public, and is without a superior in
the market. Ask your grocer for
it and take no other.
Verify the Brand by the Above Cut.

In E. Enatlier,

22 CONGRESS

COMPANY,

(1

anil

Wonderful Island,
will

give the result of his observations
zens of Portland, on

the citi-

to

Dec.
Friday Evening,
AT
—

n k onA
VilMW

7.

—

O'rnxtrm

mrnnrm

VUVXIUUy

commencing

at

7.30 o’clock.

The lecture will embrace the
education,
wonderful natural scenery and social life of Iceland,
and will be illustrated by fine oil paiutings from
sketches taken on the spot. The unique ana beautiful dress of an Icelandic lady will also be

history,

BACON,

exhibited.

dec4

ADMISSION 25 CENTS.

d4t

INTELLIGENCE

entertainment Committees
and Musical Artists
For Circulars, etc., address ARTHUR B. MORRISON, Manager, 543 CoDgremi direct, W. M.
Furbush & Son’s New Piano warerooms, Box 1475
Portland, Me,
nov24dlwtM,W&Stf

..JO_

THE FIRST. ANNUAL MEETING
—

THE

—

will t>» held at

CITY

EXCLUSIVE NOVELTIES M GENTLEMEN’S WEAR,
Elegant Satin Lined Dressing Sacks,
IMPORTED

SILK

NECK

Mutual

All children desiring to continue member! of the
CLUB will bring ticket! to receive the now itamp
and be regietered on the paymont of the annual tax
of lOcte.
New members may be enrolled on the same
day.
Per order
dec5d4t
EXECUTIVE COM. C. C. C.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
4

DRESSINGS,

Fine English Hosiery and Underwear, Night Rohes and

Pajamas.
Effective Styles in Gloves, Silk Umbrellas, Etc. Etc.

HALL,

Saturday Morning, December 9.
AT 10 O’CLOCK.

Belter than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at
terest.

a

premium pavs about 3V4 per oent. In-

Better than the Sariugs Bank,

which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It Is easier
to make money than to save it.
Better thun Tontine Policies in

other Companies.
Wc have increased onr usually large and

complete

stock to meet the demands of the

HOLIDAY

(instructions
novl2

Embroidery.

in

Allen &

Company,

IMPORTERS &

dtf

shown by comparison of results.

470

OUTFITTERS,

n

Congress Street,

a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors*
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that a constitution may be gradually built up
until stiong enough to resist every tendency to dis-

For Hheumatism, Neuralgia,
Cramps, Sprains, Backache,
Sciatica, Burns and Scalds,
Bruises, Frosted Feet A Ears,

Results Accomplished.

TRADE.

and De-

Given

as

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,300
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving in
surance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 6% per cent, com pound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid eecurties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.2? per cent interest.

and all other Fains and Aches.
A safe, sure, and effectual
remedy for Galls, Strains,
Scratches, Sores, Ac., on Horses.
One trial will prove its merits.
Its effects are instantaneous.
Price 25c. and 50c. Sold everywhere;

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 per
cent,

reserve

is

$8,022,612.

SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
l»etter by its policy-hoMers than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their in-

n°19

PORTLAND,

MB,

The above
eodtf

Endowment
for sale by

Policies

Swedish,

Botanic

T. T. MERRY, STATE AGENT.
codtf
]ne23

By

Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
around
us
ready to attack wherever there is
We may escape many a fatal shaft
a weak point.
well fortified with pure blood
ourselves
by keeping
and a properly nourished frame.**—Civil Service Gar
zette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (Vfelb. and lb.) by Grocers, labelled thus:
JAMES EPPS dk CO., Homoeopathic Chemease.

ists, Condon, Knglnnd.

PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.
NOTICE.
The Winter Time Tables of the Congress St. and
Horse Cara will be in effect Tuesday,
Dec. 4. Time cards may be obtained at the office of
the Company, 484 Congress St.
GEO. W. SOULE.
Portland, Dec. 3, 1883.
Superintendent.
d3 6
dec4

Spring St.

Cement Drain Pipe Works.
Rale, one of the best paying business in the
city, and is now doing a good business. Satisfactory roaeons giving for selling out. Call on J. L.
SMITH, corner of Cumberland and Preble streets,
noyldtf
Portland, Me.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS
of

our ow n

exceedingly

importation
low

at

prices.

WE HAYE IN STOCK
AjFINE

House For Sale.
Peering Center 11 rooms, large stable, all
nearly new, In first class repair, well of pure
water, never dry, lot 100 feet square, 2 minutes
Price |2200.
Part on
walk from horse cars.
Mortgage. Apply to W. II. WALDBON, 180 Mid-

AT

strengthens

LINE OF

the

dles*.

uo20cod3n'

Oop. Preble House.dim

uo27

Sherries, Port* and Clarets, Champagnes
Brandies and Gin.s,Gnlnness London Stout ana Bans Ale

When

All of which aro standard
goods for medicinal and family use. AIsolu stock

IMPORTER!*,

St.,
*

Portland
d3w

e in

eases

of the

Lungs,

Swedish

Pepsin

PIIH
Cures Con

stipatioo.

SWEDISH REMEDIES
taken together according to directions,

Nwedi*h ISotnuir Compound cures Dyspepsia
Liver and Kidney Complaints, &e.
Nwcriiwh I.witg BB Ianro cures Coughs and Colds
in twenty-four hours.
Swedish I’ep-in Pill* the best Family Laxative.
Swedish Botanic Compound 75c a bottle.
Swedish Lung Balsam, large 60c; small 26c.
Pepsin Pills, 26c^ t
Swedish Remedies for sale by all druggists,

Indigestion,

RUFUS STANLEY & SON,
nov!6

Ltmfr
Balsam

have times and times again cured consumption
in the first and second stages.
Th usanda of
Write for
testimonials of *4s wonderful cures.
pamphlets and c' .culars—Sent FreeF. Y>\ A. Bshgengren, M. D..
Lynn, Mass.
Proprict W-

Octaves and Cases.

410 Fore

ays t

and acts like
a charm on the digestive organs.

APPOLINARIS (imported / and the Celebrated SUMMIT SPRING WATER.

LUNG, SHORT k HARMON,

Swedish

An

live Tonic
Blood Purifitr. Itpurifics the blood

__

nov24ST&w47-ly

eodeow&weowlw

in the Northwestern.

Market Square,
LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

which

FOIt

OF

Children’s Christinas Club,

-IN THE-

8 P.f.,1 STREET

ART

lA/fM
iruillx,

BOSTON.

ST.,

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

1%-

DEALERS

EPPS’S COCOA.

Million

OP

BERRY,

Book, Card and Job Printer.

WE SHALL OFFER TO-DAY

IBREAKFA8T.

BUREAU

WILLISTON CHURCH
The Ladies of this Society will have a sale in their
vestry on Thursday afternoon and evening. Decernber 6th. Don’t fail to call and see us before yon
purchase for “Christmas.” Ice Cream 15cts. after
noon and evening. Hot Supper 26cts at 6 p. ra.
dec4
d3t

THOS. H.

I

ONE

A

of

eodtf

flour; FRANK GOUOV«I Congress St.

(No. 3.

nrm

STAMMERING

Block,

Preble and Kennebec street, dlroctly opposite the Portland and Rochester Depot.
au4dtf
corner

tf

sion (red.
Thursday Evening there will be tin Entertainment conciiwtiag of Readings by Hiss
Marah E« Laughton, and Vocal and lustrumeatal Music.1Ticket* to Entertainment *JOc
Refreshments for sale each evening. Tickets for
sale at Algernon Stubbs’ Art Store, No. 443 Farand Chamberlin
&
rington
Homated’s,
doc4d3t
Clapp’s Block.

BUILDER,

Has removed to the

novl3___dtf

WILL YOU CALL

1853-1

a^specially,'

BURR OWES,

WM,

WHITNEY, Manager.

THE LADIES’ CIRCLE
of tho Chestnut street M. E. Church will^iold their
Annual Christmas Sale
in the Vestry of their church
Wednesday Evening and Thursday After*
noon and Evening, Dee.otli and 6th,
Wednesday evening and Thursday afternoon admis-

Portland Mo.

VARIOUS TASTE*.

signing.

S Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

<12ru

UEO. H.
dec3

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

surance

FLOORING,

U0V28

small list ol*

a

MM RollerJUSTS

Open every Afternoon and Evening. Magic in the evening by ( handler. Sessions
from 2 to 4.30 and 7.45 to 10.15. Juvenile assembly every Saturday Afternoon.
The elevator will ran from 7.30 to 8.30
every evening. None bat the celebrated
Winslow skate used at this rink. The
management reserve the right to refuse
admission and skates to all objectionable

Photographer,

at

Samuel Thurston
*

|

M.

persons.

BROCADE PLUSH AND VELVET.

Norwegian Cough Remedy.

1

171 CONGRESS STREET

eod

comprises

<13fc

dec 3

STREET,

STEPHEN

A full line of the Preparations
of Messrs. W. H. Schieffelin & Co.,
of New York, and Messrs. Parke,
Davis & Co., of Chicago, will be
kept for use in prescriptions and
for general sale. Also a complete
stock of the Pharmaceutical Co.
goods kept on hand.

A large and elegant assortment

LORIIf, SHORT k HARMON

58

no21

We hope by diligent attention
to the wants of the public to secure a share of patronage.
Careful, competent and experienced Clerks attend the prescription department.

« BATEFITL-COJ1FORTIND.

nov9

Ginger Ale, Pickles, Ketchup,
Sauces, French Peas,
Mushrooms, Sardines,
Capers, etc., etc.

Gypsy Band will not
Matinee Wednesday

a

Afternoon.

J. NAYLOR.
S. AUSTIN.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
In a tirst-class manner, and at short notice. Repairing old frescoing a specialty.
mySOeodtf

new

oct!3eodtf a

that may be needed,

give

eodly

C.

ones.

Warerooms of

year

Corner

—

Don’t Forget the Place

astonishingly

I’RKE

dtr

The

W4YLOR,

POKTI.AIVD,

ol

dec5

Scotch Marmalade,
New Buck Wheat,

Wholesale and

SQUARE,

FINE CONFECTIONERY!

at

Terms for Twelve Lessons—Gentleman.$5.00
Terms for Twelve Lessons—Ladies. 3.00
l<eM>on« on JVIondny and Thuraday Eve’g*.

—

Chocolate Drops at 20 cts. per lb.
“
“
Gum Drops
10 “
*•
“
Mixed Candy
15 “
Two pounds for 25 cents.
a

11

DANCING,

Commences Monday Eve’g, Dec. 10.

Painters,

Fresco
NO.

—

Trenaurer,

SELLS

He lias in stock also

TEMPLE STREET.

tAO

IN

PLAIN AND FANCY

muxjIiaIjIj,

AUSTIN &

cToThudson

prices.

new

jan5

Pudding,
Preserves, Jellies, etc.
Fine and large Assortment
Canned Goods,
Perry’s Fruits, in glass,
Canton Ginger,
Canton Chow-Chow.

W. L. Wilson &

novl4

—

—

deodtf

AGENT FOR THE CELEBRATED

ocl9

m. w.

o’clock,

GILBERT’S CLASS

and Lettering of Every Description, execnted in an Artistic Manner
dad at short notice.

THE FARRINGTON BLOCK,

GOOD CIGARS

Cliarles Custis & Co.,

ANDREWS,

«uc-

on

next
Saturday
Subjects at
Lecturers will be announced in the morning papr
Course Tickets $1.00. Fsr sale at Marrett’s
goods store, and at T. L. Merrill's hardware ft.
nov21
t

TELEPHONE 115.

DEEM

PERFUMERY, and

Elegant Styles,
and in quantity and variety unequaled.

be given in First Parish Church
WILL
cessive Saturday afternoons at 2Vi

commencing

SION PAINTING

I. C.

FANCYGOODS

New and

A COURSE OF TEN LECTURES

STREET,
Building,
PORTLAND. ME. dom
uov24

Mince Meat,
English Plum

Coffee,
Maple Syrup, in gallon cans,
Factory Cheese—fnll cream.

REMOVAL.

TO SUIT

He.

188 MIDDLE
Canal Bank

oodly

his old customers and many

JEWELED,

Ke8ereed seats 69 and 76 cents—n )w on sale.
Course tickets may be exchanged for Tuesday If desired. Half fare on M,c, It. R.
nov29dlw

Counsellor and Attorney nt Law.

MUNCER,

__

IN

Exchange St, Portland,

S. C.

Where he will be happy to meet

All work strictly first-class.

MEM THE

on

CORRESPONDENT

PETER

Harvey Hurray, Accompanist.

—

HTAll buiiness relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed.
jul2dtf

rriaident.

prices.

Watches cleaned and warranted
for oue year only $1.00

cheap-

sold

13 Gypsies In brilliant national Costume.- assisted
by Miss Ella Cleveland Fenderasn, Contralto;

President,

3d Vioe

ACCOUNT BOOKS PIANO and ORGAN NEEDLE Stamping
Order for the

goods

OF

G¥PS¥ BAND.

Briggs,

American A Foreign Patents,

S13.171J76.02

J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

593

of

At reasonable

and whole boxes.

Turkish

The above

are

—

tensive stock.

PORTLAND: 9EXCHANGE ST.

Keep the kidneys healthy with hop bitters and
you need not fear sickness.
Ice water is

$5,929,538

43

ASSETS,===

MOORE,
RAVEN,

ported goods.

my

earth.

Sun.

1,616,844 86

Artist materials,
4© PER CEMT.
and everything in
pictures and frames, fine Losses Paid in Thirty Days
gold plush, and bronze cabAfter roof
inet frames, .Swiss carv- 3. D. JONES.
President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
ings, and a good line of imW. H. H.
2d Vioe

brought

aronnd

68

Pottery,

solid scab, and I often scratched the blood from
my body. I am now entirely well, and think your
Cuticuba Remedies are the best for skin diseases
that ever was
before the public.
F. M. FOX, Caddo, Indian Ter.
Sold by all druggists. Cuticuba, 60 cents. Resolvent, SI; Soap, 26 cents. Potter Drug and

tottering

quarter,

half

Fine Garden Teas,

on Marine Bisks from 1st
January 1882, to 31st December,

Premiums

nodate my pat-

accom

Herbert G.

English Dairy Cheese,
Stilton Cheese,
Pine Apple Cheese,
Swiss Cheese,
Boqnefort Cheese,
Parmesan Grated Cheese,
Edam or Dutch Cheese,
Neufchatel Cheese,
On the Square Cheese,
Young America Cheese,
Gorgonzola Cheese.
Sap Sago Cheese,

as

a

men

Finest Dehesa Raisins,
do. Basket Dehesa do.,
do. Imperial Cabinet do,,
do. Loose Muscatels,
do. Sultanas,
do. Ondaras and Valencias,

soon as

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882

SCRATCHED THE BEOOD.
I certify iliat I only used them about six weeks
until I was entirely well, hut before I commenced
using them, my face, breast and back were almost

Old

than the average
this market, viz:

all in

1882.$4,412,693

FALL OPEMG.

selected

No. 93

on

OOitf

HUNGARIAN

BUSINESS CARDS.

ering their quality they

20 in. Black Velvets

CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED.

are

Grand Concerts by the great musical sensation
ARCHDUKE JOSEPH’S

Two

(13m

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

ATLANTIC

New Orleans.

Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
Mend for “How lo Cure Skis Diseases.’’
deco
WS&w2w

Broker,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

HALL.

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 4, and (In
the Siockbridge Course) Wednesday Evening, Dec. 5,

STREET,

great care, and they are
wholesome and reliable. Consid-

Fancy Currants,
Fancy Citron,
ARE OFFERING
Orange Peel,
Lemon Peel,
GREAT BARGAINS
Prunes—lull assortment,
Mutind Insurance Co. Figs, Nuts, Dates,
Oranges—Florida, Lemons,
Malaga Grapes, Apples,
OF NEW YORK
Sweet Marjoram,
Summer Savory, Sage, Thyme,
FOR A SHORT TIRE.
INSURE
AGAINST
MARINE Poultry Dressing, Leaf Sage,
Maccaroni, Vermicelli,
RISKS ONLY.
These Velvets are Elegant and very cheap
Olives, Olive Oil,
This Company will take risks at their office, New
Plain and Fancy Ci ackers,
York,
vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
Imported and Domestic Cigars
water-borne.

REMEDIES

Are

duration.

goods

er

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED

And he will

LETTERS

OF

No. 516 CONGRESS SI.

BLACK VELVETS.

of

known

CITY

SHURTLEFF,

Banker and

ocfcl

with

price $30.00.

MILLETT& LITTLE,

The

goods,

happy souls,

O

Delicacies.

Plush Trimmed Ulsters for $15.00; marked down from $25.00.
These arc in Heavy mixed Cloths and Handsomely Trimmed, and the
best Garment for this price that we ever offered.

ally,
°

at $9.00;

25

rons, and the

Deep in hazy hollow of the down
The brick-built court in mellow squareness stood
Where feathery beeches fringed the hanging

Fur,

Sicilian Silk Circulars at $18.00; former price $22.00.

To

C. BENSON.

A.

We Invite attention to the following list of Table Substantial and

Cloak Department for the

days.

all wool Black Diagonal Dolmans, (rimmed with
been selling this season for $12.00.

Cf\
jU

sess one

An English Home.

ARETAS

■NTEBTAINHENTn.

3 Doors West Can^ Nat’l Bank.

the Oxford

whiskey tax:
Some few years ago the State of Maine was
traversed by a body of men who proposed that
the national government should issue all the
currency to be UBed by the people, and put it
into circulation by making loans, at a low rate
of interest, through the States, counties and
towns, tr through scattered sub-treasuries.
This was a very popular idea for
sometime,
how much more popular, therefore, will be
Mr. Blaine’s more subtle and less
objectionable
method of making a “divvy?”
We are surprised that Mr. Blaine should
propose such a dangerous plan as this—most
dangerous because most plausible, and harping
cit the ever
popular cry, “down with taxation.”
ibis is a large question, big with resultBthat
the future historian of this
country may record'
with sorrow.
It may result in one of two
thing: A general re-distribution of
property by the government, or in an assumption of all administrative expenses and the assessment of ail taxes
by the national government. If the government may take money from the rich
(by taxation) and give it to the poor (by paying their
local taxes) it may, with as much
propriety, be
callea upon to further relieve the poor man
by
paying other of his legitimate expenses,
through a higher taxation of luxuries. This
becomes communism, pure and simple—a
general (governmental) treasury, on which the
poor man may draw for money to pay his taxes
—and why not for flour?
The other aspect is
to be as much dreaded.
If the national government may appropriate a portion of its revenue to pay taxeB assessed
by the States, counties and towns, it may
shape its revenue for
that object, and aisnme to assess all taxes.
When this paternal point has been
reached,
and the extravagance which would
naturally
result from expending money derived from
such a source, had disposed of the
“surplus”
revenue, the government would be forced to
devise new methods of increasing its income
nnlii the “burden” of taxation would become

some

Some Points on Furs.
An inporter and exporter of furs gives
this information: “The house cat is one of
the most valuable of fur-bearing animals,
and when they mysteriously disappear from
the back fence they often find their way to
the farrier. It is an actual fact that in

Comment* by
Democrat.

Mr. Blaine's plan for distributing the

on

THANKSGIVING

required.”

Under the caption of "Blaine’s Communism” the Oxford Democrat comments as fol-

lows

PREPARE

for

VINANCIJU.

NO. 194 MIDDLE

Mr. Blaine's Plan.
Nome

The

were

the bravest men are

■■ICELLANEOCa.

CL OAKS.

used in this country
last season, valued from fifty cents to $1.20.
They come from Ohio and New York principally, and, as in pursuit of the tiger and

skunks, 350,000

cations.

KinCEUiAIIEOCS.

jj
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eou&wtiinDi

w
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The following are the
closing quotations Stocks:
Chicago & Alton.133
Chicogo & Alton pref.146
Chicago, Burr & Quincy.124%
..
30%
g™3,
Erie

PRESS.

WEDNESDAY MORNING. DEC. 5.

■

pref..
80
Illinois Central.13 *%
Lake Shore.101%
Michigan Central. 91
New Jersey Central.
88%
Northwestern.
.124%
Northwestern pref......'.147%
New York Central.H6%
Rock Island.120%
St. Paul.
97%
St. Paul pref..
...117
Union Pacific Stock.
87%
Western Union Tel. 78 Va

Wit and Wisdom.
says that the remark, "It’s never too
late to mend," is impertinent. “Sore an I’ll
not put in a etitoh after nine o’clock in the avenln!”

Bridget

►

*

Acid
Phoapliaic
Koraford’s
Marked
Benefit in Indigestion.
Dr. A. L. Hall, Fair Haven, N. Y., says:
“Have prescribed it with marked benefit in
indigestion and urinary troubles.”
—

(By Telegraph.)

Fob

Coughs,

make a

timely

one

3
1
1

Belcher.’

is/8

Jacket ...
Belcher.
Northern Belle.

1%
1%
1%
Sierra Nevada. 2%
Union Con...... 2%

minnte,

maltes^cat.”

Wns Afflicted With Gouty and Chalk
deposits around my joints, enlarged and inflamed; could not walk; pain was intense, par-

ticularly

at the change in the weather; was
confined to my bed; gave np all hopes of living;
used Giles’ Iodide Ammonia Liniment and

Beans—Large hand-picked pea beans are quoted
66@2 70 & bush: choice New York State small
hand-picked do at 2 76@2 80; common to good 2 60
@2 70;do Vermont 2 8(J@86,and choice screened do
at 2 G0@2 66; hand-picked medium at 2
70@2 76,
and choice screened do 2 G5@2 70; common beans
at 2 00@2 02; choice improved yellow-eves 3
20@
3 26; old-fashioned yellow-eyes at 3 16(53 20.
Hay—Choice prime hay is quoted at $16@$17 ai>
ton: medium to good at $14(5>$15; choice Eastern
fine at $1S@$14; poor at $12@$13, with Eastern

knowledge

In the days of adulterated articles of food it
is a pleasure to nse the Congress Yeast Powder
which is absolutely pure.

swale at 89.
ton.

Rye straw at $14(5815 and oat straw

Apples—We quote No 1 Baldwins at $3 Q0@8 60,
No 2 do 2 00@2 25; Western $3@3 60 L bbl; fancy
eating at $4 00@$4 50.

MABBIAGES.

Chicago Lire Stock market.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Dec. 4. -Hogs—Receipts 50,000 head;
shipments 8000 head; 6c higher on good: packing
at 4 35@4 00; packing and shipping at 4 85(55 60~;
light at 4 35@4 75; skips at 2 90@4 60.
Cattle—Receipts 6,000 head; shipments 2,600 hd;
stronger; exports at 6 26@6 60;good to choice shipping at 6 60@6 00; common to medium 4 25@5 40.
D Sheep—Receipts 4600 head shipments 1700
head;
firm; inferior to fair at 2 50@3 00; choice 4 00.

In Farmiugdale, Nov. 4. Thomas W. Avery o£ Sidney and Miss Emma V. Pottle of Farmiugdale.
In Gardiner, Nov. 17, Leonard Heatn and Miss
Sadie M. Dow.
In South Gardiner, Nov, 18, Horace Goodwin and

Ella Stilka.

DEATH*
In this city, Dec. 4, Caroline Kellogg, aged 76
years,— last surviving daughter of the late Hev.
Gardner Kellogg.
[Funeral on Thursday forenoon at 11 o’clock, at
No. 81 Winter street. Burial private.
In this city, Dec. 4, John Sweelsir, aged S8 years
3 months.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at his
late residence, No. 26 Mechanic street. Burial at
convenience of the family.
Dec 4th, Benj.*M. Crossman, aged 76 years 10
months 6 days. [Boston papers copy.l
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Saccarappa, Dec. 2, Albert Libby, aged 63
years 3 months 6 days.
In Charlestown, Mass., Nov. 30, Charlie A. Bailey,
aged 3 years 9 months 22 days,—only child of F. G,
and S. E. Bailey.
In Solomon City, Kansas, Dec. 1, Edw. A. Scamman, aged 26 years,—only son of the late Col. E. A.

Watertown Cattle

Hoboken.
I/nTOW

t/ov<

xw/ic nap a UCtbCl

ICOUug

Cattle, both in Northern and Western, butchers
paying stronger figures on young stock and claim

J/ic ad van™ over last week: receipts 1200.
Market Beef-Choice—89 26@9 60; extra 8 00®
9 00: first quality 7 00 @7 62%: second qualitvBat
6 00@6 62Vi; third quality at 4 005462%.Store Cattle—Work Oxen j? pair at ®10ti@$200;
Milch Cows aud Calves at 820@$48; Farrow Cows
8173*32; fancy 8603880; Yearlings at $12@S20;
two years old 8145825; three years $20®$42.
Swine—Receipts 11,000 head;Western fat Swine,
live,5%@6c; Northern dressed hogs I1% c
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 3,700; prices in lots
at 2 25@4 25 each;iextra 5 00@5 60 each. Spring
Lambs o@6%; Veal Calves at 3%@7%c.

„

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

York, Dec. 4. Flour market—receipts
35,684 bbls; exports 3465 bbls; more active and
steady; prices not quotably changed; fair export inquiry, mainly for low grades and moderate demand
from jobbers; sales 26,000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 |at 2 20@3 00; Superfine
Western and State at 2 80@3 40; common to good
extra Weetem and.State 3 45@410; good to choice
do'at 4 15@6 76; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at G 25@6 60; fancy do 6 60@6 75;
common to good extra Ohio at 3 65(86 70; commo
to ohoice extra St. Louis at 3 50®G 76; Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 6O@0 60: choio
to double extra do 6 80@7 10,'including 6600 bbls
City Mill extra 6 35@5 60:-bills No Y at 2 20®
3 00; 1400 bbls Superfine at 2 80(53 40: 1200 bbls
low extra at 3 50(53 90 3800 bbls Winter Wheat
extra at 6 6086 90; 4,900 bbls Minnesota extra at
3 65@7 10;Southern flog, is firm;oommon to fair at
3 75:54 90; good to choice 5 00@6 60. Whealreceipts 69,600 bush; exports 40,461 bush; spot
lots shade easier; options at %@i/4 above inside
figures; speculative trade fairly active; sales 5,242,000 bush futures, 189,000 bush on spot; No 2 Chicago 1 06%; No 4 Red 89%c; No 3 Red at 1 03%
@1 04 in elev; No 2 Rod at 1 11% @1 12 in elev;
No 1 Red State at 118%: No 1 White do 1 18%.
Earn—spot lots %@%c higher; options opened 1
@l%c better, afterwards lost advance, closing
steady with recovery of %@%; light export trade;
speculation more active; receipts 47,676 bush; exports 32,828 bush; sales 3,266,000 bush futures,
182,000 on spot; No 3 at 60c; No 2 at 63V4@G3%

Portland Daily Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, Deo. 4.
Few changes will be noticed in the wholesale
market to-day, business generally has been pretty
quiet, and the only really new feature is In Pork
and Lard, which are very firm and in active demand
with prices higher than quoted yesterday; tuhs and
tierces are now selling at 9@9Vic p1 lb; Eastern
The situation In
packers are up from Vi@s/sc.
Flour remains about the same; the demand is fair
and rates firm. The market for Beef is strong and
full prices are realized.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.
dour.
Kraio.
Superfine and
jH.M.Corn, car lots.75
low grades. .3 50@4 6< Mix Corn,car lots ®74
X Spring and
| Corn, bag lots.... @77
XX Spring. .6 00@6 0( i|Oats, car lots..42@43
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots..45
7‘
Wheats.7 60@8 0( I Meal
.72
Michigan Winj CottonSeed.car lots 28 00
ter straights5 25@5 71 j Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
Do roller....6 25@t5 6( 1 SaokedBran oar lot,
1
St. Louis Winter straight.6
Do roller. ..6
Winter Wheat

19

OQ@6 2E I

60@6

7£

do bag

|Mids,

50®20

00

lots.23 00

oar

..

...

50^13

N

YFaet’y..KHfc@14

10@2

@11
Apples.
Oranges.
.8 00@5 (X (I Valencia
@
Evaporated $>’ ib 18@2< ( Florida.4%®6 00
Dried Apples_9V*@1( j Messina.
@
Sliced
...10§lOM Palermo.6 60@6 00
Lemons.
Sugar.
GranuiaWi
lb
8Vi Messina.4 50@5 50
Extra 0..8
Palermo.4 50@5 60

Eatingp-bbl.

....

February; 8 76@8 85 March. Bulk Meats iufair demand; ehonldeie at 6 65; short ribs at 6 83; short
clear at 7 20.
Receipts—Flour 21,000 bbls wheat 270,000 bush
corfl 219,000 bUBb, oats 149,000 bu.rve 34.000 bus.

barley 80,000 busb.
Sbipraents—Flour 30,000 bbls. wheat 20,000 bu,
corn 81,000 bush, oats 96,000 bu, rye 0,600 busb
barley 75.000 bush.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat for advanced % for December anl January,
and %o for February. Corn advanced %@8/sc for
January and %c for February. Oats advanced Vae
for January, Pork declined 10 for December aud
advanced 2%c for January, 6c for February and
7%c for March. Lard advanced for January.
St. Louis,Dec. 4.—Flour steady. Wheat lower;
No 2 Red Fall at 99% @1 01 for cash; 1 01% for
December; 1 02%@1 02% for January; 1 06 for

materially changed, they are certainly no higher. The "West India business is light and rates easy.
The following charters have been made for the week
ending December 4:
Schr Elva E. Fettengill, New York to Portland,
coal 96c and discharged.
Schr Mima A. Reed. Portland to Cardenas, shooks
not

and beads at p. t.

Schr Maggie Ellen, Bath to Now York, lumber at
$2 loaded and towed.
Brig Castalia, Baltimore to Havana, coal $2.25.
Bark Caro, Portland to Point-a-Pitre, Guad.,
shooks and heads 25c.
Schr Mary L, Portland to Boston, lumber at p. t.
Sobr Fred Gray, Portland to New York, lumber
¥

February.

barley 10,000

ST PIERRE, MART. Schr J D Robinson-6687
shooks and heads 76 bbls potatoes 74 do Ash 32,417
Bark Farewell-428,S97 feet

bush.

Mobile,

Dec.

10c.

Savannah,

Receipt*.
Pobtland, Dec. 4.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
87 oars miscellaneous merchandise: for connecting
Railroad

3^-Cotton

Dec.

lands 10c.

Middling uplands

easy;

3.—Cotton is dull; Middling up-

Memphis, Dec. 3.—Cotton jis easisr; Middling

lands 10c.

ut-

European Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, Dee. 4 —12.80 P. M—Cotton market
dull and easier; uplands at 5 16-1 Gd; Orleans 6 1
16d; sales 8,000 bales; speculation: and export 1

following quotations

000 bales.

Finc7-4... 13/a S1H
Fino
Fine 9-4.2352/V4
Fino 10-4....Vo
5(-0

4AH,in« Dais OF

8-4.L8|c21

BLEACHED COTTONS.
Best 4-4... 10 Vi® 12 V4 Fine6-4 ...16
Med. 4-4.... 7Va®loya Fine 7-4 ...18
Fine 8-4.20
Light 4-4... 6 @ 7

,r ..HOW

£18

Sldfm North Sjdney, CB, 1st Inst, ss Tunsi^all,
Mackie, Portland; Lothair, Cassidy, West Indies.
Cld at do 30th, barque Unity, for Portland.
Cld at St John, NB. 1st lust, sch NettieB Dobbin,

Falkingbam,

New Haven.

HPOKEN
Nov 13, lat 31, Ion 121 W. ship St Stephen, Douglass, from San Francisco for Liverpool.
Oct 19, lat 35 S, Ion 21 E, ship Santa Clara, Riv-

ers, from Manilla for New York.
Nov 26, SW ©f Frying Pan Light, sch A P Emerson, Emerson, from Bucksport for Wilmington.

MEETINGS.

Portland & Rochester R. R.
Stockholders of the Portland & Rochester
Railroad are hereby notified that their annual

THE

be held at the office of George P. Wescott, 33 Plum Street, in Portland, on Wednesday
the fifth day of December next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon to act upon the following articles, viz.:
1. To hear the report of the Directors and act

meeting will

thereon.

For the choice of nine Directors for the ensuing year.
3. To elect a Clerk of the Corporation.
4. To transact any other business that may
legally come before them.
WM. II. CONANT, Clerk.
nov20d2w
Portland, Nov. 19,1883.
2.

Portland Provident Association.
Portland. November 28,1883.

members of the Portland Protident Associarre hereby notified that the adjourned
meeting will be held Thursday evening, December 6tb, at 7Vi o’clock.
Business: To amend article 7th of the constitution by striking the word; second, wherever it occurs in said article and substituting the word first,
so that it will read the meeting shall be held on
the first Thursday of each month.

THEtion
annual

*
0

B. B.

e
xm

H

or
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on Hides
The following are
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hidss over 90 lbs weight.. 7c
^ lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs. .6c
^ lb
Steer Hides under 90 lbs. 5%e$> lb
Cow Hides, all weights. 5%c$> lb
lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4e
Calfskins..*.10c & lb
Light and Deacon Skins. 26 to 40c each
lb
Rendered Tallow.■ •. 7 % c

^

Stock market.
quotations of stocks

following
daily by telegraph:

are

received

B08T0X STOCKS.

A.T.&S. F. 79%
Boston & Maine ...
169
Flint & Pere Marquette oommon
32
.....

Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.104%
L. R. & Ft Smith. 20
30
Marquette, Hugh ton & Ont. common
New York & New Eng. 28%
Mexican Central 7s.
60%
...

STOCKS.

Missouri Pef....
Omaha common...
Omaha preferred.
Northern Pacflc prefe e*l..
Northern Pacific common
Louis & Nash.....
Ontral Pacific...
Texas Pacific....
Mo. K. & Texas.
Wabash preferred.
..
...

...

97 Vs
35%
97%
61%
28 Vs
49

67 %
22%
24
34

money market.
(By Telegraph.)
Dec.
New York,
4.—Money at 2% on call, prime
mercanile paper at 5<^G%. Exchange i9 weak at
toe It

and

long and 484% for short. Governments
strong. State bonds quiet. Railroad bonds are
•firm. Stoeks heavy and lower.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
482 for
are

ed 288.000 shares.
The following are

to-day’s closing quotations on
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
lOOVs
do
do
114
do
4% s, reg.
do
do
do
4%s,coup.114
do
do
do
4s, reg....122

4s, coup.... .123
Pacific <J«, ’»6...127Vi
do

II L WCI

.JJCU

Oregon.Portland.. .Liverpool_Dec

Circassian.Portland ...Liverpool_Dec
Toronto.Portland.. .Liverpool_Dec

|

Tallow.
Portland quotations

Hides and

v

W

20
22
27

OF

DECEMBER 6.
Standard time.
Sun rises..7.01 I High water, (i» m) 2.63
Sun sets... .4.02 | Moon sets. 10.00
MINIATURE ALMANAC....

82 Market Square,
MAINE

TO THE PUBLIC,
I beg to direct your
attention to the Kohler Hot Air Furnace.
Its superiority over all others I will demonstrate if you
will call atmy store. The following well known
persons have the Kohler:
W. T. Sargent,.148 Spring Street.
J. F.
C. C.

now

furnace

Sherry.457 Congress

Street.

Eaton,.23 Pine Street.
J. S. Libby,...160 Park Street.
J. F. Clark,..:.14 Mellen Street.

Gerrirfh,.212 State Street.

O. K.
Samuel

Rolfe, ....98 State Street.
Wm. G. Hart,—.266 State Street.

,

Sidney Thaxter,..74 Deering Street.
Joseph Bussell,...31 High Street.
Addison Libby,...64 Clark Street.
Alfred Staples,.176 Neal Street.
H. P. S Gould,.387 Congress
Thos. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
H. B. Brown, (Artist,).400 Danforth Street.
R. B. Farnsworth,.357 Spring Street.
Charles Goodridge...
Deering

BEL1:

[ N G

Important to all who use

Belting.

This
Duck

MARINE

■■—■IIIIIIIMM —IH

nov23

Cleared.

Barque Farewell, (Ger) Neuman, Montevideo—W

& C R Milliken.

Brig Castalia, Jackson, Baltimore—Chase, Leavitt

& Co.
Sch J D
ball & Co.

Robinson, Oils, St Pierre—Nutter KimFROM

MERCHAOT’SKXCIIANGE.l

Ar at Valparaiso Nov 19, barque H J Libby.Pratt.
New York (Aug 11.)
Ar at Rangoon Dec 3, barque
Chalmette, Chad-

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

Samples and quotations furnished

on

1I3& 175

sep28

CO.,

Devonshire Si., Boston.

Factories

at

&

a

Chelsea, Mass.

_•eod3m

THE

aug21

70 Commercial Si. and 70 .Exchange Si.
oc30

Telephone

IVo. 8TT A.

d3m

ARMY

PRUSSIAN
OIL BLACKING
B

HARNESS

from
FREEZING AND CRACKING.
Softens Without Injuring.
Oils Without Gumming.
Blackens Without Crocking.

Keep,

the Harness

GUARANTEED PURE

AND

FREE

FROM A 1.1. ACIDS.

P.

A.

O.

CO.

noyl2

eodly

dtf

EDUCATIONAL.

EILWCITIOA.
MISS SARAH E. LAUGHTON,

A

GRADUATE of the National School of Elocu-

tion and Oratory, Philadelphia, will receive
in Vocal Culture and Elocution.
Arrangemay be made for lessons, either private or in
classes, at Miss Sargent’s School, 148 Spring St.
Miss Laughton
by permission, to Henry
Dixon Jones, Instructor of Elocution, Harvard University, Thomas Tash, Supt. of Schools, Portland*
and Abner J, Phipps, Ph. D„ Supt. of Schools, Lew-

pupils
ments

relers,

iston.nov24d2w

PRACTICAL BUSINESS COURSE.
given

in
Reading, Spelling,
Grammar, Commercial Arithmetic, Book-keeping, Penmanship, Business Forms, Civil Government, and other English branches required in a
practical business education. A few m<ye pupils
can be accommodated.
For full particulars address
A. S. SAWYER, No. 29 Mechanic St.,

icnl
given

to

Studies

private pupils by

J. W.

the subscriber

COLCOM),

143 Pearl Street.
Jan24

W.

S.

A.

WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As

a

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered Impure by
as

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

the ENTIRE BODY.

ciiv^^^on,
kindred

from he perfect
of the feet and all

insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

For sale by ail Druggist

and Grocers.

18 BEAVER

STREET,
<Ut

_

CHEW
BOSS LUMP
TOBACCO.

256TH EDITION.

GREAT

MEDICAL

WORK

ON MANHOOD.
>

of the Arm of McMain &
Weston,
oall the attention of
buyers and smokers
*,
to the New Cigar which they are
to this
introducing
market. It is a pure
cigar, free from flavoring or
coloring of the stock, and absolutely free from poi*
son of any kind.
It is a
clean, and guaranteed to be of the best Havana. Call for I. N.
Weston’s “Leader,”
hand made. Also, in
strictly
connection, a brand called “Cupid” a Five Cent
Cigar. Smokers who value their health should try
the ‘Leader, and note the difference between the
pure and the imitation. Address

w®.u^

first-class,

Mbs*

For
‘S1®,?5',?®?- c-FrJe. Timmons & Hawes, H. P.
S-eo'hd. B. W. Jones, T. F B Percy, Falmouth Hotel, E. Dana. Jr„ and J. B. Totten.
seplld3iu

Copartnershiplfotice.

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscu*
tions or excesses. A book for every man, young,

mid1le-aged, and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all aeute and chronic diseases, each one ol
which is invaluable.
So found by the Author
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any
physician. 3U0
pages, bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed
covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a tiner work, In
every sense.—mechanical, literary and professional,
—than any other work sold in this country for $2.60,
or the money will be refunded in
every instance.
Price only $1.00 by mail, post-paid.
Illustrative
sample 6 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
the author by the National Medical Association, to
tbe officers of which he reiers.
This book should be read by the
young for instrue
tion, and by the afflicted for relief. It will benefit
all.- London Lancet.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. \V
Parker, No. 4 Bulflncu Street, Boston, Mass,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate diseases
that have baffled the skill of all otb-YT PIT or
physicians a specialty. Such treat-H-I^-^Ll ed
successfully without an
mav3Q

instancerjjl|J YSELF
d&wly

the

undersigned, having bought the stock of
WE,the late
James Bailey, have this day formed
for

a co-partnership
the purpose of continuing the
business ot Carriage and Saddlery Hardware under
the name pf JaMES BAILEY & CO.

J. W. BAILEY,
J. II. DUNBAR,
L. J. CARNEY.

The accounts of the

tlNovy27
JSOV, J7, J.00J.

late James Bailey will he set-

^ESW. BAILEY,

Adm’r.

no?28<Uw

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday
and Saturdays at 6 p.m.. Returning leave Pier 38,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Satur*
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Ag’t.
days at 4p.m.

sep21

Resorts

EXCURSIONS.

Atlas Line of Mail Steamers.
BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, HAYTI, PORTO RICO, COLOMBIA, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA and
For

NICARAGUA- Tourists are invited to avail of
these trips, which they can make on any route taken
by the Company’s Steamers at the extreme low
price of $5 per day, which includes all privileges

living on board the
desiring to change their
and

whole time, or passengers
route may transfer to any
other passenger steamer of tk' line they may meet
on the voyage. For passage apply to
PI M, FOR WOOD & CO., Agents,

J .iDr,
com.

|

KEMStffl’S

o, ,'!, ,.;

276 Middle SI., open from Dec. 8th lo
Dec. 21th.
aug28
dtx

The 2.00

a. m.

Sleeping

send for friends in the Old Counwill
ALLtrydesiring
money by buying their prepaid
ticket, at the General
to
save

Ocean Steamship
steerage
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake: hr
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at pre
sent reduced rates by theCunard and other fast nrt,
class mail steamers coming direct across the ocean,
on the warm Golf Stream route, thus avoiding all
dangers frem ice and Icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Carditt and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro
teraam, Paris, Bremen and Hal ingen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christi: asand, Bergen
Trondhjem, Ooteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children un
der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
24dtf

22

BOSTON

has

train

in

Special Portland

mmm heading r. i

and

nur wmiu is

leauy lui uccopoucy
In Portland Station Saturday at 9.00 p. m. Bertha
now ion

Bound Brook Route.

$1.50

-BET WEEN-

BOSTON FOR PORTLAND
in.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST,

These Trains will be continued
through the coming season.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE, General Passenger Agent.
oct20

Stations In

Exchange

Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&o. and other information apply to J. L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. G. Box 979.
TanlO

ly

WHITE STAR LIATE

Drawing Room Cars on all day trains
and Sleeping Cars on night trains.

1883,

Be

Exchange Street,

and

Foot of India Street.

TICKETS soil)

At”bED1JCED

1One

Rates reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the en>
treme
routes,a voiding
all dangers from Icebergs. Cabin $60, $80 and 100:
Return tickets $120, $144 and 180; Excursions 120
and $144; Steerage at low rates.
The sailings are
as follows:
Britannic .Sept 22 J Republic...... .Sept. 27
Celtic.Oct. 6 | Germanic.
.Oct. 13
For sailing lists, cabin plans, passage rates and
L.
22
to
J.
drafts, apply
FARMER,
Exchange St.
del9
dly

NEW ENGLAND

411

RATES

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

Arrangement of

LINE.

RATES OF PASSAGE.

Cabin.$50.00 and $ 00.00, Gold
Cabin, return... .$90.00 and $110.00, Gold
For passage, &c., apply to DAVID TORRANCE,
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offinov24dtf
ces, foot of India street.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP

C0.~

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, M. B., Halifax, N. S., Ac.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

■

foot
of
State
street, every
Monday ana
Thursday at 6 p. in., for Kaatport and St.
John, with eoanectlons for Calais, Robbinston, St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock, Grand
Menan, Campobelle, Dlgby, Annapolis, Yarmouth

Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, A mhcrst
Pletou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhonsie, Char
lottetown. Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othes
stations on the New Brunswiek and Canada, Inter*
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Conn,
ties, Rail Roads, and Stago Routes,
SEP*Freight received np to 4 p. m. and any in*
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of tho Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
State Eiooms and farther information apply •
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St,
T. C. HFJ'SKY, President, and Manager’
sol
dtf

1883.

Winter Arrangements.

Liverpool, Halifax

Bmp', \cptj
STEAMER.

and

I From Liverpool

|

yia

Halif£x

THUBSDAT,
Nov. 8
“16
22

Sarmatian.
Sardinian
Circassian....
...

...

1881

Portland Service
I From Portland
Tl>- Hali{ax.

|

|

THUKSDAY,
Nov. 29
Deo. 6
“13

|

j

From

Glasgow, j From Portland

Manitoban...

Nov. 14

Scandinavian

28
12

Dec.

On

or about
Dec. 1
15
29

I

|
|
|

passage apply to LEVE & ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 16 State St, Boston, and E. A.
WALDRON. 40 Exchange St., T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St„ or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN. Agents, No. 1 India St., Pori land.
For

nov24

dtf

D.

Oilmen*
Ayer Jane.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Bpping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
Far Rochester, HpringrvUe, Alfred, Wmerboro and Saco Kfver.7.30 a. m., 1.05
p. at., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m- 11.16
a.m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portlant-.
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
Fsr Gsrbam, Naccarappa, CnmOerlaad
Westbrook
and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 n. at.,
1.08, 6.30 and (mixed)
•6.30 n. m.
The 1.03 p. m. tialn from Portland connects at
Aye- Jane, with Heosac Tunnel Borne for
t beWeet, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
r..
ou,
Ear

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.
—TO—

BURLINGTON

VT„
OGDENSBURG, N. ¥.,

AND MONTREAL.
On and after Monday del. 8th,
1883, until further notice Passenger

Train* leave Portland as follows:
8.95 A. M.—For Fabyan’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. C. M. R. R., St. Johnsburv,
Burlington, OgdenBburg and all points on O. & L.
C. R. It., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3.00 p.m. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Trains arrive is Portland :
10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.

■■

V
ph

me

South

and with Hessen Ac Albany B. R. for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving (Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester.:)at 8.00
a. m.

(Rose connections made at Westbrook June*
don with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
tt GrandTrunk
Transfer. Portland, with through

m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,
Ogdensburg &c.
J. HAMILTON,Superintendent.

trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins A Adams* No. 32 Hz-

CHAS. H. FOI E, G. T. A.

dtf

Street.
thange
•
Does not

OBTAINED

jnB

Hospital of 70 beds for Infant*
Women with Chronic Disea*r*, 8up
ported by the Murdock Liquid Food Co.,
Boston, Confirm the 7-Year*’ Investigations of Dr. Graily Hewitt, Which He
Gave in the Opening Address at the Recent Meeting of the British Medical A*sociation.

of y.II

and

WINTER

October 1st, 1888.
Connects with Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R. at Bridgton Junction.

“Chronic Starvation and Delicate Females,” he
says, “for the last 6 to 7 years I have tested by
carelully inquiriog into the past history of patients,
mostly suffering from some uterine ;or ovarian
disease, or some affliction incidental to childbed,
and these conclusions have stood the test of this
long extended inquiry. 1 have to state the important conclusion that a continuous insufficiency of
fooa, or what may be called a ‘chronic starvation,’
more or less intense in different cases, was found to
have existed almost universally. Consequently I
have naturally been led to consider chronic starvation as a most important factor in disease. * * *
“It is generally admitted, by authorities on the
subject of diet, that nitrogen is the most essential
of all foods, and that a certain amount should be

Only first-class 2-feet guage Railroad in
Stage connection

Harrison
WM. F. FERRY,

J. A.

ports of

cases

such

Sandy Creeb
Ingsll’s Road,

Bridgton Junction—Arrive

FOR THE

Summit

OF Ron

aajrl

CELEBRATED

Mineral Spring Water,
HARRISON, MAINE.

FISTULA AND PILES
v'ured witimnt tlie Use of tlie Knife.
WILLIAM HEAD (M. D., Harvard, 1842), and
ROBERT M. READ (M.D., Hai yard, 1876), offlcen.
Kvuun SlotiNf, 175 Tremonl afreet Boaton
give special attention to the treatment of FI8TUfftA, PILES AND ALL DISEASES Ofr
THE
ness.
on

RECTUM,

Abundant

application.

without deteution from busi.
references given. Pamphlet sent

Office Honrs—-11 a,m. to 4 p.m.(except Sundays}*
feblO
<n ▼

18.13

t8.17
18.45

M.
2.66

P.

8.02
1S.1T
18.23
13.27
13.66

8.60

Portland—Arrive
10.46
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

4.00

10.00

A. M.

Portland—Leave
Rankin's

Sebago (Witham’s,)
East Denmark (Perley’s Mills,;
Ingall’s Road,
sanay ureeK,

Bridgtou—Arrive
iFlag Stations,

10.00
110.17
110.41
110.47
110.63
11,08
11.16

4.46
14.62
16.16
16.22
16.28
6.48

6.50

oct2(ltf

Boston & Maine

re-

P. M.
8.06

8.26

Bridgton Junction—Leave

Railroad,

On and after Monday, Oct. 15, 1888,
PAmEIBiEKTRAINNWILL LEAVE

mentions.

PORTLAND for BOOTON
a. m., 1.00 and 3.30
at 10.46,
m., arriving at Boston
-**-a. m.. 1.16. 6.10, and 7.16 p. m.
BOSTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3..30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
8.05
and
at
5.00,
m.
1.00,
11.00
p.
__

P‘*l-g*F*58»t e.16, 8.46

Our ladies are known by letters, as each bed is lettered. Mrs. K. was treated out of the hospital, she
being so reduced from typhoid fever, which left her
in a relapse, that her life was despaired of by all the
physicians who held consultations on her case. She
was unable to take 20, 10 or 5 drops of Liquid
Food, *but did retain 3 drops every hour in a little
milk for 10 d^ys, then had so far recovered as to
enable her to come down stairs, and is gaining daily, and able to sit up all day—all accomplished in
less than three weeks.
What produces relapse in fever cases, Prof. R.
Demmie, in his investigations, “found that the red
corpuscles are greatly reduced even in the first
twelve to forty-eight hours of fever, iu some cases
equal to on© halt their number.”
We all knmo that a person in a relapse can talk
and think, which is labor. It is also a fact that the
brain consumes one-fifth of all the blood, and it is
only one-fortieth of the body, showing the cause of
so many haviDg a relapse in fever, and so few recovering from it.
Murdock’s Liquid Food, given in fever, prevents a
relapse, as it makes blood faster than all preparations known, and supplies the wastes that the disease makes.
Mrs. N. has been suffering from uterine troubles
for a year; no appetite; lost many pounds; no men86? for four months. In less than thirty days she recovered her appetite, also menses, and had gained
seven pounds, and is now able- to return and take
care of her family.
Mrs. O. for 4 to 5 months was unable to retain
any food except 4 to 5 ounces of milk daily, with
lime water; her weight reduced in one year 55
pounds; suffering from many complaints, she wan
obliged t”) take morphine daily in increasing quantities; she has been in the Hospital 2 months, has
taken no morphine, and after the first week able to
retain common food, and has gained seven i>onnds
since; gaining one pound per week.

(KM^|S3p.

PORTLAND FORNCARBORO REACH

AND PINE POINT at 8.16, 8,46. a. in., 3.00,
5.45 p.m. (See note.) FOR OI.D ORCHARD
at 6.15, 8.46 a. m.,
3.00, 6.45 p.m. (See note)
FOR SACO AND HIDDEFORD at 6.15,
8.46 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 3.30 and 5.45 p. m, FOR
KKNNEBCNK at 6.15, 8 45 a.m., 1.00,3.00
and 6.46 p. m. FOR WELLS at 6.16, 8.46 a.
m. and 3.00 p.m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
BERWICK AND DOVER, at 6.16, 8.45 a.
and
3.30
3.00
m., 1.00,
p.m. FOR SALMON
FACES and GRE AT FACES, at 6.15, 8.45
1.00
and
3.00
a.m.,
p.m. FOR NEWMARKET at 6.16, 8.46 a.m., 3.30> p.m. FOR EX-

1.00,

ETER, HAVEKII1EE,

LAWRENCE

AND COWECL at 6.16, 8.45 a. m.. 1.00
and 3.30 d, m. FOR ROCHESTER. FARMINGTON. N. H„ AND ACTON BAX, at
8.46 a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m.'
FOR MANCHESTER AND CONCORD, N. H.. (via
New Market Jet.) at 6.16 a.m,, 3.80 p.(via
Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
MORNING TRAINS FOR POITLAND
EEAVE KENNER CNR at 7.25, and DOVER at 8.00. ARRIVINGm PORTLAND
at 8.30 and 10.06.
s Note—The 3.30 p. m. trn^n from Portland wiII
net stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at Scarborough, Pine Point and Wells only to take passengeve
for Boston.
»
Change at Dover and take next train following.
BFThe 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects with Mound Line Mtrnmen for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m.. train with all Knil Linen for New Y ork
and tne Sonth and West.
Parlor Care on all through trains.
Seats
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.

___octlGdlawWtf

MUNRAY TRAIN*.
PORTLAND I'Oll RONTON and WAY
(STATION* at 1.00 p. iu. IIOMTON FOK
PORTLAND at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston A Maine road connect with ail
steamer* running between Portland and Bangoi

Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machint, Eastport,

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve
ment,

a

and

Brain

Treat-

guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,

Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headadhe.
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakefulnesst Mental Depression, Softening of the Brain resulting in Insanity and leading
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary

Ticket Offlce, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Snpt.
S ,H. STE\ ENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
octll

anjJ_Spermatorrhcea

caused by over-exertion
Losses
of tha brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month’s treatment. $1. a box, or
6 boxes for $5.00; sent by mail prepaid on
of
price." We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. With
each ordeweceived for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the mon^y if the treatment does not effect
a cure. J. C. West <fc Co., Proprietors, issue guarantees through H. H. HAY «fc CO., Druggists, only
agents,
junction Middle ana Free Sts-

__

__dtf

receipt

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld
RAILHOAB.
Fall Arraugemeut lu Effect Oct. 15, ’88.

PortlLicUMe.

WE LEARN THAT

DR.

H.

A.

.m." Connections via Grand Trunk Kail*
leave Portland for Buck held and
«>*<*• 7.4a. m.. 1.30 p. m.
lain anion for Portland 4.16 ami
m.
....

g!£2EESgUway

fw

LAMB,

of this city who has had such unbounded success
in effecting permanent oures m the severest forma
of Erysipelas and all forma of Scrofula and Diseases
of the Skin, has not now, nor never has had,
any
specialty in the practice of medicine.

nov7

CalaU*
Grant

St- John and Halifax. Also connect with
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenbnry trains atTran»~
fer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh
meats. First claes Dining Rooms at Pcrtlanrt
Transfer Station, Exeter, La* reuce and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all point* Wesiard
Sonth may be had of M. I„ William., Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at I'al.n

BY

410 NEW NO. FORE STREET, PORTLAND. MAINE.
Also, General Managers for Now England,

18.07

(Perley’s Mills,)
Sebago (Witham’s,)
Rankin’s,
East Denmark

OH1GINAJL. PACKAGER

Importers,

A.M.
7.46
7.62

Bridgton—Leave

LIQUORS

R. STANLEY & SON,

President.
Gen. Pass, Agt.

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.

Dr. Heivett

as

BENNETT,

_

Murdock’n Liquid Food is the only raw
food known, and is highly condensed and
free of insoluble matter. Warranted 16.86
soluble matter where common food does not
contain 1 per cent, that is available, it can
be retained by the stomach when ro weak
as to refuse water.

Hospital

the World.
at Bridgton for North Bridgton.

Waterford.

and

taken daily. It aDDears that the dimination in
quantity of food most frequently affects the nitrogen. Meat is the article of diet which, as a rule, is
the source of the greater part of the needed amount
of nitrogen, for in England, at all events, meat is
the popular article of food; and, in cases of chronic
starvation, we mostly find the quantity of meat
taken is exceedingly small.”

We quote from our

ARRANGEMENT.
TAKES EFFECT

kindH, iu (hr,

-FOR SALK

stop ut Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

at the Free

IMPORTED

WINES &

Trains.

Monday, Jana IN,
1883, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. nt., aad
1.03 p. as., arriving at Worcester
It 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p.
On and after

southerly

The steamers of this Line will
run during the winter season
fortuightly between this port and
The vessels are
Liverpool.
Clyde built, full powered aDd have superior accommodation for babin and steerage passengers.
Prepaid tickets are issued at reduced rate to those desirous of Iringing out their friends, Dates of sailing from PorHand to Liverpool, direct:
Steamship SARNIA, Capt. Lindall....6 Dec.
Steamship ONTARIO, Capt. McAuley.13 Dec.
Steamship OREGON, Capt. Williams.20 Dec.
Steamship TORONTO, Capt. Gilson, .27 Dec

AGENCY,

Washington Street, Boston.

Depot

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent.

FACTS

4*00.

•J. E. WOOTTEN, Gen. Manager.
a G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pam. A Tiok. Agt., Philadelphia.
H.P. BALDWIN.
Gen. Eastern Pace. Agt., 119 Liberty Street, New
York.
nov26dtf

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha. Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.

oct2

Way, 83.30.

New York and Philadelphia,| Excursion,

—TO—

octlbtf

tteam-

FARE

From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.&5 a. m.,
3.16 and 5.60 p. m.
From Gorhaiu, 9.45, S.35 a. m. and 5.15 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Car* on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Montreal.
TICKET OFFICES:

74

or

BOUND BROOK ROUTS)

For Anburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 1.15
and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.40 a. m., 4.00 and 6.15 p. m.
For Gorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS:

10.00 p.

U. 8. and Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.

bur ticket* (at any railroad
boat office In New England) via

sure ta

DEPARTURES:

sale of

passsage tickets by the White Star,
FORCunard, Anchor,
State, American. Red Star,
North German

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast

TIME.

On and after MONDAY,OCT. 13th,
Train* will run a* follow*

St.

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.

OTP

Philadelphia

NINTH AND GREEN (STREETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

d2m

CHANGrK

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

7.00 p. in., arriving Portland 11.00

22, 24 State Street, New York.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

jan

for

2.00 a. in. auil 2.00 p. ui., arriving
Kloaton 0.30 a. m. aid 5.30 p. m.

dtf

Waldensian..

4

McMAIN,

WESTON, Westfield,

PRICE $1.

at

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

li'oi1 HTpw Vnt>L.

STEAMER,

eodly

McMAIN &

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Glasgow A Portland Fortnightly Merrier.

A Pure Havana Cigar,
m F.

C. L. BARTLETT Ok CO.,
115 State Street, Car. Bread St., Boston
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
feb8dtf
31 Exchange St., Portland.

ALLAN LINE
NEW YORK.

T.TnATVBll-*:

Agents,

ON AND AFTER .TON.
»
DAT, DEC. 3d, tfteam,ij*
5^rler» of (hi. lanr will
«*~z.-.SS£!BSSSm l.eeve Railroad Wharf,

troubles, absolutely prevent Coughs and Colds.
Insoles for Ladies are very thin. Made to fit any
shoe. Sold by Druggists and shoe dealers or sent
by mail post-paid. Price 50 cte. per pair.
WILSONLA MAGNETIC APPLIANCE CO.,
826 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
ool9
d&w3m

THE!

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthei
information, apply to or address the General Eas

TWO TRIPSPER WEEK

sale nnequaled

PORTLAND
■

oct5d3m

Bangor, and all intermedia to stations and connecting roads at 12.40 and 12.46 p. m. Tho
afternoon trains from Watervllle, Augusta, Bath,
6.40 p. m.
The
itoekland and Lewiston at
Night Pull man Express train at 1.60 a. m.
Limited Tickets Orel and second class for
S'. John and Halifax on e ale nl reduced
rates.
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen'l. Pass. A Ticket Agt.
Portland Oct. 12. 1883.ootl2dtf

LEAVE

ports.

GRAND

Manager.

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent

Eastern Railroad.

Islands,

w inter

arrive

SUNDAY TRAINS

CALIFORNIA,

or

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

PAYSON TUCKER,
General

Dexter

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.16 p. m.; St. John,
8.80 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Honlton. 9.30 a. m.,
8.30 p. m.; St.
Stephen. 10.16 a. m.,
9.30 p. m.; Vancebore, 1.35 a. m. 1.30
p. m,; Hucksport, 5.40 a. m. 1.30 p. m.:
Bangor, 7.16 a. m., 7.46 p. m.; Drxter, 7.00
a.m.6.10 p. m. Belfast, 6.30 a. m., 8.06p. m.;
Skowhrgan, 8.20 a. m. 3.16 p. m.; Walerville, 9.15 a. m. 1.65 and 10.00 p. m.; anil on
Mondays at 5.16 a. m. Augusta. 8.00 a.
m.-10.00 a. m., 2.46, and 10.66 p. >■>.;
Hardiner. 8.17 a. m., 10.18 a. m., 8.07,
and 11.14 p. m.; Bath. 8.56 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.|
4.00 p. m.,and Saturdays only at 11,66 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. m., 4,30
P. m. 12.36 a. in.,(night.)Rockland.6.16a.m.,
1.16 pm. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m. 11.10 a.m.,
4.16p.m. 11.20 pm.; Phillips, 6.66 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.; Winthrep, 10.18a.
m. being due in Portland as follows ;The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.86 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from

11.56

m., and arrive in Portland at

West.
Oct. 14.1883
D. W. SANBORN,
Master of Trans.
ootl3dtf

Zealand and
New
Australia.
Steamers soil from New York for Aspinwall oa
the 1st, 10th. and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

tern

Monday mornings or to Bucksport and
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars

C(T.

other alcoholic preparation.

a

a.

JAPAN, china,
Sandwich

wlck
7.C0 a. m., 1.30
6.16.
p. m.,
(11.16 p. m.; Bath 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. m„ 6.16
and
on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
p. m.
Rockland, and Knox A Lincoln R. R.,
7.00 a. m., 1.30 p. m. Auburn and Lewiston. 8.16 a. m. 1.26 p. m., 6,06 p. m. Lew
iaton via Brunswick 7.00a.m., ill.16p.rn.;
Faraalngton, Honaiouth.
Winthrep,
Oakland and North Anson, 1.26 p.m.'Faruiinglon. via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun.
days included but not through to Bkowhegan on

On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through Tickets lo all Petals South aud

Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8.

Augusta, Hullowell,Hard InerandBrano-

On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m.( 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 8.45 a. mM 1.00 and 6.00 p. sc.

night.

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
A pnblic

run

follows'

Wm.,

arrive in Portland at 11.00 p.m.
Pullman Parlor Cars

and

ES*“Tickets and Staterooms for sals at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.

DOMINION

by any other alcoholic distillation have

•

at

9.00

a. m. and 1.00 p. m.
At 12.30 p. m. and
in Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 p
m.

The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
steamer
FOREST CITY will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’elook p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

dtf

tbe medieal faculty and

Nov. „„
27,1883.

958 Washington St., Boston, Mags.

St.

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

Lehighs,

RANDALL & McALLISTER,

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lot* bought and Bold by
W. H WALDRON, 180 Middle

Building

Oct.

Stations on n. A Piscataquis R. R„ 1.36
P. £m.,
1.30 fp.
m.,
(11.16
p.
m.j
for rsltowhexnn
and
Bolfaal
1.36
1.30
(11.16
p.
m.,
p.
m.;
atervillc, 7.00 a. m. 1.36 p. m„ ‘1.80
p. m. 11.16 p.m and on Saturdays at 6.16 p. m.

ns.

a.

7.30,

At

FOR SALE.
two-story house No. 3 Monument street, arranged for two families; each tenement is disconnected; 13 rooms in hduse, nice cemented cellar,
gas. Sebago water; in good repair all through; ^ood
lot. Must be sold to close an estate. Apply to N.
S. GARDINER 93 Exchange street.
nov23d3w

saltr of over 80 vears duration in every

large stock

burning

To Let.

section of «»r country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s

III

domestic pur
poses, selected with great care for fall and winter
use; clean and free from slate. Our stock comprises all the grades of first-class coal, from the free
Franklin to the hardest Big Vein
in all sizes. We have also for open grates, the English
Cannel. Acadia and Virginia Orate coals,
which burn with a flame and make a cheerful fire.

or

vegetable decomposition or

application.

REVERE RUBBER

eodly

MCALLISTER have
RANDALL
of the choicest coal mined for

bourne, New York.

TflEIVlOKANDA.
Ship C G Chapman, Pierce, from Antwerp, which
arrived at San Francisco with cargo of coal on tiro,

THE

It Is

eep26

passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamer Achilles, Willey, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Steamer Albert Gallattln, (U S) from Boston.
Steamer. State of Maine, Hall, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Fanny Flint, Warren, Perth Amboy—coal .to
Kerosene Oil Co.
Sch Railroad, Keene, Boston.
Sch Adeline, Babbidge, Gloucester.
Sch Emma, Sparrow, Saco.
Sch Addie, Foster, Digby for Boston.
Sch Grecian, Robisnon, Calais for Warren, KI.
Sch F A Pike, Norwood, Calais for New York.
Sch Gen Scott, Rich, Calais for New York.
Sch Anaconda, Strout, Millbridge for Boston.
Sch Captain John, Cbatto, Bluehill for Boston.
Sch Seventy-Six, Brown, Bluehill for Washington
Sch George & Albert, Wentworth, Bangor for
Norwalk.
Sch Mary J Lee, Haggerty, Hancock for Boston.
Sch Mabel Snow, Cooper, Camden.

For Sale

story brick house No. 10 Gray street, near
Park, furnished with all the mooern conveniences Also for sale, if desired, the Carpets and
part of Furniture in said house. Inquire of J. F.
RANDALL & CO., 119 Commercial street.
nov27
dtf
3

Instruction in English and Glass

Trj Our ftiaut Bolt.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

—

particulars address or inquire of SAMUEL
SYLVESTER, Lisbon Falls, Me.
P. O. Box 42.
dec3eodlm&weow2m*

For full

‘A

Trains Leave Boston

ARE $1.00-

nov20d2w*City,

then stretched in its plastio
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which It is stitched material strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they oannot wear off on the outside. The outside cover is
then put on seamless, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Bubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as well
as frictioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after
being
usod for a time, especially when ran at a great
in
or
speed
damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten
per cent more than bolting made in the ordinary
way. We believe it will wear more than double the
length of time. For heavy main belts you will find
It superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Endless Belts, as we stitoh the splice in snch a
way that it cannot separate.

NEWS,

TUESDAY, Dec. 4.
Arrived.
Steamship Circassian, (Br) Smith, Liverpool

the large

all

Farm lor Male or Exchange.
1 K/k ACRES of good farming land; cuts fifty
JLl/U tons ot hay per annum, can be made to
cut one hundred tons easily; well pastured, stock
enough to eat the hay on the farm, well watered,
just the place for stock raising or dairy purposes;
situated three miles from Lisbon Falls, Maine. Will
sell on easy terms or exchange for city property.

Belting is made up with the usual plies o
and Bubber, and, before potting on the out

fifty pounds.

Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall, Mich
!■ —I II

where

SALE.

FOR

Bide cover, it is .(itched in seams one inch apart
wl h cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of

Address

l—IBI

«v

uov24dtf

Poet Office

INSTRUCTION

GIANT BELTING.

teamers!

furnace.

I

Wo have just patented a new article in Bubber
Belting which is sold under the name of

diseases of a Personal Nature resulting from
Abuses and Other Causes. Speedy relief and complete restoration to Health, Vigor and Manhood
Guaranteed. Send at once for 11 lustrated Pamphlet

-fni'll

J

Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 3 64
Brackett St. where the keys may he found.
dtf
oct2
a

ELECTRO

free.

luiUHVBi

located, in dry
goods. Fitted np
goods, Fancy
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by

D. AMES,

cure

VOLTAIC BELT, and other electric
Appliances. We will send on Thirty Days’
Trial, TO MEN, YOUNG OR OLD, who are suffering
from Nervous Debility, Lost vitality, and those

643 Congress street,
Park street, contains 10

are

an^Sroubles
arising
RHEUMATISM

»

1UVU1,

the

1

O

—

Denunt,be6t 13v»wi6Silesian.:UV4Il8
Ducks.... S 518V4 Ontda F.-u 10 .Brown
"
Fancy ilVifH
/g!i4Mi
•'
Bleaohed, 8®18V*
Batting.8®9aiOilOV4®UV4aJ12Va

New York

1

No,

Wholesale Jobbing Houses
BELOW
and other Glasses of

dec4d3t

8
S

STATE ST.

TO LET
Store M. 117_&119 Middle St,

Thursday evening,
SWIFT, Recording

..

v
Drills.
Best.14
®13V4 Corset Jja is .V V*
a
Medium. lOVi 513 Vi Sattoous...,
.»*
Cambrics
Light. 7 | S

Tickings,

NEW YORK

Dec.

u»vu

iWluo,

of a

but

TO

DINER, 93 Ewhange street.

meeting or the Maine uiiaritaoie
Mechanic Association will be held in the li-

room, Mechanic building,
6th, at 7.30 o’clock. R. B.

at 173

house,
DESIRABLE
nearly opposite

12!
0

If in want

to

dtf

Temple Street.

To Let.

STATED

brary

Apply

no27dtf_

PORTLAND,

included.

SAMPSON, Agent,
deSltffOIiSni Wharf, Boston.

Rooms to Let.
rooms, single or in suites,furnished

unfurnished
DESIRABLE

W.

Room

Passage apply

*• **•

IiET.

TO

<5

OFFICE

or

MART1S, Manager,
35

aug30dtf

B. C. HI. Association.

A

NORTH M’FG CO.,

Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button.

C C. HAYES, Secretary.

nov28dtd

LADIES
A

Wanted.
to sell Eagle Wringers on InstallflANVASSEBS
V/ ments. Good salary or commislon paid. Also

'They Regulate the Circulation of

Ontario.Portland.. .Liverpool.Dec 13
Alaska.New York..Liverpool_Dec 11
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool_Dec 12
Werra.New York..Bremen.. ..Dec 12
Zaandam.New York. .Amsterdam.. Dec 12
New York..Liverpool ...Dec 13
City of Chicago
Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg.Dec 13
Deo 2 6
Celtic,'...New York.. Liverpool
Circassia.New York..Glasgow..:...Dec 15
Scandinavian.Portland. ..Glasgow.Dec 16
Main...New York..Bremen.Dec 18
Wisconsin.New York.. Liverpool_Dec 19

«W6

76

PilkS 10-4

do

Breakwater.

BCR

Lessing.New York., U amhurg_Dec
City of Chester.... New York..Liverpool_Dec

®22Vi

'Fine9-4.22Va

do

ware

STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

TICKINGS, ETC.

The

Wakely, Philadelphia.
Cld 26tb, brig A G Jewett, Fickett. Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanzas Nov 25, schs May McFarland,
Montgomery. Philadelphia; 26th, Lucy A Davis,
Davits New York; 28th. barque Nellie Smith, Crowley, Portland.
Ar at Cardenas Nov 20, barque Ocean Pearl, Henley, Portland.
Cld 27tb. brig Jennie Phinney,Sherman, for Dela-

Secretary.

UNBLEACHED OOTTOKS.

Heavy 86 In. 7; @ 8
Med. 38 tn. 6V*@ 7V4
Light 36 In. 5Vis'S 6
Fine 40.in. 7
@ 8V4

e

Portland.
Ar at Antigua Nov 16, sch Olive Crosby, Hutchinson, from New York for Monna Island and thence
for New York.
Ar at Sagua Nov 24, barque Belle Woofter, Higgins, New York.
Ai at Havana Nov 25tb, brig Helen O Phinney,

Wanted.
to take our new Fancy Work at your
homes; any one can do so and earn good pay.
completelSample sent for 15 cents and particu-

lars.

mtsielUneons merchandise.

Dry Roods Wholesale Market.
are wholesale prices of
Woolens and Fancy Goods, corrected dally by Deer
ing, Mllliken & Go., 158 Middle street:
The

at 8 25.

New Orleans, Dec. 3.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 10 3-16e.

feet lumber.

ears

higher

Detroit, Dec. 4.—Wheat bearish; Nol White
fall cash at 1 04%; January at 1 06; February at
1 07%; No 2 White fall 95yac; No 2 Red 1 03%.
Wheat—Receipts 19,000bu; shipments 5,000 bu.

_

roads, 87

Lard is

Receipts—Flour 6,000 bbls, whea- 65,000 bush;
72,000 busb, oats 25,000 bush, ryeH.000 bu,
barley 32,000 busb.
Shipments—Flour 9,000 bbls, wheat 13,000 bu,
corn 18,000 bush,oats 6,000 bush, rve 000,000 bu,
corn

Foreign Exporn.

MONTEVIDEO.
lumoer.

I
I

February; 14 02 *4 @14 05 for March. Lard firm
at 8 308 8 8 40 for cash; 8 35@8 37% for December; 8 50(58 62% for January; 8 62%@8 66 for

rorjunio-a ratner lame reeling is manifested in this department. The Coastwise business has
been even more slack than the week previous*
There are no lumber freights offering of any cause
quence; mills have been shut down and the old
stock Is being cleaned up; the ruling rate on lumber
to New York is now 2 26
M. Coal freights have

$2.26.

I

Chicago, Dec. 4.—Flour quiet. Wheat generally
lower, closing at 96V4c for December; 97c for
January; 87%@98c February; No 2 Chioago Spring
at 96e; No 3 at 81%@83c. Corn exetea and generally higher; closed at 56%@57c for cash; 66%c
for December; 56%c for January; 66%c for February. Oats higher, closing at 31%c cash; 318/sc
for December; 31%c for January; 31%@31% for
February. Rye weak at 57%c. Barley dull at 65.
Pork is unsettled; cash 12 75@13 00 for old and
13 60@13 76 for new;12 80@12 85 for December;
13 02%@13 06 for January; 13 80513 82% for

66

purin

o

Freight

or no

RUBBER

Liverpool

Muscatel.2 00@2 76

London Lay’r. 2
Ondara Val.. 10

Southern at 62c track.

14 60; clear back at 16 O0@17 25.
Beef is steady.
l.orrf 19@16 points higher anAraora aativa,nlnai)ig
very fimr; sales 976 prime steam spot at 8 67 %@
8 76; refined for continent closed at 9 10; S A at
9 25. Butter firm for choice; State 18@38c; Wes
tern 10@S8c: Elgin Creamery at 35@40c. Cheese
about steady; State 9®18o; Western fiat 1051! %.
stin 4d,|
Freights to
firm; Wheat

Heeds.
Creamery.32@33<
Gilt Edge Ver.... 30&31< Red Top.3 00@3 26
Choice.22@23( Timothy.1 66@2 00
Good.16@16< Clover.10 @12
Raisin*.
Store.12@14<

A marvel

vessel.

Passage Tea Dollars. Rouad Trip 818
Meals and

make from $4 to $10 a day in sellin
they
Christmas and New Years cards, best variety an
bed
rock [prices in New England. You can
only
double your money and undersell the stores every
time. Boys'and girls do as well as anyone. For 50
cts., we send 30 fine cards, including 5 elegant silk
fringed cards,or for 26 cts. good line of samples and
price list, order at once, go to work and reap a harvest. B. F. [.GOULD, 40 Bromfleld St.-, Boston,
Mass,
nov26d3w.

Cld 3d, barque Edmund Phinney. Young, Valparaiso; sch L Campbell, Franklin, Philadelphia.
Sid 3d, brig Carrie E Pickering.
C. H. Gilbert,. Canton Steam Mills Co.
Ar 4th, sch Mary F Cushman, Patten, Ellsworth.
Y. E. Gilbert,.Canton Steam Mills Co.
Cld 4th, barque Hattie G Dixon, Yates, Pensacola
J. B. Yance,...Alfred, Me.
sch Georgia L Dixon. Harding, Baltimore.
W.
G. Spring,.Fryeburg, Me.
SALEM—In pori 3d. schs Gen Banks, Deer Isle
J. S. Spring.Fryeburg, Me.
for NYork; H T Townsend, Hillsboro for do; WalB. Murry,.Pembroke, Me.
B.
ter Franklin, Boston for Calais; F N Tower,Wilson,
F. 0. Johnston,...469 Cumberland St.
Port Johnson; Maggie Todd, fm Calais for NYork;
A. B. Holden, ....84 Lincoln Street.
Sadie Correy, Marshall, fm Boston for Winterport;
A. L. Merry,...144 Pine Street.
Sara Louise, Calais for New Haven; Spartel, do lor
S. W. Thaxter,...22 Deering Street.
New York; Clara Sawyer, do for Fall River; EmF. W. McKenney,. .162 Spring Street.
press, Bangor for Greenpert; Brunette, Boston for
Mrs. David Keazer..
83 State Street.
Winterport.
Zenas Thompson, Jr.124 Pearl Street.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 2d, sch Lawrence Haynes,
E.
C.
Brackett Street.
Snow,.#.280
jI C. E.
Lewis, Port Johnson.
Barrett,...6 Deering Surest.
BANGOR—Cld 3d, brig Harry Stewart, Babbidge,
Dr. Gardner Ludwig,. 604 Congress Street.
Bermuda; sch Lizzie Dewey, Peters, Bucksport, to H.T. Blaekstone,.Canal Bank.
load for Charleston.
sep8
dtf
FOREIGN FORTH.
Sid fm Manila Oct 15th. barque H A Litchfield,
Lanpher, New York, with 6216 pels hemp and 4112
do sugar.
Ar at Batavia Oct 10, barque Evic J Ray, Ray,
New York, (and cld 12th for Sourabaya.)
Sid fm Liverpool 22d, ss Montreal, Bouchette, for

16c: Confectioners A 7%; cut loaf and crushed 9 5
9%o; Cubes 8%. Petroleum—united at 116%.
Tallow quiet but firm; sales 86,000 lbs at 714®
7%c. Pork held stronger; mess spot at 14 00®

...

Cheese.
Vermont... .10V2@14

White

varies.

’sailing

mission.

For

236 Broadway,
no20dlnBoston, Mass.

PROVINCETOWN—In port 3d. schs Allie Oakes,

Orne, Wiscasset.

never

a. m.

can

mch6

nnha n.xra.

from Rockland for New York; Jas H Morse, Boston
for do; Willie Martin, Amboy far Portland; Chattanooga, New York for Salem; Flora King, Hoboken
for Eastport; Julia & Martha, Hoboken for Eastport; Annie S Murcb, do for Lynn.
BEVERLY—Ar 29tb, sch Mail, Crosby, Calais.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, schs Niger, Merry, and Coquette

nov27dlw

street.

MONDAY,

Leave Portland (or Dexter, Banner
Vnucrboro. Si John, Halifax
and
Provinces, St.Andrewe, St. Stephen,
and
Aroeeteeli
ail
Fredericton,
County,

Trains leave Portland
Dally (Night Pullman) for yM0|
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Junot., Kittery,
Portsmouth. Newburyport, Salem, Lynn ana
Boston, arriving at 0.30 a. m.
At H.43 a. m. for Capo Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division.Kittery, Portsmouth,
Rockport,
Newburyport. Salem, Qlouoester, 1.15
p. m.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at
At i .OO p. 111. for Scarboro, Saco, Blddeford,
No.
Conway
Berwick,
Wells,
Kennebunk,
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m..
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all
Southern and Western points.
At 6.00 p. m. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New
York.
At

Freight for the West by the Penn. K. R.. and
8onth by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

Wanted

strength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the1 multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders,
Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.

D W Hunt.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 1st, sch Nile, Webster, New
York for Rockland; Lamartine, do for Boston, (and
sailed 2d.)
Sailed, schs Fanuie & Edith, Warren, New York
for Belfast; Mindora, Brown, do for Camden; Geo
E Prescott, Varnum, do for Vinalhaven; N E Gray,
Snow, do for Boston.

better, options opened %@%c
higher, afterwards lost advancec, closing with more
more strength; trade is moderate; receipts
66,000
bush; sales 936,000 Dush; futures 114,000 on spot;
No 3 at 361/4c; White at 37%@38c: No 2 at 37V4
@37%c; White at|38%@39c; No 1 at 37%c; do
White 41c; Mixed Western 36@38%c; White 38®
44c: White State at 41@42%c. Nugitr—refined is
quiet; C6%@6%; ExC at 68/s@6%; White do
6%@7c; off A at 7i/s@7c(Standard A 7%@ 7 916; powdered at 8%@8%c; granulated at 8® 8 1-

do bag lots
28 60
Produce.
Proririeks.
I Pork—
Cranberries, ^ bbl—
11 00@12 0( >1 Backs. ..17 60$
Maine
5(
Clear.16 51
Cape Cod.12
3 25@3 4(
Pea Beans
Moss.14 61
Mediums....3 00@3 1< Mess Beef.. 11 6<
German med2 35 ^2 5< I
Ex Moss.,12 51
Yellow Eyes3 40(a>3 6( II Plate.13 6(
Onions ^bbl. 2 60@2 6i
Ex Plate. 14 2<
Irish Potatoes
45@6( jHams
...12%.
SweetPotatoesS 50<g4 5( Hams, covered 16
Eggs ^doz.30@31< ILard—
9
Turkeys, R^lb .20@22c Tab, lb
@ 9%
Chickens.14@16c Tierces.. .9 @ 9Vi
Pan
o
Fowl.12/ffil4<
Butler.
•

—

store and elev; new
Oats—cash %@%

lots.

$24tt@26M!

atenta.6 76®7 2t !

(By Telegraph.)

New

This Powder

at 10

after

the

Long wharf, Boston, 8
Prom P1d« Street Wharf

m.

Philadelphia,

who|read this to know that with little
ALLcapital
but with plenty of snap and energy,

Absolutely Pure.

VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 1st, brig Kodiak, Gillay, Philadelphia for Portland; sobs May Munroe,
Hail, Curacoa for Boston; Addie M Snow, Raritan
for do; Ralph Sinnett, Pinkham, Alexandria for
Portland; St Johns, Gilimore, Philadelphia for do;
D W Hunt, Baker, Darien for Kennebunk.
Sid 1st, scbs Anita, Henry, Isabella Jewett, Eben
Fisher, Lewis Cfiark, Nannie E Waterman, Edward
Stanley, Kate Walker, and others.
Ar 2d, brig Carrie PuriDgton, Raines, fm Port au
Prince for Boston; sch Searsvilie, Amboy for Bath;
Thos Hix,.Rockland for New York.
Sid, brig Kodiak; schs Carrie Bello, Lilian, Orozimbo, Seth W Smith, Lyndon, Mott-Haven, Hope
Haynes, May Munroe, Ralph Sinnett, St Johns, and

Domeatic Markets,

p.

and

15th, Passenger Trains will
ns

From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.
From

FIFTY

POWDER

er, Boston.

Seamman.

Exchange

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On

Every Wednesday and Saturday,

to one hundred thousand prime sawed
Hhd. Staves. Apply to
A. P. MORSE & CO.,
uec4d&w2w
Boston, Mass.

^AKlHC

Cole, Joggins for New York; Maria S, Pembroke for New Haven; Uranus, Portland for Potomac river; G D Perry, Machias for New York; C A
Ropes, Lubec for do; Addie Wessels, Rockland for
4o, (and all sailed 1st.)
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 3d, scbs Willie
DeWolf, Coggiwell, Calais for New York; L Holway, Bryant, from Dartmouth for do; Kate Walker,
Leathers, Bangor for Nortbport: R Bowers. Thompson, Kennebeo for Charleston; Velma, Lindsay, Amboy for Dover, (two last sailed.)
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 2d, sch June Bright, Bart-

KBy Telegraph.)
mwumuim

Ar SHth

would

Eastern Railroad.

From BOSr9N

Wanted.

nus,

market.

for

1ST, A Km TT A Ti ROW

rooms
like a

small garden attached. Inquire of JOHN C. PROC-

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, sch A W Lewis, Peak,
Kennebec.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 2d. brig Charles
Dennis, Connacher, for Bath.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, schs W G R Mowry, Eaton,
Calais; Laura H Jones, Stevens, Bangor; Delaware,
Ellsworth; Jennie M Carter, Boston; Cygnus, Cole,
Shulee, NS;„Eben Fisher, Reynolds, Hillsboro. NB;
Flara Rogers, Rogers, St John, NB; Ella, Coombs,
Bangor; Beta, Machias; Oliver Ames, Kennebec.
Also ar 3d, schs Alta V Cole, Cole, Richmond, Va;
M A Acborn, Achorn, do; Raven, Small, Bangor;
Ella, Oram, Bath.
Cld 3d, ship Lucille, Lawrence, Yokohama; sch
Mary Watt, Crowley, Providence.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 1st, schs Elva E Pettengill, Dodge, and Oliver Dyer, Emerson, Portland.
Ar 3d, sch Maggie M Rivers, Robbins, Brunswick,
ORIENT, LI —Ar 24th, sch Stella M Kenyon,
Pendleton, Providence, to load for Pensacola.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, brig Cllen Marla, Adams,
Bangor for New York, (to repair rudder, having
been ashore at Dutch Island.)
Sid 2d schB Jennie M Carter, Eaton, New York;
Susie J Sawyer, Dickinson, do.
Sid 3d, sch Ulrica R Smith, Richardson, for New
York.
BRISTOL—Sid 1st, sch Douglas Haynes, Dunton,
New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 2d, sch Gen Howard, Henderson

at 2

eight

or

HAILBOADS.

Direct Steamship Line.

———

93

^

Insurance one-half the rate of

a’desirablo house of six
TO inHIRE,
the westerly part of the city;

TER,

—

KAll.KOAIt**.

PHILADELPHIA

Wanted.

Savannah.

fg31c

a

AND

—

Office,__

22d, sch Nantasket, Richardremained 24th, disg.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 30th, sch Florence J Allen, Soule. Boston,
RICHMOND—Sid 1st, sch Brigadier. Kendall, for
New York.
Cld 3d, sch Manna Loa, Jasper, Santos.
NORFOLK—Cld 3d, sch Ella M Storer, Wade,
Barbadoes.
BALTIMORE—Cld 1st, sch Nina Tilson, Acborn,

have been selling at 31@32c for
Eastern, 29
for New York and
Vermont,29@30c for Nova
cotia and P E Island and 27@29 for Western.
Potatoes—Aroostook Rose at 60@63c ty bush.
Eastern Rose 50@~c, Northern Rose 45@50c. Eastern Proiitics 60@53c; demand fair.

If a man empties his purse into his head, no
man can take it away from him.
An investment in
always pays the best inter-

A

BY

Mobile.
KEY WEST—Ar
son, Kockport, and

Eggs

Pills, which remedies restored my health, dispersed the enlargements and removed the pain.
Mrs. VIRGINIA E. BRADSHAW, Stafford
Store, Va. Sold by W. F. Phillips & Co.

Wanted.
FIRST-CLASS canvasser to sell the “White
Machine.”
Apply to
Sewing
M. F. PAYNE,
nov29dlw
Gardiner, Me.
Wanted.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO Cld 3d, ship John Currier,
Blethen, Liverpool.
MOBILE—Cld 3d, sch Ceorgie L Drake, Parris,
for St John, NB.
PENSACOLA—Cld 30th, barque Signal, Pressey,

Boston, Dec. 4.—The following were to-day’s
quotations o Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c:
Butter—We quote Western creameries at 33(5
36c for choice, 22@30c for fair and good: Northern
creameries at 33@s6o for choice, 22@30o for fair
and good; Now York and Vermont dairies 24@30o
lb for choice, 18@22c for fair and good; Western
dairy at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 16@17c
tb; choice grades in good demand and firm.
Cheese steady but quiet at 12@12% for choice,10
@11% for fair and good; 6@9c for common, y

*

A

yotmg'ljan of experience, situation in a
“Qrocery.Store,” or chance to drive “Grocery
Wagon.” Address stating place of business. Y.
Press
no27dlw

SAN

market.

II oh ton

BILL CLERK In a Dry and Fancy Goods Jobbing House. Recommendations required.
Address P. O. Box 1392.
dec4d3t*

M

beris gone.
Sch Nancy J Day, of Bristol, went ashore Nov 28
at Fort Hill, Biddeford, and came off with loss of
fore foot.
Sch Eagle Rock, Coombs, was totally wrecked at
St Anna's Bay. Ja. about Dec 1st. No particulars.
She registered 480 tonB, was built at Columbia Falls
in 1873 and hailed from New York.

Ophir.57^
Yellow

Breakfast table. Father of family, reading’
—“There is a cat in Cincinnati that drinks
beer.”
Daughter (sixteen):—“Pa, she must
be a

est.

Eureka.
Gould & Curry.
Hale & Norcross...

Begt &

of Hale’i

use

1

NTEAlllEBH.

Wanted.

boats; also, damaged provisions.
Sch Albus, before reported abandoned, was towed
into Provincetown 1st inst. Her deckload of lum

San Fbancisco, Dec. 4.—The following arb the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:

Alta.

WANTS.

DlIICBLLAIlEAim.

Eicked

California mining Stocks.

“My brothers are shoemakers, and they
mended my Bhoes. Now, why am I like Joseph of biblioal history?” We give it np.
"Why, because I was soled by my brothers.”

Honey of Horehonnd and Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in

towed to the flat* at Long Bridge and filled with
water. The lire was discovered Oct 15 and when
she arrived the spar deck had settled two inches
and was too hot to stand on. The fire is supposed to
have originated from spontaneous combustion. The
ship was pumped out Nov 24 and would commence
discbarcing 20th.
Ship Wm A Campbell, Hawthorn, at San Francisco from New York, reports, July 31, had a heavy
westerly gale, shifted cargo, and stove batchhouse.
Aug 17, encountered another gale, stove skylights,
flooded cabin, and damaged provisions.
Barque Chelmsford, Spaulding, from Portland,
up the crew of schr Wm H Pbaro, oft* Cape
[enry, and landed them at Norfolk.
Barquo Hauln Brown, Havener, from Newcastle,
NSW, arrived at Hong Hong Oct 15th, and reports,
was in a typhoon east of the Bashee Islands five
days; lost jibboom, water-tank and casks, catheads,
and everything movable about the decks, except
was

dips

..

y.4o

a.

STAGE CONNECTIONS

I

with p. m. train for Turner, Chase
Mills, West
Sumner, Britton’s Mills, Pern, Dix&eld. taexleu
and Rumford Falls.
L. L. LINCOLN. Sup*.
oeti6
jtI

^
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WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEC. 6.

^nrAKD_VICINITYrT~
NEW ADVEBTUEinENTS TODAY.
ENTERTA 1N MENTS.
Sale—Congress Square Union.
Gilbert's Class—Plain and Fancy Dancing.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Benson's Porous Plasters.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Sew York Times.
For Sale— House.
Winter Arrangement—P. M. M. & M. Steamboat.
For Rent—Brick Store.
Tools and Materials—T. L. Merrill & Co.
Wanted—Situation.
C. C. C.—First Annual Meeting.
Wanted—Salesman.
Annual

Wanted—Boy.

Rines Bros.
Ladies’ Underwear—Owen &

Moore.
AUCTION SALES.
Bankrupt Stock of Boots and Shoes.

Imitations Accumulating.
Benson's Capcine Porous Plasters have the
word Capcine cnt in the centre.
Don’t be deceived. 25c.
dec5W&S&w
Advice to Mothers.—Mbs.
Winslow's
SooTHiNa Svrdp should aiwai
ja used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the^little sufferer at once; it prodaces natural, quiet
_

sleep by relieving the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as “bright as a button.”
It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five
cents a bottie.
deed
WSM&wly
_

jrom Lieut. John Osborn oftheftrm of Evans,
Webster <£• Co., Boston.
"Two bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Balsam
effected a cure in my family that four skilful
physicians failed to do.”
Sold by
decS

druggists and

Send stamp and get one.

Do not be deceived; ask for and take only B.
H. Douglass & Sons' Capsicum Cough Drops
for Coughs, Colds and Sore Throats. D. S. and
Trade Mark cn every Drop.
United State* Dintrfct Court.
BEFOBE JUDGE

grand jury

WEBB.

empannelled as follows:

was

Marv Emerv. Jr., of Anson
foreman .Tot,»> n
Williams of
Anson, Herman A. Wallingfor;!,
Prentiss M. Woodman of Auburn, Joseph F. Baton
of Berwick, Simon M. Coolidge, Isaac B. Fuller of
Canton, Daniel P. Copp, Nathaniel S. Benton of
Cornish, Koscoe Vaughan, John C. Huston of Jay
George Frost of Lisbon, Elliot B. Walker, James
M. Hardy of Naples, Francis M,
Small, Ozro F.
Walker of Oakland, Orrin L. Lord of Portland.
Excused—Elijah H. Hayes of Berwick, Daniel
Smith of Lisbon, Henry M. Howes of Portland.

Snprcnac

Tuesday.—Page et als. vs. Farnsworth et al
assumpsit to recover $784.41, balance
due on account annexed for goods sold and delivered to defendants by plaintiffs.
Defence, general
issue, and denial of partnership.
Arguments
closed.
G. C. Hopkins for plaintiffs.
Cleaves & Cleaves for defendants.
Action of

Municipal

Court.

BEFOBE JUDGE GOULD.

Tuesday.—James Cadell and Edwin Thompson.
Intoxication. Fined $3 and costs each.
John Kirby. Assanlt. Discharged.

George

Murray

W.

and entering.

Murray. Breaking
to grand jury in the sum

alias John

Bound

over

of

$800.
Frank Gorrivan. Assault. Fined $5 and costs.
Michael Murphy and Percy Brown.
Larceny.
Fined $3 and costs each.
Chas. E. Boody.
Refusing transportation as
hackman. Fined $20 and coBts.
John J. McDonough and Patrick McDonough.
Search and seizure. Fined $100 and costs each.
Frank Towle, Hiram Waters, Chas.
Littlefield,
Alexander Ray. Albert Chambers, Elmer Chambers
and Nathaniel Berry.
Loitering and trespassing
about rail road, Fined $ 10 and costs each.
Brief Jottings.
At Bunrise yesterday it was partly clear,
wind West, mercury 12°; at noon, clear, wind

South, thermometer 32°;

at sunBet, clear, wind
30®.
Don’t forget that the Cadets’ band concert,
drill and ball occurs to-morrow evening.
Seven tramps lodged at tbe police static n

nnobanged,

mercury

and one detention for larceny.
——TraDk will ship about 800 car
—.to Europe this week, which
will represent oyer 8,000 tons.
Tbe subject of Key. Mr. Dalton’s lecture
Saturday, will be “Ancient and Modern Liter-

**»freight

ature

Total.

of lack of work.
The first annual meeting

of the Children’s
Christmas Clnb will be held at City Hall next

Saturday.
Tbe funeral services of Mrs. Lydia A., wife
of Dr. Wm. H. True, were held yesterday afternoon. The floral offerings were very fine.
The city is about to close a contract with the
North Jay Granite Company for 8,000 yards of
paving blocks.
Adjutant E. C. Milliken, of tbe First Regiment, has been dangerously sick for abont a
week, bat was reported better yesterday.

Capt. Scott Oliver enters upon bis dnties today as pilot of the Dominion line of steamers
for the season. Capts. Parsons and Craig will
pilot tbe steamers of the Allan line.
In a list of 408 collapsed co-operative assessment insurance associations, published
by tbe
New York Bulletin, is found tbe “State Mutual Aid Society,” of Portland, Me.
Officer Freeman T. Merrill .arrested Michael
Mnrphy and Percy BrowD, Monday, for steal-

ing barrels from the premises of Twitohell,
Cbamplin & Co.
C. M. Morgan, Esq., of Portland, was in
Paris a da; or two the past week. He has
been looking after bis timber lands in Mason.
He fonnd that three lots ont of five had been
cut over by trespassers, whose camps and general headquarters were established on one of
his lots.
To-moirow evening and Friday afternoon
and evening the ladies of Congress Square
church hold their annual fair in their vestry.
From their advertisement it will be notioed
that in addition to the sale of the usual fancy

artioles, they offer an entertainment on the
second night and refreshments both evenings.
A "trades” department promises to be a very
prominent feature.
monument

to

Portland

Soldiers

and

Sailors.

meeting of the Portland Soldiers’ and

Sailers’ Monument Association held at the
residence of the president, Gen. John Marshall

Brown, Monday evening,

the committee

re-

ported the arrangements for soliciting additional subscriptions, of larger Bums than the
membership fee of one dollar, were nearly
completed, and it was voted to adjourn to
Saturday evening, when the plaD will be fully
matured and submitted to the committee for
definite action, and a canvass among the business men immediately made.
The certificates
of stock will be ready for distribution at the
monthly meeting of the association on

Wednesday evening
Portland, Bangor,

of next week.

Steamboat Company.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Machias
Steamboat Company held yesterday, the folas

lowing gentlemen

were

elected directors for

the ensuing year: W. F. Milliken, J. B. Coyle,
Wm. G. Davis, and J. S. Winslow, of Portland, and Samuel C. Lawrence of Boston. At
a subsequent meeting of the directors,
W. F.

Milliken was elected president, and George L.
Day secretary and treasurer.
Accidents.
A lady named Hennessy who. lives on Munjoy Hill, slipped and fell Sunday, breaking her
arm.

Yesterday forenoon a boy by the name of
Woodbury, about 14 years of age, was looking
over the hatchway of the steamship Manitoban, when he lost his balance and fell to the
bottom of the hold. His face was badly bruis-

Two eight-wheel caboose cars built....
Paid toward reduction of Car Trust
representing value of thirty box cars
and twenty Hat cars
(822,000), less
value of old cars
destroyed

elected:

(84-

236.55).

go gg/»

/m

m/faij'tiM.v.’.v.'.v..7". II’Ilf II
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of

Repairs

J&g

;;;

68

*

buildings, including new
Conway Junction, West
machine shop. 112 107 57

stations at
Everett and

Making

total

a

of

special expendi-

turesof..
26
The net earnings have been
81,273,675.60 as
against 81,110,109.67 the preceding year, showing a net gain of 8163,565.93.

From the net earnings have been paid
the interest accrued for the year
ending Sept. 30, 1883. on the debt,
16
For rental of leased roads. $857,686
218 330 00
Filling Charlestown flats.
6*37157
Electric signals at Salem.
3*243 98
Land at East Boston..
7*800 00
Lana at Bar

1*000 00

Harbor.

*

Chelsea Beach Railroad construe-

tion...

Account of

2

warehouse at East

R,

Shaw,

Louisville, Ky., exhibition the
Packing Company had on exhibition

an assortment of their canned
goods. The exhibit was in the form of a pyramid, the base
of which [six feet square, was formed
by

boxes, showing end labels.

On these, tapering gracefully to a height of twelve feet,
were layers of all the goods
packed by the com
pany, and with the various colored labels
formed a very striking object among the other
exhibits.
was

a

In front of the pyramid of cans
case with
plate glass front, conthe 16 medals received by the Portland

cherry

Leaving

a

327.84.

8*^5

awards:

[Group

Class 177.

slight. The house is owned by S. H. Colesworthy and occupied by Amos Meserve and
family, and the family of Stephen D. Brown.
Letter Carrier.’ Report.
The following is the letter carriers’
report
for November, 1883:

46

DELIVER**.

Letters. 87 074
Lards. 28,618
PaP«rs. 89,139

81,143,347 76
surplus for the year of 8130,-

COLLECTED.

Letters

95.595

Cards

been
made in the stations and station
grounds, and
it is believed that the train service has been
generally satisfactory to the patrons of the
road. No serious accidents have
occurred,
and the officers and
employes have worked

together loyally and earnestly to bring good
results from the business of the
The
year.
interest account is now at its
highest point,
it has been met without
difficulty, notwithstanding extraordinary expenditures in maintaining the value of the property.
The
experience of the year has demonstrated the

the road can easily meet its fixed
charges from its present revenue.
-oikotu ram
company ana the
Boston & Maine Railroad
lor a lease
of the property of this roadCompany
to the Boston &
® resulted in an
agreement therefor,
which has been ratified by the stockholders
of
both corporations.
a suit which has
Pendiog
been brought to test certain
questions arising
Iea.se has nu been executed.
Meanwhile the road
continues to be operated
as before.
The miles run by passenger trains
have infro“ !-°8I>G15 in 1878-79 to
1,416,595 iu
1882-83, an increase of 31 per cent.; whereas
the number of
passengers carried has increased
in the same time
2,722,548 passengers, a gain of
60 per cent.; and. the
passenger earnings have
increased from
in 1878-79 to $1,959,$1,451,857
575 m 1882-83, a gain of
$507,718, or 35 per
fact that

Ma,

The freight traffic has also
largely increased,
the earnings of the
past year being $466,834 in
°l l*i°Se ot
*878-79, a gain of 47 per
The Franklin & (Somerset Road.
The first annual
meeting of the Franklin &
Somerset R. R. Co. was held at New
Portland,
Frida-, November 30th. The following officers were elected:
Clerk, E. 11. Luce, New

30,493
Papers. .18,278

Liquor Seizure..
Officers Pride and Norton, yesterday, made
seizures of liquor at the places of J. J. Mc-

Donough,
Lang.

Patrick

Vineyard; Treasurer, John Metcalf, New
Portland; Directors, D. 51. Bonney, Farmington; J. B. Knowlton, Sirong; G. W. Clark,
Frank Luce and T. Sweet, New
Vineyard; J. M
Burbank, Freeman; Horatio Clark and John
Mitchell, New Portland; Zenas Vaughn, New
Portland; J. P. Clark. Josiah Chase, B. F.
Bartlett, North New Portland; Asaph Hutch-

ins, East New Portland.
D. M. Bonney of Farmington was elected
President at the director’s
meeting. A constitution and by-laws were
adopted
The building of the Franklin & Somerset R.
Jtl. next season now seems an
assured fact,
ihe permanent
survey—which has just been
completed in a most thorough and careful
manner by
Engineers Col. Wildes of Skowhegan, assisted byS. S. Thompson, J. P. Clark,
and other competent
engineers—has shown
his route to be a
very feasible one and a very
easy grade, the terminus at North New Portland being only ten feet higher than at
South

Strong, tu© slatting point, distance of a few
hundred feet less than seventeen
miles, the estimated distance. A hearing will be had in a
few days for approval of
location, alter which
the remaining stock,
necessary to complete the
road will be sold and work will be
commenced

spring.

MUSIC AND DBAMA.
HUNGARIAN GYPSY BAND.

Last evening at City Hall was
given the
first of two concerts by this famous
organization. The audience was
large and very enthusiastic. The music is unique, unlike
anything previously presentad here, and its chief
characteristic, and oharm as well, is an indescribable free, full expression, as
satisfying
in its pathetic phases as in the mad

abandon
The numbers, instrumental and
vocal, were without exception excellent. Miss
Ella Cleveland Fenderson, contralto,
certainly
has a magnificent voice, and her
songs “Awake
Saturnia” and “Forever and Forever” roused
of its mirth.

the full enthusiasm of the
discriminating audience. The second concert by this
company
is given this evening, in the
Stockhridge
course, with change of programme.
There
should be, and undoubtedly will be, a full
house.

bishop’s

minstrels.

Bishop’s .Original Georgia Minstrels, all
negroes, including Tom McIntosh and thirty
others, will appear at City Hall on Friday evening next/
(Aospel Mission.
The following is a brief snmmarv of lho
work done at the Mission for the month of November: Number of meetings held, 53, and a9
a result of these
meetings 36 souls have Seen
forward to the altar

for the prayers of the
177 names have been added to the
temperance pledge; lodgings have been furnished for six non-residents, and 15 meals furnished; Thanksgiving dinners were provided
for about 30 persons. Mr. Pearson desires to
extend his thanks to Miss Clark, No. 208 State
street, for a bundle of clothing; to Mrs. Bailey,
Spring street, money for Thanksgiving supplies; F. M. McKenney, Esq., for clothing and

workers;

money; Mrs. Thomas, for money offering, and
to all who so liberally and speedily
responded
to the call for aid in behalf of those whose
needs demanded immediate attention.
Meet-

ings

are

held every

evening

at 7.30 o’clock.

IHovcmtnu of Steamers.
of the Allan Line, from Liverpool, via Halifax, arrived about 7 o’clock
last night. She reports a very pleasant passage. Her passengers numbered 44—5 cabin, 7
intermediate and 32 steerage. She also brought
800 tons of freight.
The

Circassian,

Montreal,

Steamer

expected

of the Dominion line, is
to arrive here from Halifax this af-

This would make, with those already arrived, five ocean steamers in port.
Steamer Eleanora, due here from New York
Monday morning, did not arrive until 10
o’clock at night, owing to heavy weather. Internoon.

freignt

were

two

huge

automatic

whistling bnoys, for points on the Maine coast.
The City of Richmond, which arrived last
evening, had 100 barrels of live lobsters from
Rockland, on the way to the Boston market.
Associated Charities.
The ladies connected with the work room of
the associated charilies are requested to meet
at the truant officer's room in city building
this morning at 10.30.
The room of the Associated

Charities,18 city

open daiiy from 10.30 to 12.30
Persons wishing to make use of this agency,
are reminded and earnestly
requested to re-

building, is

now

member that in no'case

shouldjtbe applicant

for

charity be directed to the room, nor to the secThe name and resiretary at her residence.
dence, with any particular which may aid the
visitor in the work.ofj investigation, addressed
“Secretary of Associated Charities”, will always ensure prompt attention.
Old Fiona.

A

gentleman at Knightville, Cape Elizaa plan of Saccgrappa, the water pow-

and company made more than a
hundred years since; also another of the Parishes in Falmouth. This latter is particularly
valuable, showing to whom the jurisdiction of
*
the islands in the harbor belongs.

James Kuey was arrested last evening by
Officers Pride and Skillings for larceny of a
quantity of rubber from a juua dealer on Union wharf. The goods had been sold by Kney
to another

junk dealer

on

Commercial street.

McDonough

and Andrew

The sheriffs made seizures on Albert
Cox,
No. 350 Fore street. Mrs. Flnbori.’.
t’...,
tre street, and at one place on
Washington
street, parties unknown.
Vessel Held (or Damages.
Schooner Railroad, of Castine, which arrived here yesterday and is now lying at Wid-

gery’s wharf,

seized

was

last

evening

by

United States officers on account of the owners
of the schooner Emily Holden.- The latter
vessel, which was partly owned here, was run
down and sung by the Railocad off
Cape Por-

poise on the 28th nit.
Estate Trniiifrrx.
transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the registry of
Real

The

following

deeds:
Portland—Portland Sayings Bank to Frank
W. Woodman, land and
buildings, $1.
Falmouth—John H. Lunt to Olive B. Lunt,
land and buildings, $200.
suburban notes.

cent88

next

20.1

Fire Yesterday.
Yesterday aftermoon about four o’clock a
"still alarm” was sent steamer No. 5 for a fire
at 138 Franklin street. The fire
caught about
the chimney aud was probably caused
by some
defect iu the chimney which permitted a spark
to fall upon a mass of shavings, etc., between
the chimney and ceiling.
The damage was

Greatly needed improvements have

early

*

S. Van R. Fonda.

43,093 69

I.orceny.

E. Chase.

Financial committee—George
Franklin Sawyer, W. H. Smith.

jy * 763 45

....it,

P. Shaw.

Scribe—M. A. Dillingham.
Treasurer— B. F. Andrews.

Secretary—F.

81.936 12

Paid for live new locomotives and two
Kpare tenders.
1324 tons steel rails and 409 tons iron

er owners

were

At the recent
Portland

17i© Portland Packing Companp have on exhibition a various assortment of canned
goods, consisting ef meats, fish, vegetables and fruits. We have
carefully examined these goods and find each article to be handsome in appearance, correct in flavor,
and perfectly preserved showing care and skill in
the selection of material and sealing of cans
We therefore recommend that the highest premium, No. 1676 gold medal be awarded.
F. P. Cook,
J. B. Wueach,

dressed his wounds.

High Priest—Thomas
King—A. C. Waite.

COMPANY

viz:

beth, has

officers

PACKING

Cnnaed Goods Awarded the Gold
Medal at the Louisville Exhibition.

taining
Packing Company since 1867 at Paris, and surrounding all was a [.handsome brass railing.
The following is the report of the jury of

ed, and a gash cut in the side of his head, and
he received a general skaking up. Dr. Horn,
the ship's captain, took him into bis office and

Masonic.
At the annual meeting of Greenleaf Royal
Arch Chapter, Monday evening, the following

I Is

82,310,830.69, showing an increase of 817,862.75.
Included in operating expenses are, in addition to the ordinary expenditures on that
account, the following amounts for improve
ments and additions to property of the road,

cluded in her

Desert and machi.

mt.

$3,403/177^51 *8^584,608.19

ShowiDg an increase of 8181,428.68. The
operating expenses for the previous year were
82.292.967.84, sud for the year just closed

recently been disCompany on ac-

count

a

..

compared.”

It is said 150 men have
charged from tbe Portland

At

d«P’‘
*1,903.850.60 81,959,675.63
Freight department 1,393,895.64
1,454,878.43
Miscellaneous sources 106,626.27
170,052.08

V}.18

Cwurt.

JUDGE BOXXEY.

nKKOBE

Sept. 30,1882. Sept. 30,1883.

passenger

MW&S&w

deed_d&w2t*

The

PORTLAND

Boston.

The Cheapest Book Store in the world is at
208 Middle street, under Falmouth Hotel.
“Old Man Colby’s” funny circulars now ready,
free to all.

From

dealers at 35 cents.

_

NOTES.

RAILWAY

Eastern Railroad—Annual Report of the
Director* to the Stockholder*.
The Director* report the earnings and expenditures ol the Eastern Railroad for the
year ending Sept. 30, 1883, as compared with
the preceding year, as follows:
Year ending
Year ending.

Naccarnppn.
At the annual

meeting of the Universalist
Society on Monday evening, the following offichosen for the ensuing year:
Moderator—Isaac F. Qnimby.

cer* were

Clerk—Leander Valentine.

Standing Committee—John Cloudman. C.
F. Ordway, F. M. Ray, J. D. Roberts.
Treasurer and Collector—William V. Harmon.
It

was

voted to unite with the
society at

Stevens Plains in the employment of
sor

to the Rev. Mr.

a succes-

Hayden,

who is about to
remove to Auburn.
It is hoped that service
will be held every
Sunday afternoon daring
the ensuing year, instead of alternate
Sundays
3

as

heretofore.

Yarmouth,
Dr. Carleton Sawyer, of
Cumberland, has
settled in Freeport to succeed Dr. J. G. Pierce.
Dr. Sawyer is a graduate of the
literary department of Bowdoin College, class of ’81, and
of the medical department of the
University
3
of Vermont, class of ’73.

THE PRESIDENT’S HERBAGE.
[CONCLUDED FROM FIRST PAGE.]
reduction of one-tbird of their
number, which
at present is but 83.
INDIAN RAIDS*

From the report of the
Secretary of War it
will be seen that in
only a single instance has
there been any disturbance of the
quiet condition of onr Indian tribes,—a raid from Mexico
into Arizona by a small
party of Indians,
whioh was pursued by General Crook into
the
mountain region, from which it had come.
It
is confidently hoped that serious outbreaks
will
not again occur, and tha't the
Indian tribes
which have for so many years disturbed the
West will hereafter remain in
peaceable sub-

mission.

COAST DEFENCES.

I again call your attention to the
present
condition of oar extended sea
coast, upon
which are so many large cities whose wealth
and
to the country would in time
importance
of war
invite attack from modern armored
ships
against which onr existing defensive works
could give no adequate
protection. Those
works were built before the introduction
of
modern heavy rifled guns into maritime .warfare, and if they are not
in
an
efficient
put
condition we may easily be
subjected to humiliation by a hostile power
greatly inferior to
ourselves.
As germane to this subject, I call
your attention to the importance of
perfecting our
sub-marine torpedo defences.
The board an
ihorizedbvti.fi lam
..
method which should be
for the manadopted
ufacture of heavy ordnance
adapted to modern warfare, has visited the
principal iron and
steel works m this country and in
Europe. It
is hoped that its
report will soon be made, and
that Congress will
thereupon be disposed to
provide suitable facilities and
plans for the
manufacture of such guns as are now
imperatively needed.
-__

STATE MILITIA.

On eeveral occasion
during the past year
officers of the army have at
the request of
the state authorities visited state
military encampments for the Inspection of the troops.
From the reports of these officers I am
induced
to believe that tbe
encouragment of the state
militia organization by the national
government would be followed
by very gratifying
results aod wqjild afford it in sudden emergencies the aid of a large body of volunteers
educated m
the
performance of military
J
duties.
THE NAVY,

The secretary of the navy
reports that under
the authority of the acts of
August 5, 1882 and
March 3,1883. the work of
strengthening our
navy by the construction of modern vessels
has been auspiciously begun. Three
cruisers
are in procesi of
construction, the Chicago of
4500 tons displacement and the Boston
and
Atlanta each of 2500 tons.
They are to be
built of steel with tbe tensile
strength and
ductility prescribed by law, and in combination of speed,endurance and
armament are expected to compare favorably with the best unarmored war vessels of
other nation!. A
fourth vessel, the Dolphin, is to be
constructed of similar material and it is intended
to
serve as a fleet
despatch boat.
The double
turreted monitors Puritan,
and
Amphitrite
Terror have been launched on
the Delaware
river and a contract has been
made for the
supply of their machinery. A similar monitor,
the Monadnook, has been launched in
California.
Tbe naval advisory board and the
secretary recommend the completion of the
monitors, the construction of four gunboats,
and also of three additional steel vessels like
the Chicago, Boston and
Dolphin as an important measure of material defense.
The
secretary urges also the immediate creation of
an interior coast line of
water ways across tbe
penisular of Florida along the coast from
Florida to Hampton roads between the Chesapeak© bay and tb© Delaware river and through
Cape Cod. l feel bound to impress upon the
attention of Congress the necessity of continued progress in reconstruction of the
navy.
The condition of the public treasury, as I have
already ^intimated, makes the present an
auspicious time for putting this branch of the
service in a state of efficiency. It is no
part of
our policy to create and maintain a
navy able
to cope with thso of the other
great powers of
the world. We have no wish for
foreign conquest and the peace which we have
loDg enjoyed is in do seeming danger ef interruption.
But that our naval strength should be made
adequate for the defence of our harbors, the
protection of our commercial interests and the
maintaince of our national honor is a
proposition from which no patriotic citizen can withhold bis assent.
THE POSTOFFICE

DEPARTMENT.
The report of tbe Postmaster-General contains a gratifying exhibit of the condition and
prospectB of the interesting branch of the public service committed to his care.
It appears
that on June 30, 1883, the whole number of
was
of
which
47,863,
1632 were espost-offices
tablished during tbe previous fiscal year. The
number of offices operating under the system
ef free delivery was 154
At these letter offices the postage on local matter amounted to

$4,195,230.52,

a sum

exceeding by $1,021,894.01

the entire cost of the carrier service of the
country. The rate of postage on drop letters
passing through these offices is now fixed by
law at two cents per half ounce or fraction
thereof. In offices where the carrier system
has not been established the rate is oulv half
as large.
It will be remembered that in 1863
when free delivery was first established by law
the uniform siogle rate postage upon local letters was ODe cent, and so it remained until
1872 when in those cities where carrier service
was established it was increased in order to defray tbe expense of suoh service. It seems to

that the old rate may now with
propriety
be restored, and that too even at the risk of diminishing for a time at least the receipts from
postage upon local letters. I can see no reason why that particular class of mail matter
should be held accountable for the entire cost
of not only its own collection and delivery but
the oollection and delivery of all other classes,
and I am confident, after full consideration of
the subject, that the reduction of rates wonld
be followed by such an accession of business
as to occasion but slight and temporary
loss to
the revenue of the post office.
me

trial exhibition at Boston and the Southern exposition at Louisville were lirgely attended by
the exhibitors of foreign countries, notwithstanding the absence of any professional character in these

nndertakings. The centennial
exposition, to be held next year at New Orleans, in commemoration of the centenary of
the first shipment of cotton from a port of the
United States, bids fair to meet with a like
gratifying success. Under the act of Congress
of the tenth of February, 1883, declaring that
exhibition to be national and international in
character, all foreign governments with which
the United States maintain relations have
THE GOVERNMENT AND THE TELEGRAPH.
been invited to participate. The promoters of
The Postmaster General devotes much of
! this important undertaking have already rehis report to the consideration in its various
ceived assurances of the lively interest which
aspects of the relation of the government to it excites abroad.
the telegraph. Such reflection as I have been
DISTRICT or COLUMBIA.
able to give to the subject since my last annual message has not led me to change the
The report of the Commissioners of the Disview which I there expressed in dissent from
trict of Columbia is herewith transmitted. I
the recommendation of the then Postmaster
ask for it your careful attention, especially for
General, that the government assume the those portions which relate to assessments, arsame control over the telegraph which it has
rears of taxes and water supply.
always exeicised over the mail. Admitting
CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.
that its authority in the premises is aB ample
The Commissioners who were appointed
as has ever been claimed for it, it would not in
under the act of Jan. 16, 1883, entitled an act
my judgment be a wise use of that authority
to remodel and
the civil service of
to purchase or assume the control of
existing the United States,improve
entered promptly upon
telegraph lines or to construct others with a the discharge of tteir
duties. |A series of
view of entering into general competition
rules framed in accordance with the spirit
with private enterprise. The objections which
the statute, was approved and promulof
be
may
justly urged againBt either of these
In some particuby the President.
projects, as indeed against any system which Uated
lars wherein they seemed defective these
would require an enormous increase in the
were subsequently amended.
rules
It will be
civil service list, do not however apply to
perceived that they discountenance any politisome of the plans which have lately provoked
public comment and disc ussion. it has been cal or religious teats for admission to those
claimed, for example, t' at Congress might offices of the public service to which the statwisely authorize the Postmaster General to ute relates. The act is limited in its original
contract with some private persons or corooraapplication to the classified clerkships in the
several executive departments at Washington
ti on for tbe transmission of messages at specified rates and under government supervision.
numbering abont 8600, and to similar positions
in the customs departments and post offices
Various such schemes of the same general
whereas many as fifty persodB are employed.
but
in
their special
nature,
widely differing
characteristics, have been suggested in the A classification of the positions analogous to
public prints and the arguments by which they that existing in the Washington offices was
have been supported and opposed have doubtduly made before the law went into effect.
Eleven customs districts and twenty-three post
less attracted your attention. It is likely that
the whole subject will be considered by you at
offices were thus brought under the immediate
the present session.
In the nature of things it
operation of the statute. The annual report of
involves so many questions of detail that your
the civil service commission which will soon
deliberations would probably be aided slightly,
be snbmitted to Congress will doubtless afford
if at all, by any particular suggestion which I
the means of a more definite judgment than
might now submit. I avow my belief however I am now prepared to express as to the merits
that the government should be authorized
by of the new system. I am persuaded that its
law to exercise some sort of supervision over
effects have thus far proved beneficial, its
inter-state telegraphic communication and I practical methods appear toTie adequate for the
ends proposed and there have been no serious
express the hope that for attaining that end
difficulties in carrying them into effect. Since
some met gare may be devised which will receive your approbation.
the 16th of July last no person, so far as lam
aware,has been appointed to the public service
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S REPORT.
in any of the departments or at any of the post
The Attorney General criticises in bis reoffices and customs districts above named export the provisions of the existing law fixing
cept those conceded by the commission to be
the fees of jarors and witnesses in the federal
most competent on the basis of the examinacourts.
These provisions are chiefly contained
tions held in conformity to the rules.
in the act of February 26,1853, though some
PRESIDENTIAL SUCCESSION.
of them were introduced into the section from
At the time when the present executive enstatutes which had been passed
many years
tered
It
is
manifest that such compensaprevious.
upon his office his death, removal, resigtion as might when these laws were enacted
nation or inability to discharge his duties
have been just and reasonable would, in many
would have left the government without a
instances, be justly regarded at the present constitutional head. It is possible of course
as
that a similar contingency may again arise unI
day
concur with the Attorinadequate.
less the action of Congress shall provide
ney General in the belief that the statutes
should be revised by which those fees are
against its recurrence.
The Senate at its
reglast Bession, after full consideration, passed an
ulated. So too should the laws which regulate
the compensation of district
act
relative
to
this
subject which will now, I
attorneys and
marshals. They should be paid
nwii
tu
...vir,
iuo
ojipiuyai ui uuiu
wholly by houses
of Congress. The clause of the constisalaries instead of in part by fees as is now the
tution upon which must depend any law regucase. The change would prove to be a measure of economy and would discourage the inlating the Presidential succession presents also
for solution questions of paramount importoliiiULiuu 01 ueeutesH ana
oppressive legal prooeedings which it is to he feared have in some ance. These questions relate to the proper ininstances been conducted for the mere sake of
terpretation of the phrase “inability to discharge the powers and duties of said office,”
personal gain.
our organic laws
providing that when the
THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR.
President shall suffer from such inability the
Much interesting and vatied information is
Presidential office Bhall devolve upon the Vice
contained in the report of tho Secretary of the
President, who must himself under like cirInterior.
I particularly call your attention to
cumstance give Diace to such offioer as Conhis presentation of certain phases of the Indian
gress may by law appoint to act as Presiquestion, to his recommendation for the repeal
dent. I need not here set forth the numerous
of the pre-emption and timber culture act and
and interesting inquiries which are
suggested
for more stringent legislation to prevent frauds
by those words of the constitution. They were
under the Densionl laws.
The statutes which
fully stated in my first communication to Conprescribe the definitions and punishments of gress and have since been the
subject of frecrimes relating to pensions could doubtless be
quent deliberations in that body.
It is greatly
made more effective by certain amendments
to be hoped that these momentous
questions
and additions which are pointed out in the
will find speedy solution lest emergencies may
Secretary’s report.
arise when longer delay will be impossible and
PUBLIC EDUCATION.
any determination albeit the wisest mtfy furnish cause for anxiety and alarm.
I have previously referred to the
alarming
state of illiteracy in certain portions of the
VETO OF APPROPRIATION BILLS.
country and again submit for the consideration
For
the
reasons
forth
in
fully set
of Congress whether some federal aid should not
my last annual message I repeat my recbeextended to public primary'education whermmendation 1 that
an
Congress
propose
ever adequate provision therefor has not alamendment
to
that
of
provision
ready been made.
the constitution which provides the formalities
for the enactment of laws whereby in respect
THE MORMON PROBLEM.
to bills for the appropriation of
The Utah Commission has submitted to the
public moneys
Secretary of the Interior its Becond annual re- the executive may be enabled while giving
his
to
approval
items
to interpose
particular
port, as a result of its labors in supervising the
his veto as to such others as do not commend
recent election m that territory, pursuant to
themselves to bis judgment.
the act of March 22d, 1882.
It appears that
the persons by that act disqualified, to the
CiyiL RIGHTS.
number of about 12,000, were excluded from
The fourteenth amendment of the constituthe polls. This fact, however, affords little
tion confers the rights of citizenship upon all
cause for congratulation, and I fear that it is
persons born or naturalized in the United
far from Indicating any real and substantial
States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof.
progress toward the extirpation of polygamy.
It was the special purpose of this amendment
All of the members of the legislature are
to insure the members of the
colored race the
Mormons.
There is grave reason to believe
full enjoyment of civil and political rights.
that they are iu sympathy with the practices
Certain statutory provisions intended to sethat this government is seeking to suppress,
cure
the enforcement of these rights have
and that its effort in that regard will be more
been recently declared unconstitutional by
likely to encounter their opposition, than to the Suprbme Court. Any legislation whereby
receive their encouragement and support.
Congress may lawfully supplement the guaranEven if this view should bappily be erronetees which the constitution affords for the
ous, the law under which the Commissioners
equal enjoyment by all the citizens of the Unihave been acting shou'd be made more effectted States of every right, privilege and immuive by the incorporation of some such stringent
nity of citizenship will receive my unqualified
measures as they recommend, as were includapproval.
ed in bill Ho. 2,238, on the calendar of the
Chester A. Arthur.
(Signed.)
Senate at its last session. I am convinced,
Washington, D. C., Dec. 3, 1883.
however, that polygamy has become so stiougly intrenched in the Territory of Utah that it
The Finances.
is profitless to attack it with any but the stoutest weapons which constitutional legislation
Annual Report of the Secretary of the
can fashion. I favor, therefore, the repeal of
Treasury.
the act upon whioh the existing government
depends, the assumption by the Natonal LegisThe annual report of Secretary Folger at the
lature of the entire political control of the
territory and the establishment of a commis- outset present tables showing the ordinary revsion with such powers and duties as shall be
enues for the year ended, June 30, 1883 and
delegated to it by law.
the ordinary expenditures for the same period
DEBARMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
and
the
pnrposes to which the surplus
The department of agriculture is accomwas applied. These tables are incorporated in
plishing much in the directipn of the agiicu!-'
the President’s message and will be found
turai development of the country and the reof the commissioner giving the results of
there. Compared with the previous fiscal year
is investigations and experiments will be
the receipts for 1883, have decreased in custom
found interesting and valuable.
At his inrevenue, $8,704,233.22; in internal revenue,
stance a convention of those interested in the
cattle industry of the country was lately held
$1,777,226.47; and increased in the sale of 'pubat Chicago.
The prevalence of pleuro-pneulic lands, $3,202,724.05; in revenues of the Dismonia and
other contagious
diseases
of
trict of Columbia, $255,762.06; in repayment of
animals was one of the chief topics of discusinterest by Pacific railway companies, $716,sion. A committee of the convention will invite your co-operation in
investigating the 312.53; in sinking fund of Pacific railways,
causes of these diseases and
providing methods $525,831.69; in tax on bank circulation and defor their prevention and cure.
posits, $154,214.41. There are other items of
ALASKA.
increase and decrease but these are the most
1 trust that Congress will not fail at its
preprominent. The expenditures show an insent session to put Alaska under the
protection of law. Its people have repeatedly recrease of $21,717,930.57 over the previous year
monstrated against our neglect to afford them
as follows:
In the War Department, $5,340,the maintenance and protection
expressly
guaranteed by the terms of the treaty where- 888.74; in the Navy Department, $251,390.91;
in Pensions, $4,667,379.69; and in civil and
by that territory was ceded to the United
States. For sixteen years they have pleaded
There was
miscellaneous, $11,428,571.23.
in vain for that which they should have rea decrease of $14,291,232.60,
as follows: In
ceived without the asking.
They have no interest
on the publio debt, $11,917,075.54; and
law for the collection of debts, the support of
education, the conveyance of property, the for Indians, $2,374,157.06: making a net inadministration of estates or the enforcement
crease in the expenditures of $7,420,697.97.
of contracts; none indeed for the punishment
The Secretary’s estimates of the receipts and
of criminals except such as offennd against certain customs, commerce and navigation acts.
expenditures for the years 1884 and 1885
The resources of Alaska especially in fur,
are given in the President’s message.
The
mines and lumber are considerable in extent
Secretary estimates at the close of 1885 there
and capable of large development while its
geographical situation is one of political and will be a surplus of $59,874,695.05 including the
and commercial importance. The promptings
requirements of the sinking fund or excluding
of interest therefore as well as considerations
the sinking fund a surplus of $106,144,452.
of honor and good faith demand the immeEXCHANGE AND REDEMPTION OF BONDS.
diate eBtablishmment of civil government in
that territory.
The exchanges of 3J per cent, bonds into 3
RAILROAD MONOPOLY.
per cents made prior to Nov. 1,1882, amounted
Complaint* have lately been numerous and
to $239,370,300; and the exchanges during the
urgent that certain corporations controlling in
year to $46,210,750, making the aggregate of
a whole or in part the facilities for
the interstate carriage of persons and merchandise over
3$ per cents taken up and 3 per cents issued,
the great railroads of ti e country, have resor$305,861,250. The annual saving of interest
affected by these exchanges amounts to $1,527,ted in their dealiugs with the public to diverse
906.25.
measures, unjust aud oppressive in their character. In some instances the State governDuring the year, $109,145,600 of 3A per cent,
bonds have been called and the greater portion
ments have attacked and suppressed these
of them redeemed and cancelled making an anevils bat in others they have been unable to
nual interest saving of $3,820,090.
Calls have
afford adequate relief beoruse of the jurisdictalso been issued for $40,000,000 of three per
ional limitations which are imposed npon them
of
which
will
cent,
mature
the
federal
bonds,
constitntion.
$30,000,000
The
by
question
in the month of December and $10,000,000 on
haw far
the
national
government
may
of
the first day
February, 1884. In addition to
lawfully interfere in the premises and wbat, If
the above Japanese idemnlty fund bonds to the
any, supervision or control it ought to exeramount of $1,834,600 have been cancelled, and
cise is one which merits yonr careful consideration.
While we cannot fail to recognize the
also bonds to the amount of $954,600 left by
importance of the vast railway systems of the
Joseph L. Lewis of New Jersey as a legacy to
For the twelve months
country and their great aud beneficial influen- the United States.
ces npon the development of our material
ending Oct. 31, 1883, the total amount of bonds
wealth we should, on the other hand, rememredeemed is $112,875,850, making a net redactber that no individual and
no
corporation ion of interest of $3,935,021.75. Slnoe Novemought to be invested with absolute power over ber 1, 1881, refunding certificates issued in
the interest of any other citizen.
1879 have been presented for conversion into 4
The right
of these railway corporations to a fair and profper cent.jto bonds the amount of $113,350 50.
itable return upon their investments and a reaSTANDARD SIL3ER DOLLARS.
sonable freedom in their regulations must be
On November 1,1883, under the act of Febrecognized, but it seems only just that so far as
ruary 28,1878, there had been a coinage of
its constitutional authority will permit, Constandard silver dollars amounting to $156,720,gress should protect the people at large in
949; there were in the Treasury at that date,
inter-state traffic against acts
of injustice
$116,386,017. There were then in circulation,
which the State governments are powerless to
and in the mints on account of profits on the
prevent.
coinage not yet deposited in the Treasury, $40,PROTECTION OF THE FORESTS.
334,932. There were in circulation on Novemla
t
annual
In my
message I called attention
ber 1, 1882, $35,383,786. The coinage between
to the necessity of protecting by suitable legisthe 1st of November, 1882, and the same date
lation the forests situated upon the public doin-1883 had increased $28,391,069; the amount
main in mauy portions of the West. The purin circulation for the same time had increased
suit of mineral and agriculture is only made
$4,136,321; thus keeping up the great dispropracticable by resort to irrigation, while sucportion betweeu the amount ready to be supcessful irrigation would be impossible without
plied and the demand for them, heretofore no-'
the aid afforded by forests ip contributing to
ted in the reports of this department.
the regularity and constancy of the supply of
THE TRADE DOLLAR.
the
severe
water,
During
past year
suffering
The Secretary reviews the history of the
and great loss of property have been occasiontrade dollar. The whole issue of the coin has
ed by profuse floods, followed by periods of unusually low water in many of the great rivers been $35,966,960,446. It is calculated that five
of the country. These irregularities were in a' sixths thereof went abroad in the beginning,
and it is believed but a small part has come
great measure caused bv the removal from
about the sources of the streams in qnestion of
back, and it is estimated that the amount
held in this country will range from five to
the timber by which the water supply had
been nourished and protected.
The preservaeight million. This department does not recommend that a legal.tender quality be again
tion of such portion of the forests on the national domain as essentially contribute to the
given to the trade dollar, to the sadden insilver money of the
equal flow, of important water courses, is of crease of the legitimate
the bighee't consequence. Important tributaries
country, with the inconvenience and incondollars
two
circulating together, of
of the Missouri, the Columbia and the Saskatgruity of
real
value
metal, of unequal
the same
chewan rise in the mountains of Montana,
and of different
devices, yet of equal
near the northern boundary of the United
and
debts
of
in
payment of
States, between the Black Feot and Flat Head value
It recommends that
Indian reservations. This region is unsuitable
purchase of property.
for
the
of
lie
the
given
redemption
for settlement, but upon the rivers wbioh flow
authority
standard silver dollar,
trade dollar in the
from It depends in the future the agricultural
dollar for dollar of nominal value, for the recultivation of a vast tract of country. The atmetal
the
so
received into a
tention of Congress is called to the necessity of
coinage of
withdrawing from public sale this part of the standard silver dollar to accord with the law
public domain, and establishing there a forest for that coin, and for a reduction of the
amount of silver bullion resulting from the
preserve.
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITIONS.
exchange from the quantity of bullion required
to be got by monthly purchases, for the purThe industrial exhibitions which have been
the act of 1878. In the
pose of coinage under
held in the United States during the present
judgment of this department that legislation
year attracted attention in many foreign counis
demanded
by character of this
tries, where the establishment of these enter- is safe, and the need of the
people for relief
by
prises had been made public through the for- issue, andconfusion
and exposure to recurring
eign agencies of this government, The indns- from the
wuiuivuu
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loss caused b; its presence in the monetary
ystem of the country.
COINS AND COINAGE.

RINES BROS.

The coin circulation of the country in June
last was: United States gold coin $537,254,794; U. S. silver coin $228,216,199; total, $765,170,993. The total amount of U. S. coin aDd
bullion available for coinage Oct. 1st, was

$846,595,749.

brinsr

them

within

Che

rnntm
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We advertised for last Monday a grand mark down sale of Colored
Velvets at $1.50 per yard, In consequence of which we had larger
sales in that department than any one day before since we have been
in business. We have now decided to coutinue the sale, commencing
THIS MORNING,at the same remarkably low price, and with exactly
same line of colors, comprising all the most desirable shades

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.
4000 yards 62 l-2c Black Cashmere at 50c per yard.
“

87 1 2c Dress Goods, in complete line of colors, at 62 l-2c
per yard.
One lot Plushes, in Black, Brown, Blue and Green, to be closed at the
remarkably low price of $1.50 per yard.
2000

LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS.
Wo have determined to iucrcase our sales in this denartment at least
100 per cent, and to do this we will offer the following unapproachable bargains; sale to commence THIS MORNING

45 doz. Ladies’ Linen Cambric
“

DISPOSITION OP THE SUBPLUS.

The report says there is likely to be a conin the Treasury over the ordinary expenses of the government, so loDg as
the present revenue laws remain, is seen by
those attentive to fisoal affairs.
This has
called out propositions for the disposal of Burpins or public moneys; two of which may be
noticed. One is, that the surplus be parceled
out among the States of the Union.
This,
though it has been ingeniously argued, has not
so approved itself to the common sense of the
people, as now to call for elaborate statement
of reasons why it should not be adopted. In
the judgment of this department, it is not a
legitimate function of the federal government,
to raise money by taxation to be donated to
the States, or to thns use money already raised
in that way. Nor is this nttered in ignorance
or forgetfulness, of what men of might in the
affairs and councils of the Union have heretofore done and said on this subject. It is to be
borne in mind, that they spoke and acted upon
an existing surplus not needed for any public
use then saotioned by law; not
upon a prospective one to be avoided by legislation: and in
view of the temptation which that idle money,
incapable of lawful use under any existing law,
held out for the broaching of new, and, in their

tinuing sorplus

judgment, unwarranted, perhaps improvident,

529 to 535
tiecS

BEVENUE AND CUSTOMS.

Congress Street.

Ladies wishing a good, warm
article for winter

wear,
lot

are

invited to examine the

we are

offering

now

cents each for

90

at

all sizes

and Pants from 28
These goods

Vests

40 inch.

to

extra

quality,
merino, elegant shape,
handsomely finished and with
the new patent finished seams
arc for all practical purposes
equal to full fashioned goods at
are

fine

double the price.

Owen, Moore & Co.
Portland,

NEW-YORK TIMES

Winter Arrangement, Commencing Deo 7

Rockland, Oastine, Deer Die, Sedgwick,
(8tage from Sedgwick to Bine Hill on arrlvel of
Steamer), South West and BarlHarboro, Millbrldge
and Machiaaport.
for

Connect at

ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE

HILL, SURREY, LAMOINE, HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and ELL,'•.WORTH.
Also with B. & B. Steamers at Rockland, going

East, for River Landings.
RETURNING.will leaveMachlasport at 4.80
every Monday and teaching at Intermediate

Post-Paid.

a. m.

landings, connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boeton and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and River Landings for Port-

DAILY, exclusive of Sunday, per year... .SO OO
DAILY, including Sunday, per year. 7 50
SUNDAY ONLY, per year. I 50
DAILY, 6 months, with 8unday. 3 75
£ OO
DAILY, 3 months with Sunday
DAILY, 6 months, without Sunday. 3 OO
DAILY, 3 months, without Sunday. 1 50
DAILY, 2 months, without Sunday. I OO
75
DAILY, 1 month, with or without Snnday
No subscription received for less than one month.

land.)

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent.
dec5dtf
Portland, Deo. 5. 1883.
For Sale.
No. 9 India St., corner Fore, also house

year, $1• Six months, 00 cents.

per

HOUSE
Mo 17ft

SEKII.WEEKLY, per year.$£ 50
SKUIl-WEJEftLY, 6 months. 1 50
Address
THE NEW-YORK TIMES.
dec6dlaw3wW
New-York City.

fo»e Kt asljoining a&id hmue on Intwelve thousand feet land, (1200»,
dia
also one Pew in Second Pariah Church. Apply for
terms to WILLIAM WEEKS, on the premises,
dec5
dim*

with^ibout

TOOLS AND MATERIALS
-FOR-

For Rent.
four

or

BElf J. SHAW, 48V2 Exchange St.

APPLY

d2w

dtf

dec5jdlt*
AUCTION SALES.

bMrijptstocr!

COAL.
Specialty,

at

322 Commercial

dtf

Wanted.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

a

n*.

SITUATION to do any kind of work. Addree s
CHARLES NELSON, 79 Green street.

A

CHAS. H. O’BRIOK,

Domestic Coale
Prtoea.

303 Commercial

deeb

WANTED

Commercial St.

TO

SHAW, HAMMOND & CARNET,

For City and near by trade.
SHAW, HAMMOND A CARNEY,
303

deebeodaw*

Boy Wanted.

T. L. MERRILL A CO.
9 market Square.

Hard Ware
dec5

dec5

briek store Mo. 119

Commercial
story
for wholesale Groceries, Flour
THESt. suitable
Em- Produce.
Possession given Jan. 1,1884. Apply to

Repousse Work or
bossing Sheet Brass.

SALESMAN

Capt.

mChas. Deering, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Fri*V■ i lirTSmrduy Evening, at ll.lfi, or on
arrival of Steamboat Erprew Train* bom Boeton,

ANDBEST.
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Brown’s Wharf, Portland,;M«*.

In foreign commerce the value of our exports
1
_mi_

increase in the excess of the value of
experts over imports daring the last year as
compared with the year before. The number
of documented vessels built the last year was
less than the year before, bnt there was an increase of the enrolled aod registered tonnage.
Of the combined imports and exports of merchandise 16.54 per cent, was conveyed iu
American and 81 35 per cent, in foreign vessels. It is suggested that the abolition of the
tonnage tax and the removal of some of the
hardens of pilotage would be a relief to our
shipping, and that onr foreign shipping might
be increased by subsidies and allowing the
free purchase of foreign ships.
The regulations for the quarantine of imported neat cattle are well spoken of, also the
farther recommendations of the Cattle Commission, one of which is a provision for the
previous domestic inspection of cattle exportsd
from this country to Great Britain. The revenae marine service has performed satisfactory
work daring the year; also the life saving service. The light-honse establishment continues to be improved.
The coast and geodetic
The
survey has been efficient and successful.
success of national quarantine has been shown
daring the past two years.

Orders received by Telephone, No. 644,
aug7

an

VARIOUS
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all

was

at

LADIES, UNDERWEAR.

OOMMEBCE.
at

fancy borders,

____dll

governmental enterprises.

The receipts from customs have decreased
during the last fiscal year, have fallen below
the amount received the previous year in the
sum of 86,704,228.32. The treaty made with
Hawaii has improved our trade with that government and the carrying business has been
an advantage to American vessels.
Fixed salaries for custom officers are recommended, also
the consolidation and reduction of districts and
diminution of ports of entry where little or no
business ta done. The operation of the tariff
act of last March has been very satisfactory.
The increase of revenue from spirits during
the last fiscal year was 84,495,367.02; from fermented liquors was 8746,695.39; the decrease
from tobacco, 85,287,739.12; and from banks
and bankers, 81,504,463.87. The total decrease
of internal revenue from ail sources up to June
30, 1883, was 81,969,928.86, The cost of collecting the internal revenue for the fiscal year
was 85,113,734.88. The estimated coat for the
same work for the current year is
$4,999,190.
It is recommended that the taxation be reduced in order to reduce the revenne of the
government, and that the reduction be made
on articles entering into general consumption
as sugar, molasses and the like,
rather than
upon luxuries. An immediate revision of the
tariff act is not recommended.

with

“

RINES

able

the time to be fixed for the redemption of the
new bondB the difference in the amount of interest reserved on the fours and four-and-ahalfs, and that paid on the new bonds will
have equalled the amount of premium allowed
in exchange. Should this project be favorably
considered, details can be furnished. Yet I
am so averse to recommending the creation of
another or a differen public debt that as great
at are, in my judgment, the advantages of the
national bank circulation in safety, in uniformity of value everywhere, and in other matters
of convenience and confidence, I look upon
such project as a dernier resort.
I rather recommend, and so I do, that the internal revenue tax upon circulation be taken off iu whole
or in
part. This is one per cent per annum,
and amounts to about three millions and a
quarter each year.”
The Secretary says that bank circulation
is no longer profitable, and then proceeds to
show that the government can take off the tax
on the banks and yet recompense itself.
The
expense of the bureau of the Comptroller of
the Currency, was 8104,955.07 last year, of
which the banks pay 816,820.
Ail other exThe net expanses are paid by the banks.
pense of the government for banking is $174,896.97. The gain of the government from lost
national bank notes is, at a low estimate,
84,000,000 in twenty years, or 8200,000 a year.
Thus the tax may be wholly taken off the
banks.
He further recommends that the banks be
permitted to have circulation to the extent of
90 per cent of the market value of their bonds
for the twelve months prior to deposit therefor. He observes that this is not so great a
risk as it was for the government to offer 90
per cent of circulation on bonds for the sole object of forcing them into circnlation. Another
advantage is that bank assets now laid away in
the premiums of bonds could be released and
brought into active use. There can be no loss
to the government or note-holder by
adopting
these suggestions.

Handkerchiefs,

“
“
“
“
35 doz. Ladies’
7c each.
“
“
“
8c each.
50 doz. Ladies’
40 “ Gents’all Linen Handkerchiefs at
6c “
“
«
“
«
60 “
7c “
“
“
“
“
30 «•
10c “
“
“
“
“
25 “
12 1 2c “
The above lots represent part of the largest purchases of Linen Handkerchiefs we ever made and the prices named will suggest to all the advisability of ^calling early.

ni-ePt-

purchase by those who
were
not
holding the fours and fours-aud-a-halfs with
which to make exchange. On the other hand,
the premium tor exchange, to be allowed by
the government, may be pnt at such a figure
and still be ant to induce exchange, as that by

VELVCTHipARTMENT

PLAIN

NATIONAL BANKS.

The greater part of the facts stated about the
national banks have already bee n given. The
Secretary discusses the effect of the rapid redemption of bonds upon the circulation of the
banks, and suggests that inasmuch as money
can be borrowed upon United States bonds to
the amount of 95 per cent, of their face, while
the banks are permitted to have but 90 per
cent, of their face in circulatidn, which in fact
is but 85 per cent, of the face, and in view of
the premium is but 70 per cent, of the value of
the bonds, Congress should consider the propriety of allowing the banks a more liberal issue of circulation
on
the bonds which they
hold.
He is opposed to any other security being a basis for circulation than those of the
Federal government.
He holds that the national banking system has become the policy
of the country.
Cause be believes that some
should be taken to perpetuate its existence and
usefulness.
Hoiding to the idea that
nothing but United States securities should be
used as the basis of circulation, Secret iry Folger says:
“There are other propositions, the vertebral
idea of which is the creation of a new form of
A plausible one is, tor the govpublic debt.
ernment to offer a new bond, of its own issue,
at low rate of interest, to run a long period, in
exchange for its fonr per cents and four-and-ahalf per cents, allowing suoh a rate of premium upon the latter, but lower than that at
present ruling, as would induce the holders to
surrender them and take the new, and to make
this a security for bank circulation.
I doubt
not that this is feasible.
In that way a holder
of fours or four-and-a-halfs could capitalize
the premium allowed on his bond and draw interest at the new rate on that as well as on the
principal, whereby there would be an inducement to exchange rather than to hold, or, in
the present difficulty of desirable reinvestment,
I am persuaded, from the official exto sell.
perience of the last year, that capital is ready
and willing to take at a low rate of interest all
the United States bonds that can reasonably
be issued, provided they be at long time of
The lower markpayment of principal.
et value which
they would
have, upon
their
first
issue
at
least, would

ADVEBTII1L1IBRTI.

Ice and

Jackets,

Atlas

Powder,

WE

Street.

80LE AGENTS FOR

Parker Breech Loading Shot
and Lailin & Rand

nnmber ten have been commenced and four
completed, and two of the largest government
buildings, those at Philadelphia and St. Lonis,
The expenditures
are practically completed.
during the year for work on all new buildings,
including sites, have [amounted to $3,700,468.15; for repairs and preservation ef public
buildings, $168,476.76; for heating apparatus
and repairs to same, elevators, vaults, safes,
locks, storage of silver dollars, etc., $144,930.76.
Amendments to the immigrant act are recommended. In 1883 the arrivals of immigrants
in this country were 603,322; in 1882 the arrivals were 788,992.
A statute of limitation of claims againit the
government is advised. Difficulties have arisen
between the Treasury Department and the
Pacific railroads to which the attention of
Congress isiuvited. The report closes with a
recommendation for the establishment of a
civil government in Alaska, and a suggestion
that the importance and valne of that country
as a commercial adjunct have been overlooked.

Christmas Cards

shall sell the entire stock consisting of

Guns,

POWDER dim
ORANGE
CO.
deol

BRASS GOODS:

a

fall

assortment of Ladies’ and Men's nne Boot
and Shoes, Slippers, &c.
Large line et Youths',
Misses’ and Children’s goods, Rubbers,’Shoe Brushes,Blacking. Cincinnati Safe and Lock Co. Safe.
Goods at private sale between the auction sales.□

(Wholesale and Retail)

T. B. DAVIb,
X78 Middle

MIDDLE ST.
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Roller Skates, Leather

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

!

dec5

dtf

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant
Salesroom
W. O.

18 fixeft

a age

0.

BAILiy,

8t»
W.

iLLD

Furniture and Genera Mereham
dine every Laturday, commencing at 10 o’clock i,
oetSdtf
m.
Consignment* solicited

Regular sale

of

Christmas Cards

MATTERS.

During the last year, work has been in progress upon twenty-seven.bnildings, under direction of the Supervising Arohitect, fit which

Commencing on Thursday, Dec.
6th,at 10 a. in. and continuing
at 10, 2.30 and 7.30 until
sold, at store

dtf

Consisting of beautiful Scouces,
Mirrors, P)acqnes,tClocks, Candlesticks, Inkstands, Smokers’ Sets,
Ash Trays, Crumb Trays, Thermometers and many small articles.

The choicest designs of

PRMG,

TUCK,

and other makers,
plain and
fringed. Also all of the NEW

FRINGED BOOKS,
design last year.

so

popular in

LORING, SHORT & HARMON. LORING, SHORT & HARMON
Protect Your Papers.
dim

no27

474 CONGRESS ST.

no27

dim

No more trouble with “wet papers” in
tbe morning, or having them
blown away. The

PATENT PAPER BOX
protects them

from wind and weather.
The Box is

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

Christmas Goods
AND

I
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Photograph Albums
in great variety and

LOWEST PRICES.

I’llllk lUIliik,
515 € Oft KRESS
d«3

where samples

ST.
dtf

can

be

seen.

nov27

dtf

agent for the cclcbrated“HEN
LET” and have for sale the
and
Winsltfw Clamp
Strapped Roller

am

potIO_
—

Also the Acme Club, Imperial and
other Ice Mkates for Ladies and
at
bottom
Gentlemen
prices,
wholesale and retail.
PARKER GU1MS as low as the
lowest.

U. L.

BAILEY,

QQ1 Middle Street
deol

Opposite Falmouth Hotel.

utf

aodly

COVER 10UR STEAM PIPES
WITH

—

Rectl’s Sectional
Any

one can

put it

fhctip.

*71

on.

Covering.

Uirrproof, Tight
see Samples at

Call and

Union

aad

Street.

JARVIS ENGINEERING CO.

oetlS

dtf

Washburn Homestead
SALEjNor 375 Sprlug street corner of Ne I
street. Elegant house, thoroughly built, tine
•ppolutments.good stable; about 13261) feet of lutd.
Apply to B. SHAW, 48 Vh Elchtuigo St.
i
<leleod2w»
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